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PREFACE

I HAVE tried ^o write a Constitutional History that shall

be intelliyible to any one who knows the outlines of English

history. Constitutional issues are likely to be more rather

than less prominent in the near future, and I should

like to hope that this sketch of the development of our

iwlitical institutions may lead some of those who read it

to a more detailed study of our Constitutional system. I

have added a bibliography which, while not pretending to

be exhauotive, includes most of the books likely to be

of service to students.

In the effort to bring the story down to our own times I

have been obliged to touch on some controversial matters,

but I have tried to deal with them as a historian, not as a

partisan.

J. HOWARD R MASTERMAN.

Coventry, December 1911.
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CHAPTER I

'3

INTRODUCTION

i*

Ix as far as the course of English Constitutional History can
be summurized in a phrase, it may be described as a drift

towards demcracy. I call it a drift rather than a progress,

because the development of our political institutions has not
been along the lines of any preconceived theory. Changes
have been made to satisfy practical needs as they arose, and
institutions have been adapted to meet altered conditions
by an almost unconscious process that resembles the organic
processes of nature. As a result, our political institutions,

at any given period of history, "are not what they seem."
In part, this is due to a distrust of theory that seems The value

ingrained in English character. The very word "theorist '" °*^P'"'^'

is often a term of reproach among us. In part, also, it is due
to the strong conservatism which is another of our national
characteristics. Even when the actual character of an
institution has changed, we retain old forms wherever
possible. Hence precedent plays a part in our legal and
political life greater, I suppose, than is the case with any
other European nation. Innovations must justify them-
selves by appeal to the past. One of many reasons why
a modern Town Council is a more effective body than a
Board of Guard ijins is that it gathers up vague far-ofF

traditions of the old Port-moots of early Plantagenet days.
^ 1 B
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IZThy ^^^ '^®* ^'^ government by general consent, brought

consent. V our forefathers from their German forests, has never
died out of English life. Feudalism introduced the idea
of a governing class, but with an underlying assumption
of unity of interest— an assumption which, while land
was the only source of wealth, corresponded fairly well
with tue facts. In this respect there is a close resem-
blance between the eleventh century and the eighteenth.
In both, a small body of landowners controlled the adminis-
trative machinery in the interest of the whole body of
landowners. In both, the crown was supported by those
elements of national life that were not directly connected
with the land, and in both the development of town life

changed the course of political history.

The great nobles of the Norman and early Angevin
times would, if they could, have reduced the king to the
position of a feudal overlord, cut off from direct authority
over the mass of the people by intervening grades of
feudal order. That they failed to do so wi.s due to the
fact that the Anglo-Saxon period had taught the English
freeman to regard the king as a national officer, and °that
William the Conqueror and Henry I. had the sagacity to
recognize" and encourage this feeling. As a result, an
informal alliance between the crown and the people grew
np. When the chartered towns began to develop a local
political life based not on land but on trade and industry,
it was to the crown that they turned for support. But
it was not through any wish of their own that the Com-
mons began to play a part in national affairs, but because
the crown called them in to "redress the balance" of
feudal oligarchy. Throughout the Middle Ages political
representation was regarded as a burden rather than a
privilege.

Its feudal

and
national

expres-

i>iou;s.
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It was Edward I.'s supreme title to greatness that he
recognized that the feudal expression of the idea of govern-
ment by consent must give place to the national. In the
writs of summons to the Model Parliament of 1295, he re-
asserted the fundamental principle of the old Teutonic
assembly-" that common danger should le met by means
devised in common."

For a time King and Commons were able to hold the
great feudal magnates in check, but in the fifteenth century
the weakness of the crown and the local influence of the
great nobles, which enabled them to "i.ack" the Houso
of Commons with their supporters, brought about a con-
dition not unlike that of the days of \\'alpole. But just
as the Whig oligarchy of the eighteenth century forfeited
Its supremacy through its internal dissensions, so the
oligarchy of the fifteenth century destroyed J* 'f in the
Wars of the Koses.

Under the Tudors the old alliance of crown and Ccm- under thenions was renewed. The doctrine of government by Tudors.

consent was never more clearly stated than by Sir Thomas
Smith m the time when the power of the Tudor dynasty
was at its height: "Every Englishman is intended to be
present (in Parliament) either in person or by procuration
and attorney .

. . from the prince to the lowest person of
England. And the consent of Parliament is taken to be
every man's consent." Two hundred years later IJlackstono
lays down the same doctrine in a well-known i)assacre • "

If it
were probable that every man could give his vote freely
and without influence of any kind, then, upon the true
theory and genuine principles of liberty, every member of
the community, however poor, should have a vote in
electing those delegates to whose charge is committed the
disposal of his property, his liberty, and his life.

'
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Inflaence

of execu-

tive.

Before the end of the Tudor i)eriod the danger of

oligarchic supremacy had passed, and the Commons were
now confronted wiih the danger of royal despotism. For-

tunately for the nation, the Parliaments of the early Stuart
period wore much more representative and indej^ndent
than those of the eighteenth century, for many of the

towns had not yet become ixjcket-boroughs, and in the

counties the forty-shilling freeholder still occupied a position

of independence.

From the time of the Restoration the legislative authority
of Parliament was no longer openly challenged, but the

executive wps able to control, where it could no longer
coerce, by the exercise of the patronage and financial re-

sources of the crown in the purchase of seats and the
buying of votes. The imdue strength of the executive
constituted the special danger against which the Whig party
was in constant protest in the latter half of the eighteenth
century. In the words of Dunning's celebrated resolution :

" The influence of the crown has increased, is increasing, and
ought to be diminished." But the difficulty that confronted
the Whigs was that any effective measures designed to

curtail the power of the crown were likely also to curtail

their own. It was only with great reluctance that the
Whig mind came round to the idea of Parliamentary
Reform.

The opponents of reform claimed that the House of

Commons of the eighteenth century did in fact represent
very well the various interests that made up the life of the
nation. Canning " valued the existing system of Parlia-

mentary representation for that very want of uniformity
which is complained of- for the variety of right of

election."

Another strong objection to any drastic reform was that
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it would disturb the relations between the various con-
stituent elements of the Constitution. " There is no man,"
said the Duke of Wellington, " who considers what the
government of King, Lords and Commons is, and the
details of the manner in which it is carried on, who
must not see that government will become impracticable
when the three branches shall be separate, each independent
of the other, and uncontrolled in its action by any of
the existing influences."*

But the control that King and Lords exercised over the
House of Commons depended on exactly those anomalies
that the more ardent reformers desired to sweep away.

It was the Industrial Revolution that forced the question ParlU-
of reform to tb f-ont, by creating a new industrial worid ^^^^n
in the north ar midlands. The landed interest was no
longer the predominant interest in a nation that had become
" the workshop of the worid." The House of Lords was,
speaking generally, a house of landowners, for the great
captains of industry had hardly begun to find a place there.
It was therefore the more necessary that the great towns
should be adequately represented in the Lower House.

The Reform Act of 1832 was not intended to make any 1832.
fundamental change in the Constitution. It corrected the
worst abuses in the existing political system. It did, and
was meant to do, no more. Its importance lay in its indirect
results. In place of a system that had grown up through
a process of historical development, it introduced a system
based on a purely arbitrary process. Certain classes were
enfranchised

;
certain boroughs gained or lost members.

But all this lacked the note of finality.

x-\'^'^°}uV'^'
^""^^ Dickinson, ne Development of Parliament in the
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The earliest organized advocates ii a pure democracy were
the Cliartists; and after the collapse of Chartism in 1848,
economic prosperity and the attractions of a " spirited foreign
policy " led men's thoughts, for a time, away from aspira-
tions for constitutional change.

1867. The various schemes of Parliamentary Reform that
preceded the Reform Act of 1867 were indications not
of an overwhelming popular demand, but rather of a
desire by both political parties to strengthen their hold
of the country by posing as the friends of the unen-
franchised classes. Finally, in 1867, an attempt was
made to base the franchise, as far as the boroughs were
concerned, on the .lefinite principle of the Household
unit. But the introduction of a lodger franchise made
a breach in the new principle at the very moment when
it was established.

The Act of 1867 was a tremendous step in the direction
of democracy, taken by men who appear to have realized
very inadequately the nature of the change that they were
making. Among the political leaders of the time, Robert
Lowe alone saw clearly that the Act of 1867 was not so
much a reform as a revolution. He predicted that it would
be i^llowed by "the abolition of indirect taxation, the
graduation of the income tax, and the restriction of the
hours of labour by law"; and he proi)hesied "the devolu-
tion of both Tories and Whigs into 'two pprties of competi-
tion,' who, like Cleon and the sausage-seller of Aristophanes,
will both be bidding for the supjwrt of Demos." '

1884. The Reform Act of 1884 was the inevitable corollary of
that of 1867, for the extension of the Household franchise
to the counties was bound to follow its adoption in the
boroughs.

Lowes Dickinson, p. 64.
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The propertied classes (the phrase is convenient hut Tlie

objectionable) still retained three strongholds of influence, '"*l"*"f« "^

J
' " property.

and of these three two are being gradually undermined.

The first of these strongholds of influence was the House

of Lords, which had come to represent property rather than

noble birth. But the House of Lords has ceased to claim

any other right than that of referring questions to the

people, and even this has been denied it by recent legis-

lation. Then secondly, the heavy cost of an election, and

the fact that members of Parliament were unpaid, gave

to men of wealth a considerable advantage as Parliamentary

candidates, and the process of " nursing a constituency
"

by subscriptions to football clubs, local charities, etc., still

bears fruit in due season in many constituencies. But
these advantages are likely to count for less when members
are paid, election expenses reduced, and electors trained in

habits of self-respect.

There will then remain as the sole asset of the

"propertied classes " the larger opportunities of service that

wealth affords. A " leisured class " will have to justify its

existence in the future by being the most eflfectively

useful class in the community.^

The drift towards democracy is now nearly complete. Democracy.

But will democracy work? In the view of a large and
probably increasing body of men democracy is regarded

as a means to an end, and the end is the readjustment of

the whole existing system of property. While the su])ject

of socialism, in all its various forms, lies definitely outside

the scope of this volume, democracy is a system of govern-

ment, and as such demands examination by a constitutional

' "Tlie British Empire requires at tlie present time Iianl service frnm
all its sons. Jt reqiiirc^* the hardest service from those to whom most has
been given. "—King George V. to Etcu boys.
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historian. It is tu^ latest attempt to give expression to the
Idea of government by consent. But government by consent
is not equivalent to government by a bare majority, still
less to government by the majority of the moment. That
13 the great <lefect of the lieferer.dum as a constitutional
expedient. What we want to reach is not the chance
impulse of a numerical majority, but, if we can, the
permanent will of the community-what Kousseau calls
the ''general will" as distinguished from the "will of
all." We have supposed that some approximation to this
general will can be reached by the represenUitive system-
that member, of Parliament may express the nobler and
more permanent feelings and aspirations of their con-
6tituents.2 But the modern doctrine of the "mandate"
threatens to reduce the member of Parliament to a mere
delegate of his local political organization.

It will not be claimed by any student of our political
institutions that a democratic system results in the highest
standard of immediate efficiency. " Publicists rightly warn
us that rash expenditure of money extracted from the
taxpayer and the ratepayer is the besetting vice and peril
of democracy." 3 The tendency to lay ever- increasing
burdens on jmblic authorities is likely to develop a
bureaucratic system under which the free play of political
forces may be stifled. And an appeal to the interests of
the moment may prove more effective than an appeal to

' r may l,e allowe.l to refer to my little book on Parliament and theI eopte for more detailed treatment of this subject.
"He (Mr. Gladstone) posse.ssed -•- an extraordinary degree the powerof retnra.n. o his an.lience. elaborate.! an.l beautifie.i. their ow,' iZ,... It was tins p:ft that made him a -reat democratic statesman Theimmuture and fonnless will of the people constantly foun.l in im !,!

?V'~l.'p:' Sf'

"" '"""^'^' ''' ''-^ realization."-Bright, Grou.k

Morlc>
, j.ife „/ iilaiistme, i. GC2.
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those wider interests on which the permanent Avell-bein''

of national life depends. Against these perils tlie only
effective safeguard must be found in the growth of political

insight resulting from the wider diffusion of education.

Fundamentally, the problem of democracy is a religious

problem, for the constont subordination of personal interests

to the general good can only exist in a community that has
a religious background.

It may perhaps be counted as a hopeful sign that a The

strong class consciousness has developed in English political
"*"°°*l

'— Tp .,
J , ,

^ or conscious-
i^or the clanger of democracy lies exactly in that ness.

life

which in Bentham's view constitutes its justification—that
self-interest being man's one supreme instinct, every man
will under a democratic sj stem " seek his own " and thus
the greatest happiness of the greatest number will be
secured

! A class interest is better than a merely personal
interest. For a man who has learned _ ire for and
think with his class may come to care for and think with
the larger whole of the nation. It is the historian to whom
we must turn for help in levcloping this larger national
consciousness. National political institutions are one of
the forms in which the national consciousness of the past
has expressed itself, and in the study of the constitu-
tional development of our OM-n country we learn to under-
scfind what are the permanent instincts of the national
mind. As wc watch the armed w-arriors gatliering in
council in their primitive assemblies, or see the knight
of the shire setting out reluctantly to obey the king's
summons, or mark the justice of the peace courageously
shouldering the burden of local administration at the
command of his sovereign, or ride with Pym on his
electioneering tour in 1 040.. or trace the process by n hich
the Commons rose to supremacy in the constitutional
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system, wo learn to recognize that tinder all these changing
conditions the national mind was grappling with the
problem of how to reconcile order with liberty—the right
of the individual with the atithority of the state. And this
reconciliation of order and lil)erty may yet, through the
travail of the years that still lie before us, be the noblest
contribution that our race is destined to make to the larger
humanity of the future.

i

i

i i



CHAPTER II

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION

In the first century of the Christian era the frontiers of the The

Koraan Empire in tlie west lay along the Rhine. The Cfermans.

country beyond this river was occupied by a number of

tribes akin in their language, institutions, and religion,

whom the Romans learned from the Gauls to call Germans.

Since the name German is now confined to a section only

of this race, later ages have extended to the whole group

of tribes tlic name of Tnifon, which was originally the name

of one of the earliest of them with which the Empire came

into contact.

The Germans v ere a hardy and warlike race, living, in

times of peace, in small conimuriities almost completely

independent of each other, but uniting into larger bodies

for purposes of war. A life of constant struggle with

nature had developed in them a resourcefulness and vigour

that enabled them to resist successfully all attempts to

incorporate them in the Empire.

Our earliest detailed knowledge of their social and Tacitus'

political institutions is derived from Tacitus' Ocrmanui,

written about the year a.d 98. According to Tacitus the

basis of political org:\nization was the ricus or township, a

small self-governing community under uprinccps or headman

11

Germania.
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chosen at tlu-^ general tribal gatherings. A number of these
townships made up a pag^.^ and a group of jwrii constituted
the aviia!^ or tri])e. Kelow the armed warrior wore men
without political rights, in various degrees of servile con-
dition, and above him there appear two kinds of aristo-
cracy existing side by side. There were the nohilcs,
possessed of hereditary dignity and probably the right to
larger allotments of land, but with little political power.
With these ^yc may class the king, in those tribes in which
the institution of kingship existed. Tacitus regards king-
ship as a new development, but it was probably, in reality,
a survival from an eariier patriarchal condition. The king
was chosen for noble birth {ez nohUitate). His political
powers were small, and did not include the right to lead
the tribe in war, which fell to duces elected for the purpose

;

nor the supreme right to administer justice, which was'
vested partly in the priests, and partly in the tribal
assembly.

Sido by side with this hereditary nobility were the
principes elected in the tribal assembly. These primipe^,
who probably represented a new nobility of office
gradually superseding the older nobility of birth, carried
on in time of peace the work of local administration, and
when the tribe went out to war certain of their number
were chosen as duces or war-leaders. Each of these principes
was atten.led by a body of young warriors or comites, in
whose personal relation to their chief we can see the germ
of the later feudal nobilitv of service.

'^"'"^^ .assemblies or "Folk-moots" were held at stated

FM-moot. times, and wore attended hy all the armed warriors of the
tribe. The principes forme.l a kind of "second chamber"
to settle minor questinns and prepare business for the tiibal
assembly. At this assembly questions of ijeace and Avar

Th
tribal
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were discussed, the warriors expressing dissent with loud

shouts, and approval by clash of spear and shield. Judicial

business and the election of kings and chiefs were also

transacted at this tribal gathering.

Tacitus' brief sketch serves to show the fundamentally

democratic character of early Teutonic institutions. A
tribe of armed warriors, surrounded by hostile neighbours,

could hardly hope to maintain its independence and keep

its hunting-grounds secure except by the voluntary loyalty

of all to loaders chosen for proved valour and deriving their

authorityfrom the popularwill. So the instinct of discussion

played from the first an important part in shaping the

policy of the tribe, and justice was administered by the

princijifix in conjunction with assessors whose position fore-

shadows the later system of trial by jury.

Soon after the time of Tacitus, the growth of population Teutonic

made the struggle for existence more severe in these
'"•8^*tions.

northern lands, and tribes began to move southwards and

press on the frontiers of the Empire. Held back for a

time, they ultimately broke through in successive waves

of conquest— Goths, Vandals, Burgundians, Swabians,

Lombards, ana Franks—and founded new kingdoms, in

which Teutonic and lioman institutions blended in varyin"

proportions.

Led by the same impulse, the tribes tuat lived along tlie

northern coast took to the sea, and ravaged the coasts of

the Roman Province of Britain. On the withdrawal of the

Roman armies from the Province, they came in larger

numbers, not to plunder, but to settle. They brought with

them their political institutions and ideas, and carried on
in their new homes the same kind of life that tb-'v had
lived in the Low (icrman lands from which they had come.

Whatever they may have taken over from the Celtic and
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Roman civilizations that they displaced, their political and
legal system seems to have remained entirely Teutonic.

But some changes necessarily followed on the conquest
The successful leader of the adventure developed into
the king of the tribe, and his chief followers became a
separate class of "thegns" or "gesiths," endowed with
grants of laud, and attached to his person ia the aimo way
that the comites were attached to the person of the princeps
Meanwhile the rank and file of the warriors lost something
of their independence. The township generally fell under
the control of an overlord, to whom service of various
kmds was due. For police purposes, the Anglo-Saxon laws
msisted that every man should "commend himself" to
some overlord, and the "lordless" man soon came to bo
regarded as an outlaw. For a time the Folk-moot may
have retiiined its old character as a tril>al gatherin- of the
free warriors, but as the little kingdoms grmlually lost
their mdependence in the long series of struirgles that
occupy the seventh and eighth centuries, and became
"Shires" of the larger kingdoms of Mercia or Wessex or
Northumbria, the Folk-moot became the S/ure-nmt, and
the place of the king as local head of the shire was taken
by tne Ealdorman elected by the central Witan, often from
the old royal line.

It was in the Shire-moot that the political life of those
early days found its centre. It met twice a year in An-do-
Saxon times, and once a month at a later period, and was
attended by all landowners, excepting such as could claim
exemption from the duty. The Bishop sat with the
Eiddorman, as did also the Scir-gerefo or Sheriff, who repre-
sented the claims and authority of the king in th- local
court, and presided over its meeting, as his representative
In later times one Ealdorman, cr Earl, as he came to be
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called, often held shire, and the officemore than (

tended to become hereditary.

In addition to the landowners of the shire, the Court

was attended by the reeve and four men fi-om eacii town-

ship, and twelve representatives from each hundred to

present criminals from the hundred court. How ami

when this system of acting through representatives begun

wo do not know.

The business of the Shire-moot was chiefly judicial. It

heard appeals from the smaller local courts, and its verdict,

pronounced by twelve senior thcgns on behalf of the whole

body of suitors, was final, except in special cases where an

appeal might be made to the king. The administrative

work of the shire was also transacted in the Shire-moot,

where also new laws wert) proclaimed by tLe sheriff.

The. shires were subdivided into hundreds, or, as they The

were called in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, Wapentakes.
^^'*'^"'"^'

Each of these hundreds has its own Hundred-moot, meet-

ing every month under the presidency of the Hundreds-

ealdor for civil and criminal cases, and minor administra-

tive work ; and below the Hundred-moot was the tuiKjeniot

or Township-moot, which corresponded to our modern

parish meeting. The township remained throughout

Anglo-Saxon times the unit for police purposes.

Side by side with these courts, there grew up gradually

another group of courts, due to grants of juiisdiction given

by the king to the great landowners. Grants of Sac and

Soc, Tol and Team, and Infangentheof were constantly

made to nobles,* to whom they were tv profitalile source of

revenue ; and the authority of the Hundred-moot was

moot.
1

I

' .Sh." and f!oe wa? apparently a eeneral isanie f"r 'lie risht to !!r>ld

courts, Tol and Team was tliu right U> Imld ;v market iiiul recover stolen

goods by inouest, In/angenUu'o/\\:xA tlie ri;jlit of criminal jurisdictiou.
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correspondingly weakened, as all who owned suit and
service at these seignorial courts were exempt from the
obligation of attending the Hundred-moot. These private
courts prepared the way for the strictly manorial courts of
later times.

TheWitan. It was in the local courts of the shire and hundred
that the instinct of self-government was kept alive. In
the work of the central government the ordinary free-
man had neither the power nor the desire to claim a
share. Somewhere far away, at Winchester or York or
elsewhere, the king gathered his great nobles and
ecclesiastics in the JFHemujemot, or Assembly of the Wise.
This body does not appear to have had any fixed con-
stitution. The bishop.s and ealdormen attended, and
besides these, a large number of ministri or king's thegns.

That the onlinary freeman had the right to attend is

very improbable
; certainly the right, if it existed, was

one that he never exercised. The poM-ers of the Witan
were extensive, though the exercise of them must have
depended largely on the will of the king, through whom
alone its decisions could become effective. It was by the
advice of his Witan that the king made new laws, when
required

; grants of public lands often received its sanction,
and ealdormen, bishops, and even kings were elected by
it. In addition to all this, it exercised an appellate juris-
diction, both civil and criminal, in exceptional cases. But,m fact, central government in England remained formless
and meflective till the organizing power of the Norman kings
gave a new and definite character to the Great Council.

I have described shortly the political institutions that
the Anglo-Saxons brought with them when they first came
to this country

; and I have described the political insti-
tutions of the country as they were on the eve of the

Anglo-

Saxon
develop

ment.
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Norman Conquest. The process of development that h'es be-
tween is not easy to trace. It was interrupted by long periods
of contest with the Danes, and hindered by the strength of
local feeling that survived the break-up of the old kingdoms.
The division of the country into shires whs not completed
till after the Norman Conquest—Lancashire, for example,
dates from the twelfth century; and the division into
hundreds, though traditionally associated with Alfred, was
probably a gradual process. Hun.lreds vary much in size,

becoming larger in the north than in the south.

The conversion of Kngland to Cliristianity in the seventh Influence

century exercised a most important influence on its con-
^J^^^^

stitutional development. Long before England was politi-
"' *

cally one, the whole country was one in its ecclesiastical

organization, with a complete system of parishes, dioceses,
and national synods. The diocese was at first coter-
minous with the kingdom, and remained till after the
Norman Conquest a very large area. But the bishop was
•not, as yet, a great secular official. He sat in the local
court, where ecclesiastical as well as civil cases were judged,
and he attended the AVitan, much of whose legislative
activity was occupied with Church matters. This close
relation of Church and State 's a marked feature of Anglo-
Saxon times, and carries back the idea of an Established
Church to the first beginnings of our national history.

The parish was generally coterminous with the town-
ship, which it ultimately superseded as the unit of local
government. The priest's relation to the town reeve re-
produced in miniature the relation of the bishop to the
ealdorman in the larger world.

One of the most imporfcint political results of the con- Corona-
version of England was that the monarchy gained a new
sanctity. Though the early English Church knew

O

tions.

I
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Territorial

kiDgsLip.

no Buch doctrine of divine right na that which was

taught iu Stuart times, yet the ceremony of coronation

and unction, by the religious sjinction that it gave to

the royal office, must have tended to lift the king into

a higher positioa

In his coronation oath, the king pledged himself to

three things :
" first, that God's Church and the Christian

people of my realm hold true peace ; sec^ ly, that I for-

bid all rapine and injustice to men of all conditions

;

thirdly, that I promise and enjoin justice and mercy in all

judgments."

As national life grew more settled, the king's 'office as

war-leader tended to give place to his office as the keeper of

the peace. Thus any subject guilty of a breach of the

peace was liable not only to pay compensation to any one

whom he had injured, but also an equal amount to the king

as atonement for the Tong done to the pablic. Hence

the king was regarded as the source of justice, and could

grant judicial rights to his nobles, reserving, if he chose,

certain special classes of cases—the sc i al' i' " Plea^; of the

Crown "—for his own courts.

The growing dignity of the royal office is shown in the

development of the idea of treason. The murder of a

king, at first punishable only by a larger wergeld than that

of any other man, now becomes pxmishable by death and

forfeiture. " If any one plot against the king's life, of

himself, or by harbouring of exiles, or of his men, let him

be liable in his life, and all that he has."

The growth of royal power is closely connected with

the most important change that passed over national life

in the centuries that followed the Anglo-Saxon migration

—

the change fioni a personal to a territorial system of

The change is significantly shownnational organization
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in the change of title from Athelstan's King of the English

to PMgar's 'I'litius Angliae njMfrator.

The transition may be expressed by saying that in the

early German system the basis of military and political life

is the assembly of the free warriors, whereas in the

Kngland of the tenth century the basis of political arnl

military life is the assemlily of landowners. In the

centuries that follow all obligations of service tend

gradually to be expressed in terms of land, whioh " becomes
the sacramental tie of all public relationships." England
was passing through exactly the same process that in

France produced the feudal system, and by the middle of

the eleventh century all the materials were ready out of

which the Norman statesmen could build a feudal order,

while they retained the older local system to counteract

its dangers.

Li*l



CHAPTER III

THE NORMAN CONQUEST

The Norse-

men as

orgauizers.

The Norman Conquest is the most important turning-

point in English constitutional history till we reach the

Revolution of 1688. Both were important for the same

reason—that they brought into definite form constitutional

principles that had been growing up gradually in the

preceding period.

The Norsemen, originally as destructive in Neustria as

their kindred the Danes in England, had developed great

constructive powers. They were "a race whose dis-

ting'iishing characteristic seems to have been a wonderful

power of adapting itself to circumstances, of absorbing

into its own life the best and strongest institutions of

whatever race it conquered." So they became the great

architects and the great organizers of Europe. In them

the old Viking spirit of vigorous activity was wedded

to the Roman spirit of order, and the product of the

union was a great passion for efficiency and orgaiii/ation.

William the Conqueror was a typical No-man. He had

been trained in a hard school. Called at the age of twelve

to rule the turbulent chiefs of Normandy, he had brought

order out of chaos, and become the craftiest warrior an<i

the wisest statesman in Europe.

20
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The lack of governance from which the England of the William

eleventh century was suffering must have seemed to him ^l*®

. .

° Conqueror.
an appeal for intervention much stronger than the shadowy

grounds on •• lii. :i lie avowedly based his claims.' After

the battle u Sonia! had gi en him a foothold in England,

he spent fo • .^.ais in beating down local resistance. The
whole of his rtiig'i ^te)- 107^ ',va& spent in reorganizing

the realm that he had won. The main object of all this

reorganization wi.3 not to build up a new system— trial by
battle and ecclesiastical courts are the only real innovations

that can be attributed to him—but to give definite and

efficient form to Anglo-Saxon constitutional institutions.

In practice, William Mas probably more completely despotic

than any other king who ever ruled in England, but he

chose to clothe his despotism in constitutional forms, and so

laid the foundations of English political liberty.

William brought over with him no code of Norman law.

He accepted the English code that lay ready to hand.
" This I Avill and order, that all shall have and hold the

law of King Edward as to lands and all other things, with

these additions which I have established for the good of the

English people."

But if the instHutions of Anglo-Saxon times are to

go on, they must be reclothed in a Norman dress. So
the shire becomes the romitatus, and the sheriff the tnce-

conies. The township is transformed into the manor, and

the tenants of the local lord become his villani.

All this means more than a mere change of names. It

means the transformation of vague customs into a definite

legal system. The easy-going institutions of Anglo-Saxon

England were made to serve the needs of that ruthless

^ It is interesting to fompare the motives of William's intervention in
England with the motives of Napoleon's intervention in Spain in 1805.
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The
" Feudal

system."

CH.

efBciency that AVilliam knew to be the only alternative to

the general chaos against which he had fought so stern a
fight in his native Normandy.

It use<l to be said that William the Norman " introdii ed
the feudal system into p]ngland." To interpret this phrase

we must first understand something about the "feudal
system."

When the chaos and confusion of the dark ages began
to subside in the tenth century a new social order emerged,

based on landownership and miliUiry service. The two
great needs of every state were the defence and cultivation

of its territory, and the welding of its people into a self-

conscious community. Feudalism provided for both these

needs.

The feudal system started from the king as the supreme
landowner, from whom all other landowners held their land,

directly (tenants in capiteY or indirectly {mesne tenants) on
terms of military service. While they did the required

service they could ,iot be dispossessed of their lands. In

England the unit of military tenure came to be the knight's

fee, that is, the amount of land for which its holder must
furnish one mounted soldier for forty days each year to

tlie king. At the lower end of the social scale were the

manorial tenants (socage tenants and villani), who held their

land on terms not of military but of economic service. It

was their t^isk to cultivate the land of the nation while their

overlord defended its frontiers.

The feudal system had this special advantage, that, in the

days when land was practically the only source of wealth, it

gave every man a real statu- in the national order. The only

' Dr. Oneist reckons the tenants-in-chief of the crown at the time of
Ooinesdiiy at six iiumired, and tiie subtenants at about eight thousand, of
whom half were Kn^^lisb.
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The
Church.

man let out was the man without land or lord, and while

there was land enough for all no ma' need be in this class.

As soon as the growth of towns \, oducod a new class of The

landless men, the system began to be modified. In France
*°^^"

an attempt was made to establish the towns, as "communes,"

within the feudal order, the commune being regarded as

capable of acting as a collective overlord or vassal ; but in

P^ngland the towns were never incorporated into the feudal

scheme.

The Church was provided for in a different way. A
large amount of Church land was held on the ordinary

military tenure, but ecclesiastical property could also be

held by frank-almoi/fn, or "free arms," that is, tenure by

prayer, the only obligation being to pray for the soul of

the donor. It was the extension of this frank-almoign

tenure that led to the Statute of Mortmain ".n 1279, by

which donations of land to the Church were prohibited.

Beginning thus as a system of land tenure, feudalism Feudal

gradually r'laped the forms of political life. The rei&' .1

of the overlord to his vassals involved certain claims of a

financial character. For example, on succession a vassal

paid a relief to his overlord, who had also the r "ut to

demand an aid (auxilium) under certain circumstances.

The overlord had also the right of wnriUliip, that is, of

administering the estate during the minority of the vassal

;

and of marriage, that is, of providing a husband for a female

inheritor—a right that took the form of a demand for

payment on the marriage of a ward. And lastly, on failure

of heirs, or refusal of a vassal to fulfil his obligations, the

land escheated to the overlord. These rights constituted

one of the most important sources of royal revenue, and

accordingly Feuilalism became a financial as well as a

military arrangement.

dues.
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As a system of government Feudalism pi , oil a failure.

For the great tenants-in-chief were the only subjects over

whom the king exercised direct authority, and as the

vassals of these great tenants were bound l)y their oath to

follow tiieir overlord, even against the king, the sovereign

was liable to become little more than a figure-head, or at

best an arbiter among contending barons. lie could oidy

secure any real power by playing oif his great vassals

against each other. This was the condition of the kingdom
of France at the time of the Norman Conquest, and England

under Etlward the Confessor was drifting into a similar

condition.

Ft'iulalisni William had seen all this, and while he gave a definite
-ng am

. jij-ggtip^ |.q ^},g fe,ni.ji tendencies that he found in England,

he took steps to counteract the worst dangers of Feudalism.

The land system of England was completely feudalized.

The fact that William had acquired England as a conqueror

made it easier to treat the land as ieira regis, and such of

the English tenants as were not dispossessed were obliged,

in the words of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, to "buy their

lands," that is, to pay a fine in recognition of the royal

overlordship. But William was determined that there

should not be in England great fiefs like those that reduced

the authority of the king in France to a shadow. It is a

significant sign of this determination that the Earl now
ceased to sit with the sheriff in the Shire-Court. Except

for the " third penny " which he still received, the relation

of the Earl to his county was only titular. Earls there

might be of Hereford or Norfolk, who might not seldom

disturb the royal peace, but they could not march against

the king at the head of the united forces of the counties

from which thoy derived their titles.

In local administration, the sheriff became supreme,
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but the Shire-Court gradually lost influence through the

grant of exemption from attendance to the greater land-

owners. The Hundred-Court continued to suffer through

the increase of local manorial courts, Avhoso suitors were
exempt from the obligation of attendance at the Hundred-
Court. Yet the fact that the old loc ' courts survived,

tended to preserve the continuity of English constitutional

develojiment, and to impose a valuable check on the dis-

integrating tendencies of Feudalism.

Central government went on apparently as before. The

"Thrice the king wore his crown every year he was in
^''"*

J^^ngland
; at Ivister he wore it at Wmchester, at Pentecost

at Westminster, and at Christmas at Gloucester; and at

these times all the men of England were with him

—

archbishops, bishops and abbots, earls, thegns and
knights."

But the Great Council that gathered around the king
was very different from the Witan with which the Anglo-
Saxon kings had had " deep speech " in former days. It

was now the right and the duty of all tenants-in-chief of

the crown to attend the Curia or court of their overlord,

and it was an advantage to the king to have the great

feudal vassals under observation. But the smaller land-

owners who held direct from the crown would not be
expected to come, and hence there grew up c. distinction,

destined to have important consequences, between the

greater and lesser Barones, or free tenants of the king.

The Greater Barons were the Barons who came, and by
coming established the principle that however autocratic

an English king might be, he was bound to act wilh the
" counsel and consent " of his Council.

But William was rot content that his relation with his The

subjects should rest only on a feudal basis. Perhaps the ^SS"^
1080.
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most important single event in his reign was the great

gathering at Salisbury in 108(), wiien "there came to him

all the landowning men of [)roperty there wen; over all

Kngland, whose soever men they were, and all bowed down

to him and became his men, and swore oatiis of fealty to

him that they would be faithful to him against all other

men." In thus bringing all the landowners of England

into direct relation with himself, William set up a new

national ideal side by side witii the feudal ideal.

WhopQ soever man he was, every English landowner was

to be taught to recognize that his first duty was to the

crown. The victory of the king's successors in the long

struggle that they were obliged to wage against the claims

of the great vassals was largely due to this recognition of

the crown as the centre of national unity as against the

disintegrating intluence of Feudalism.

It bcLuigs to the s;ime idea that in English feudal law

no man is bound to fight/"/' his lord, otny to fight with his

lord for the king. So private war never becomes legal in

England, as it did in France.

r>ut we have still to deal with the most important change

that followed on tl-e Norman Conquest. The most striking

feature of the later Atiglo-Saxon times is the weakness of

the centnd executive. An Alfred or an Edgar might for a

time exercise real authority, but central government decayed

as soon as the reins of power passed into weaker hands.

The roval revenue was collected in a haphazard way, the

national military system broke down over and over again

in times of need, rnyal justice was casual and intermittent.

Anglo-Saxon statesmen were generally content to " muddle

throusj;li."

\\4lli.un was as cuniplotcly his ov.ii chief minister as

Alfred or Edgar, but ho began to develop an executive
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body tliat should carry on efficiently the actual work of

administration, lioyal rcvenuo was collected with new
vigour, to the groat distress of his suhjects, who saw in

the Do.iKisday survey—^prolfably rightly—a iww instru-

ment of rojal exactions. A permanent body f»f offici.-ls

begins to appear, at the hau] of whom i.s the .Tiuticiar,

an officer who licld a jKisition in Nfirman England not

unlike that of the fmperial Chancellor in modein (Icrmany.

The organization f(f this executive fiody was the work of

Henry I., but the beginning of it dates from the reign of

his fatlier.

The Anglo-Saxon period had seen tiie establishment of

an efficient system of lf)cal government in England ; the

Norman kings estiblished an efficient system of central

government, and so, for the first time, gave England the

consciousness of national unitv ; the Angevin kin''s linked

the local and central systems by sending itinerant justices

from the central court to the local courts ; and Simon de

Montfort and Ethvard I. completed the work by calling up
representatives from the local courts to the central Council.

One other change of importance in national institu- Church

tions followeil on the Norman Conquest. The close re-
*^'""'''''-

lations between the Church and the State, which had been

a marked characteristic of Angl(>>ia on times, now ceased.

Hildebrand was iit this time the leader of a great efTort

to disentangle the Cluirch from the world, and as part of the

price that he paid f»)r the support given by the Pope to hi.s

invasion of England, William issued an Ordinance separat-

ing the ecclesiastical and secular courts. The bishop no

longer sat in the Shire-Court, and ecclesiastical ofTences

wore no longer tried there. Two judicial systems were

set up side ]>y side ; it was almost inevitable that sooner

or later they should come into collision. The collision

I
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work.

came, as we shall see, in less than a hundred years, and

brought with it the murder of an archbishop and the

shattering of an Empire.

But though the bishops no longer shared in the local

administration, they still came, with the mitred abbots, to

the Great Council, and their presence there prevented the

Council from becoming a body composed exclusively of

hereditary feudal barons. They still remain, except for

the Law Lords, the only non-hereditary element in the

Upper House.

William's The actual powers of the Great Council, under the

masterful rule of the Norman kings, were probably slight,

but it was by the " counsel and consent " of the Council

that new laws were promulgated. The phrase may

have been little more than a form, but it was a form that

imposed a barrier to all etforts of the lawyers in later

times to maintain in England tlie Roman legal doctrine

that the king's will has the force of law {Qiml jjrincei>s

plucuit, legis hahet vigorein).

Twice in our history—in the reign of William I. and

in the reign of Henry VIII.—England was for a time

ruled by a practically autocratic king, but in both reigns

the forms of the Constitution were preserved, md so the

reaasertion of constitutional liberty took the form, not of a

revolution, but of a revival that clothed the old forms

with a new life—a movement at once conservative and

progressive.

" It has been remarked a thousand times that, while

other nations have been driven to destroy and to rebuild

the political fabric, in England we have never hod to

destroy and to rebuild, but have found it enough to reprir,

to enlarge, and to improve. This characteristic of English

history is mainly owing to the events of the eleventh
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century, and owing above all to the i-ersonal agency of

William. As far as mortal man can guide the course of

things .vhen he is gone, the course of our national history

since William's day has been the result of William's

charactc I- and William's acts."
'

' Freeman, William the Conqueror, p. 199.
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CHAPTER IV

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JUDICATURE

The
Charter of

Henry I.

The history of the Constitution from 1066 to near the

end of the twelfth century is the history of a steady

process of development with two periods of interruption.

The first of these was the reign of William Rufus, which

served to show how a despotic monarch could turn feudal

customs ijito instruments of extortion ; the second was the

reign of Stephen, which served to show how a weak king

and a disputed succession could open the floodgates of

feudal anarchy. The outcome of the reign of William

Eufus ca.. be seen in the Charter of Henry I., wherein

the new king pledged himself to observe the ancient

customs ; the outcome of the reign of Stephen can be seen

in the efforts of Henry H. to establish royal justice on a

firm foundation, so that the King's Court may be strong

enough to maintain order.

Henry I. inherited the statesmanlike qualities of his

father, as his brother the Red King inherited his military

genius. Robert of Normandy apparently inherited neither.

Yet Robert did one important service to English con-

stitutional progress, for his claims to the throne of England

were supported by a number of the Anglo-Norman barons,

who wished to see the same king ruling in England and

30
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Normandy; and Henry was accordingly thrown back on

the support of his English subjects. It was this struggle

that led him to inaugurate his reign by issuitig the

Charter that afterwards played so important a part in the

crisis that resulted in the Great Charter. The grievances

tb;it Henry promises to redress are very similar to those

of the reign of King John, but the significant diiTerence

between the two documents is that Henry only makes a

general promise to restore the " ancient customs," whereas

King John is forced to give to these ancient customs clear

legal definition.

On one point Henry refuses all concession. "The Forest

forests by the counsel and consent of my barons I retain
*•

in my own hands as my father had them." It may be well

to say a few words about this question of forest law.

The extension of forests did not necessarily mean the

entire depopulation of the areas so taken over by the king,

but it did mean that all the inhabitants of the distri .'t

came under a special code oF forest laws, and lost the

protection of the ordinary law of the land. The grievance

of the Norman aflForestations was akin to the grievance of

the Stuart Star Chamber—both superseded the ordinary

law-courts in the interest of royal despotism.

Taught by the experience of the beginning of his reign,

Henry set himself to strengthen the whole machinery of

government, especially on its judicial side.

One of the most important tasks of the reign was the The

organization of the Exchequer. Some kind of machinery ^="-"'^«<l"«'"

for dealing with royal revenue must have existed in

Anglo-Saxon times, and William I. appears to have given

it a more definite character by the appointment of a Lord

High Treasurer. But it was Bishop Koger of Salisbury,

in the reign of Henry I., who brought the Exchequer to
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full efficiency. Under the Justiciar, a number ot baronei

scacmrii supervised the assessment and collection of the

revenue, which was paid in half-yearly by the sheriffs, a

chequered cloth being used for balancing the accounts. The
chief sources of royal revenue for the collection of which

the sheriff was responsible were the old Danegcld (which

continued to be levied to the time of Henry II., and was

then 8U{)erseded by a land tax called Varucage) ; the fines

levied in the local courts ; the feudal dues ; the royal rents
;

and the so-called " ferm "'
of the shire, which was apparently

a payment made to the king, in lieu of his claims for

support, by the towns in his royal demesne—a payment
which the towns generally succeeded in securing the right

to compound with the sheriff. We have valuable informa-

tion as to the working of the financial business of the

State in the Piixs Rolls, which were kept by the Chancellor

and Treasurer as records of the business done ; and also

in a very interesting document, the Dialogm de Sraccario,

which wa.s probably written by Bishop Richard of London,

great-nephew of Roger of Salisbury.

But the col'ection of the revenue necessarily raised

questions proi^erly judicial. A might decline to pay the

dues on his land while B's claim on it remained

unsettled. C might declare his assessment excessive. So
the harones scaccarii soon found themselves acting as a

judicial body.

An important development followed. The Barons of

the Exchequer began to visit the local centres for the

purpose of supervising the assessment of the taxes and

settling disputes. So began the system of itinerant

justices, the first link of connexion between the old local

courts and the Norman central administrative system. It

was not till the reign of Henry II. that these tours of the
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judges became systematic, but the beginning of theni dates

from the reign of his grandfather.

To some extent these itinerant justices may he regarded

IS doing for the king what in earlier days the king had

done himself. In Anglo-Saxon times the king was c(jn-

Btantly on the move, and us ho passed from shire; to shiio

his subjects could bring their demands for re<lress to him

in person. The Norman court was more fixed, though by

no means as much so as in later times, ami the king was

therefore less accessible to his subjects. So the itinerant

justice met a real need.

It was part of the policy of the king to strengthen the The local

ordinary local courts, which the sheritls, often powerful courts.

local magnates, were no doubt tempted to use chiefly as

a means of increasing their own influence. " I grant and

order that now my County and lliuitlreil Courts shall sit at

the same places and times as they s<'it in the time of i\.ing

Edward, and not otherwise. I will also cause those courts

to be summoned when I choose, as my necessities may

require."

But the local courts were not strong enough to deal with Thn Curia

powerful ofi'emlers, nor wrmld it have been seemly for the
"'^"*

great tenunts-iri-chief of the crown to bring their disputes

before a general -athering of their neighbours. So Henry I.

d'veloped the inner circle of advisers, that his father had

f'S-me'l, ii fo a Curia littfis or royal court of justice. A
C-—at va: rrtv of cases came before this central court

—

--'ss*:- < the crown, that is, cases in which the king was

-tssaaiall" nterested: appeals trom the local courts for

i-orai :ut-?rveiiti m ; disputes between tenants-in-chief of

>wi.. and some amount of criminal business. At

Er ((/ "- iit'/t^ WaS DOm a jUiiitiUI auu UIl aUIIilliiS

iiody It consisted of the great officers of state

rzitt
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and oth"T menibors appointed by the king. Of these

great oflScers of state the most influential was at this

time the Justiciar, whose office had greatly increased in

importance since it had been held by the infamous liiinulf

Flambard in the reign of William Kufus. It remained the

highest office in the royal service till the time of Henry III,

when Hubert de Burgh, the last of the great Justiciars,

was dismissed in 1232, and finally, in the reign of

Edward I., the Justiciar becomes the Lord Chief Justice

and loses his administrative functions.

Meanwhile the Chancellor, originally the king's chaplain

and secretary, gradually grew more important. He was the

keeper of the Great Seal, and the adviser of the crown

on questions of conscience. Hence the office was always

held in early times by an ecclesiastic. To him the king

was wont to refer petitions for " grace and favour," that is,

for redress of special hardships involved in the ordinary

law. This part of the work of the Chancellor led to

the development, in the following century, of the equitable

jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery.^

Before we pass from Henry I., a word must be said

about Anselm. The close co-operation of Church and

State that subsisted while William I. and Lanfranc lived

was broken through the quarrels that arose between Anselm

and William Rufus. To Anselm we owe the tradition

that it may become the duty of an archbishop to with-

stand his sovereign when the rights of the Church arc

in danger, and though the relations between Henry I.

and the archbishop remained personally friendly, Anselm

fihowed himself as stark in resisting Henry's claims to th"

right of investiture as he had been in withstanding the

mere greed of William II. The tradition of resistance was

* Se»i Maiuc, Ancient Laic, ch. iii.
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passed on to Thomas of London, the ill-fated antagonist of

Henry U. ; to Hugh of Lincoln, who withstood the demands

of Richard L ; to Stephen Langton, the great organizer of

resistance to the infamous John ; and to Edmund Rich, the

unfortunate champion of good government under Henry UL
After the accession of Edward L the Church was brought

into a new position of subservience to the crown, and the

archbishop becomes more definitely the servant of the

king.

After the short but lurid interval of the reign of Henry of

Stephen, Henry of Anjou took up the work of constitu- 11514189.

tional development that the Norman kings had begun.

Next to William the Conqueror, no English king has

left the impress of his personality so ineftaceably on our

national institutions. " He was a foreign king who never

spoke the English tongue, who lived and moved for the

most pai't in a foreign camp, surrounded with a motley

host of IJraban9ons and hirelings; and who in intervals

snatched from foreign wars hurried for a few months to

his island kingdom to carry out a policy which took little

heed of the great moral forces that were ao work among

the people. It was under the rule of a foreigner such as

this, however, that the races of conquerors and conquered

in England first learnt to feel that they were one. It was

by his power that England, Scotland, and Ireland were

brought to some vague acknowledgment of a common

suzerain lord, and the foundations laid of the Laiited

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. It, was he who

abolished feudalism as a syst<im of government, and left

it little more than a system of land tenure. It Mas he who

defined the relations established between Church and State,

.ami denreod tljat in England churchman as well as Vmrr.n

was to bo held under the Common Law. It was he who
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preserved the traditions of self-government which had been

handed down in borough and shire-moot from the eailicst

times of English history. His reforms established the

judicial system whose main outlines have been preserved

to our own day. It was through his ' Constitutions ' and

' Assizes ' that it came to pass that over all the world the

English-speaking races are governt ' by English and not by

lioman law. It was by his genius for government that

the servants of the royal household became transformed

into ministers of state. . . . The more clearly we under-

stand his work, the more enduring does his influence

display itself even upon the political conflicts and political

action of our own days."
^

From the point of view of constitutional history the

reign of Henry II. falls into three clearly marked periods.

In the first of these Henry was occupied in repairing the

havoc wrought in national life by the chaos of the

preceding reign; in the second he was carrying through

his great contest with the Church ; while in the third ho

was giving system and permanence to the judicial arrange-

ments that he had inherited from his grandfather.

It would be dilBcult to exaggerate the confusion into

which all departments of administration had fallen at the

time when Henry ascended the throne. For Stephen had

not only let loose the forces of feudal anarchy to the utter

ruin of the local administration ; he had also quarrelled with

the chief officers in whose hands lay the whole of the central

administration, and by imprisoning Roger of Salisbury, the

Justiciar, and his son and nephew, who held the offices of

Chancellor and Treasurer, had alienated the Church from

his cause.

The rapidity with which the new king brought back the

' Mrs. Green, Henry II. pp. 1-2.
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turbulent barons to subjection showed that a master hand Adminis-

now held the reins of kingship. The mercenary troops
J^J^^tio^.

vanished like phantoms, the " adulterine " castles were sur-

rendered <jr stormed, und within little more than a year of

his accession Henry was undisputed master of the whole

realm, none daring to withstand his will. In the longer

task of rebuilding the administrative system Henry found

valuable helpers in some of the veterans who had survived

from the days of his grandfather. Such were Nigel, Bishop

of Ely, who resumed the office of Treasurer, and the great

Richard de Lucy, who shared the office of Justiciar with

the P'arl of Leicester. To these he added as Chancellor a

younger man, Thomas, afterwards known as Becket, who

passed to the service of the crown fron' that of the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. "With the help of these ministers

Henry restored the administrative system that his grand-

father had inaugurated. The Great Council, after fifteen

years' intermission, met again at Christmas 1154. The

Exchequer resumed its work, which was greatly facilitated

by the issue of a new coinage. Sheriffs were appointed

for the counties where the office had remained vacant in

some cases for years.

Tavo imiwrtant measures belong to the early years of ScuUge,

the reign. The first of these—the institution of the Great

Assize—will bo more conveniently dealt with when wo

coine to consider the rise of the jury system. The other was

the introduction, in connexion with the Toulouse Campaign

of 1159, of the custom of scufage (or shield-money)—a tax

paid in lieu of personal services, to enable the king to hire

mercenaries for his wars. This scutage, which Henry, in

spite of the protests of the Church, levied from Church

lands as well as from his lay-tenants, was a great blow to

feudalism as a military system.
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In 11 64 the work of constitutional development was inter-

rupted hy the outbreak of a bitter contest between the

king and his Chancellor, Thomas, who had now l)ecoiiie

Archbishop of Canterbury. Wc have already seen how
William separated the ecclesiastical from the lay couits.

The inevitable result of that separation was that two
systems of law grew up, the Church courts developing a

legal system of their own based largely on Roman law,

which was being studied abroad at this time. The break-

down of the secular machinery of government under
Stephen threw more business into the hands of the Church
coftrts, which at the beginning of the reign of Henry II.

are said to have received a revenue in fines larger than the

revenue of the crown.

As soon as Henry II. began to carry forward the organiza-

tion of a national system of law and justice, he was con-

fronted by the obstacle of cleriu-.l immunity from the

ordinary courts. So at the Council of Clarendon he
demanded of the archbishop and his fellow-bishops that

he would undertjike to keep "the customs of the kingdom."
They assented, "saving their order," and the question then
arose, What were the customs of the kingdom in matters

ecclesiastical ? A committee was forthwith constituted to

draw up a written statement on the subject, and the result

was the famous Constitutions of Clarendon. It is imi>ossiblo

to enter in detail into the contest that followed. The vital

point at issue was the claim of the royal courts to supremacy
over the ecclesiastical courts. The claim of the Church to

be an impcrium in impcrio in matters judicial met with the
same strenuous resistance from Henry as the similar claim
in matters political met with from Edward I. more than a
century later. And though in the end the murder of

Thomas of Canterbury threw the glamour of martyrdom
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over the cause that ho had championed, yet substantially

Henry got his way, though his victory plunged him into

difficulties from which ho never succeeded in extricating

himself.

While this contest was still in progress, the king started Assize of

a fresh series of constitutional changes. In 1166 he issued jjg'^°

the Assize of Clarendon,^ a code of regulations drawn up

for the guidance of the judges who were about to go on

circuit. It is not too much to say that this " Assize

"

placed the whole administration of justice on a new footing.

The first articles deal with the presentation of criminals in

.he local courts. Presentments were to be made by a jury

of twelve men of the hundred, and the criminal so presented

was to be tried by the " ordeal of water," and (by a later

regulation), if he escaped this, was to be banished as a man

of evil reputation. All freemen were to attend the local

courts on the occasion of a judge's visit. The judges were

to enter all baronial " liberties " for " view of frankpledge,"

that is, to see that all men wore enrolled in groups of ten

for mutual responsibility. Sherifl's were to co-operate with

each other in hunting down criminals. Any man entertain-

ing a stranger was to be answerable for him to the judges.

These regulations are significant because they show that

Henry intended to make the itinerant justices a permanent

and efficient instrument for enforcing alike on great vassal

and simple freeman the responsibility of sharing in the

duty of maintaining good government.

One result of this new system was to replenish the royal

coffers with large sums collected in fines in the local courts
;

another was to bring into greater prominence the minor

' "An 'assize' seems to mean in the fir«t instance n sitting, a session.

for example, of tlie Ivlng and his l)arons ; then tlio name is transferreil to

an ordinance made at snoh a session ; tlien a^tw is transferred to any

iustitutiou wliicli is created by such au ordinance. (Maitland.)
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landowners of the county—the "knights of the shire" -

on whom fell the largest share in the actual work of local
justice.

The Assize of Clarendon gave a new efficiency to the
whole legal system, but it left the old law of England intact.

.. ..elped forward the process by which Common Law
became supreme in all departments of English life. It was
"judge-made" law that was administered in the Shire'Court
and in the Curia Begis, and hence England never passed,
like the rest of Europe, under the control of Roman law.

Ten years later the legal system was further develoi)cd
by the Assize of Northampton, which divided the country
into six circuits and extended the powers of the itinerant
justices, as they now, for the first time, began to be called.

Two years later the king started on a tour through
England, which resulted in his last important judicial
reform. "The king enquired about the judges whom he
had appointed in England, if they treated the men of the
kingdom well and courteously ; and when he learned that
the laud and his subjects were too much burdened with
the great number of justices, by the advice of the wise men
of his kingdom he elected five-two clerics and three
laymen-all of his own household ; and he ordered that
they should hear all appeals of the kingdom and should do
justice, and that they should not depart from the King's
Court, but should remain there to hear appeals ; so that if

any question should come to them which they could not
settle they should present it to the audience of the king,
and that it should be decided by him and by the wise men
of the kingdom." With the establishment of this Court
of King's Bench the judicial work of Henry closes. The
MOW court gradually took over the judicial business of the
old Curia h'egis, and even inherited its name.
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The Court of Exchequer was already in existence, and

a little later a Court of Common Pleas was created for

hearing cases between subjects in which the king's interests

were not involved. These three courts lasted on till the

rearrangement of the High Court of Justice in 1875.

Meanwhile tlio Great Council still remained the final

Court of Appeal—from this sprang, as we shall see, the

judicial rights of the House of Lords and of the Privy

Council.

A few years before this, the king had finally broken the inquest of

independent power of the sheriffs. Landing in England in uTo!^'
1170 after four years' absence, he was met with many
complaints against the sheriffs. He removed most of

them from their office, and issued instructions to some of

his barons to hold an " Inquest of Sheriffs." In the place

of the deposed sheriffs he appointed officers from the

Exchequer, over whom he could exercise complete control.

Two other " Assizes " of this period deserve a passing Assize of

mention. The Assize of Arms (1181) was an attempt to
fj^j^'

regulate the national military forces, as distinct from the

feudal force. The old obligation resting on all freemen to

share in the national defence was not merged in the feudal

idea, and more than once the Norman kings had fallen back

on this national force for subduing turbulent nobles. This

local levy, the germ of the future militia, was under the

command of the sheriff" till the appointment of the Lord-

Lieutenants in Tudor times. By the Assize of Arms the

supervision of this force was entrusted to the itinerant

justices. The Assize of "Woodstock, three years later, was

an attempt to codify the forest laws.

I have left to the last the most important contribution

made by Henry 11, to our judicial system. Though the

roots of the jury system go back to the Norman times, it
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was Henry IT. wlio finally established the system as a normal

part of the machinery of justice.

In Anglo-Saxon times a man might vindicate his

innocence in two ways—by oath or by ordeal. The
method of trial by oath was called compurgation, because

the accused person had generally to produce a certain

number of friends who would swear to his credibility.

The number of compurgators demanded varied according

to the gi ivity of the offence, and there was a kind of tariff

of value—the oath of a thegn being worth six ordinary

freemen, and so on. In graver criminal cases, where the

guilt of the accused was nearly certain, he was sent to the

ordeal.

Besides the system of trial by battle the Normans
brought with them to England a method of ascertaining

the truth that appears to have been Frankish in origin. A
body of men are selected who can testify on oath from
personal knowledge the truth of the matter about which
information is required. Thus the Domesday survey was
earned out by holding " inquisitions " in every township,

at which the priest, reeve, and six villagers gave testimony

on oath with regard to the tenure and value of the lands in

their district Henry II. began to use this machinery for

judicial purposes in the Great Assize, by which, in case of

a dispute as to the ownership of land, either claimant, as

an alternative to trial by battle, might demand that the

question should be settled by a body of twelve knights,

chosen by four knights selected by the litigants. These
twelve knights are to appear before the itinerant justice

and swear, from their personal knowledge of the facts,

which of the claimants has the l)est right to the land. A
similar method was adopted in the case of what is called a
"disseisin," that is, an ejection of a man from property of
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which he is in possession ; but in this case the body of

twelve is selected by the sheriff. From this beginning the

method of settling civil actions by inquests of sworn men

grudually grew. In criminal cases Henry's Assizes i)rovido

for a body of "twelve lawful men" to present offenders

before the justices. It is a matter of some controversy

whether these are a survival from the old Anglo-Saxon

system, or whether Henry Avas unconsciously copying an

older custom. This jury of presentment is, of course, our

present Grand Jury. Mojvnwhile the system of trial by Grand and

ordeal went on till it was abolished by the Lateran Council j^^
in 1215. When this happened, a second "petty" jury was

created to try the case sent for trial by the Grand Jury.

But a curious idea persisted that a man ought not to be

tried by a jury without his own consent. He must first

"put himself upon his country." If he refused to do this,

he might remain in prison indefinitely. To avoid this

difficulty, recourse was had to what was called the peine

fart et dure, a method of torture by which a man was slowly

crushed to death by heavy weights. Sometimes the accused

held out to the end and died, for if he died thus un-

condemned, his family was not left penniless by the

confiscation of his goods, as was the case in grave criminal

convictions.

But it will be noticed that the jury of the thirteenth

century differs in one very important respect from the

modern jury. They were chosen as men who were

acquainted with the facts, and could testify from personal

knowledge ; in fact, they were both witnesses and jurors.

About the time of Edward I. it was found that in some

cases the jurors selected did not know the facts, and they

were then " afforced," as it was called, by men who did.

A little later the two bodies were separated, and by the time

I (

i !
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Rannlph
de OlAnvil.

of Henry IV. cases were heard and witnesses examine<I in

open court as they are now. Finally, in the Tudor period

it became a rule that the jury shall consist of men who do
not possess any previous knowledge of the case.

Trial by jury, thus introduced, has become one of the

most characteristic features of our English judicial system,

and has undoubtedly proved, at times, an important safe-

guard of individual liberty. It is also important as a step

in the process by which the idea of acting through repre-

sentatives grew up. Parliament might almost be said to

have begun as a kind of national jury of assessment.

Before we leave the reign of Henry II. a word must be
said about the chief minister of his last years, Ranulph de
Glanvil, who was Sheriff of Yorkshire in 1175, and became
Justiciar five years later. His most important work was
the compilation of a great treatise about the laws and
customs of the Kingdom of England (Tractatus de legihis et

consuetudinibus Regni Angliae) in fourteen books. Though
the treatise deals chiefly with legal procedure rather than
with the actual laws themselves, it is of great value to all

students of English law.

i



CHAPTER V

THE GREAT CHARTER

To the historian of the Constitution the ten years of the Richard r.,

reign of Richard I. appear at first sight almost a blank.
1189-1199.

While the king was pursuing his career of adventure

abroad, England was administered by men trained in the

previous reign; and there was therefore no break in the

continuity of the administrative system. The first of the

Justiciars of the reign, William Longchamps, Avas driven

from office by the barons, with Prince John at their head.

The Archbishop of Rouen, who succeeded, had it as his

chief task to raise the enormous sum required for the

ransom of the king. On his resignation Hubert Walter

became chief minister, and retained office till within a year

of the death of the king, when he gave place to Geoffrey

Fitz-Peter.

The most important constitutional document of the reign "iter

is the " Iter ' of 1194, a body of instructions to the itinerant l^^*-

justices, similar to the Assizes of Henry II. In this

"Iter" a definite system is laid down for the election

of the Grand Jury, and provision is also made for the

election of three knights and one cleric to hold pleas of

the crown in place of the sheriff. The importance of these

clauses lies In the extension that they give to the prin-

ciples of election and representation in the local courts.

15

of
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li

John,

The reign is marked by one other imiwrtant constitu-
tional feature-tho development of municipal self-govern-
ment The Hnancial requirements of the king provided an
opportunity for the burgesses of the towns to buy charters
giving them largo powers. It will bo more convenient to
treat the whole subject of the development of the borou-hs
in a separate chapter.

°

1189 1217 ^^ ''^ ^^"^ accession of John wo leave behin.l the first
• great constructive period of English constitutional history,
and come within sight of a struggle that lasted throu.'h
the greater part of the thirteenth century. It k important
at the outset to understand the real nature of this struggle.
The idea that the Great Charter was a summary of " Uie
immemorial rights of Englishmen," wrested from the kin-
by the united efforts of the people, can no longer be
accepted. As a matter of fact the Charter was no more
than an incident, though a most import^int incident, in a
contest between the feudal barons and the kin- The
administrative work of the Norman an<l early An-evin
kings had established the sovereign in !• nglun.l in so strong
a position that the safeguards against autocracy that the
feudal system provi,led were in danger of proving futile
In France the kings were obliged to wage a long contest
against the overweening power of the ^^reat vassals. In
England u simultaneous struggle was going on of the
opposite kind-the great vassals seeking to curb the over-
weening power of the monarchy entrenched in a centralized
and largely bureaucratic administrative system. In this
contest the interests of the Church were with the baronial
Jide, and accordingly Stephen Langton made common
cause With the barons, as Bishop Grosseteste afterwards
supported Simon dc .Montfort.

But it is by no means clear that the interests of the
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masH m the people wen- served by the . ttempt to tie down

the kin;^ to the "uiicient customs" of u tt'idul monarchy.

That the Great Charter inanj,'uruted a jK-riotl of growth of

popular lilwjrty waa due, not to any articlo of the Charter,

but rather to the fact that in the crmti-Ht the king and the

l»aroiiH found themselves m> e<jually matched that «ach tried

to enlist the help of the "commons of the realm." In the

end it was the cn)wn that was able to secure this, and

hence the line of devcloj)ment of constitutional liberty was

not the restriction of royal power so much as the defini-

tion of the channel of its exercise.

This does not mean that the Great Charter is Tin-

important. It is of the greatest value as a summary of

the constitutional position at the beginning of the thirteenth

century.

It would be impossible to tell in detail the story of the isaronial

events that led to the rising of the barons in li'la. J he

strange thing is not that it came, but that it did not come

years before. Disunion among the baronial leaders, and

the ability with which the king fostered it, help lo account

for the delay. But when the king had won, by an igno-

minious surrender, the support of thu i)ope, and had started

on a foreign war that was intended as a preliminary to

the final establishment of a despotism in England, action

became necessary. By producing, at this critical moment,

the Charter of Henry I., Stephen Langton, tlic archbishop,

supplied a definite programme t(j the malcontents ; and the

Great Charter might not incorrectly be described as a

demand for the '" laws of King Henry I.," with the

additions made thereto liy Henry IT. Like all our great

constitutional documents, it professes to assert no now

claim, but to guaranlee the observance oi the existing iaw.

The Charter is divided into sixty-three clauses, of which

rising of
'« 1215.

k'

».r
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Judicial

clauses.

The Great fourteen have to do witli the execution of its provisions.

The rest may be divided into live groups, which we will

consider in turn.

First there are two clauses about the Church. The

first promises that " the Church of England shall be free,

and have its rights intact and its liberties uninfringed."

The other regulates the assessment of lay holdings of

clerics, and is not very important.

The second group consists of twenty-four clauses dealing

with feudal abuses. Into these there is no need to enter in

detail. They constitute a code of rules regulating the

rights of the king us feudal overlord, and, incidentally,

regulating also the relations of the great tenants to their

vassals.

The third group consists of ten clauses dealing with

judicial matters, and these are more permanently important.

Clause 16 states that "Common Pleas shall not follow our

court, but shall be held in a fixed place." This is practically

the beginning of a Court of Common Pleas sitting at West-

minster. Clauses 18 and 19 regulate the "Assizes" of the

itinerant justices, which are to be held four times a year.

Clause 20 declares that fines must be proportional to the

gravity of the offence. Clause 24 prohibits sheriffs from

holding pleas of the crown. Clauses 36 and 38 deal with

minor judicial matters, but clauses 30 and 40 are perhaps

the most importjint of the Charter. Clause 39 runs :
" No

free man shall be taken, or imprisoned, or deprived (of his

property), or outlawed, or exiled, or in any way attacked
;

nor will we go against him {siijier euiii) nor send against

him, unless by lawfid judgment of his peers, or by the

law of the land." And clause 40 runs : "To none will we
sell, to none will we deny or delay, right and justice."

There arc some points of uncertainty of the interpretation
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of the first of these clauses, but the general meaning of both

is clear. They constitute a formal abandonment by the

king of all claim to supersede the ordinary process of law

by arbitrary exercise of royal power. They arc a clear

assertion—perhaps the first clear assertion in our history

—

of what Professor Dicey calls the " rule of law " in English

life. In securing this recognition for themselves, the

baronial party incidentally secured it for all the freemen

of the kingdom. The king's courts are to be open freely

to_all, and the royal executive is to enforce, not to super-

sede, the ordinary law and the verdicts of the local courts.

The other two clauses dealing with judicial matters—Nos.

45 and 54—are not of any special importance.

Eleven clauses are occui^ied with abuses of forest law. Forest

These w ', in subsequent issues of the Charter, taken out sl'"'^*^.

and made into a separate Charter of the Forests ; hence it

is the Charters that ii ; confirmed from time to time.

Lastly, there is a miscellaneous group, dealing with the Miscel-

. . 1 . .i laiieous

rights of the Londoners, the protection of merchants, the clauses,

extension to the subtenants of the barons of the principles

of the Charter—" All these aforesaid customs and liberties

which we have conceded to be observed in our kingdom, in

our relations with our men, all those of our kingdom, both

cleric and laymen, shall observe in their relations Avith

their men." In this group are two important clauses.

Clause 12 lays down that "no__scutage or aid (except tho

throe regular feudal aids) shall be imposed except by

common counsel of the realm." Clause 11 describes how

this " common counsel " is to be supplied. The clause must

be quoted in full, as it bears very closely, as wo shall see, on

the development of Parliament. "For holding a common Consti-^

counsel of our realm, we shall cause to be summoned the pi,„s^. [

archbishops, bishops, abbots, earls, and greater barons, \

E

ii
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Security

for tlie

Charter.

individually and by our letters; and we shall also cause

to be summoned generally, by our sheriffs and bailiffs, all

who hold of us in chief ; for a certain day, which shall be

at least forty days ahead ; and to a certain place ; and in

all these letters of summons we shall declare the cause of

the summons ; and on the appointed day the business shall

be settled according to the counsel of those who shall be

present, although all who have been summoned may not

have come."

The only comment I shall make on this clause at present

is that it is a complete anachronism to see in it an assertion

of the principle of taxation by consent which hardly begins

to be recognized till the end of the thirteenth century.

The most that can be said is that it interposed a barrier

to attempts of the king to levy scutages or aids by the

mere exercise of his personal authority. The Great

Council had always claimed the right to be consulted on

these matters; they merely renewed the claim, and pro-

vided a definite method of summons, which was probably

on the lines of existing custom. In the reissue of the

Charter in 1216 these two clauses were omitted, probably

because the council of regency wanted more time to consider

the whole question of taxation. Further alterations were

made when the Charter was reissued in 1217 and 1225,

after which the document takes its final form.

The security for the observance of the Charter was two-

fold—tiie oath of the king (from which the pope promptly

absolved him), and the appointment of a committee of

twenty-five barons, who were authorized to make war

upon him if he failed to keep ]m promises. This device

of a baronial committee to restrain royal misgovernment

reappears, as we shall see, in the Provisions of Oxford. It

seemed the only effective way tu assert the claim that the
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Bovereign was bound to rule by the advice of his great

nobles. But it generally proved an ineffective safeguard,

as it ••vas easy for the king to sow dissension among them.

Tne twenty-five whose duty it was to watch over the

observance of the Charter found their work beginning

almost as soon as the ink of the royal signature was dry.

War broke out at once, Lewis of France was invited over

by the barons, and it was only John's death that saved

England from the danger of becoming a province of the

French kingdom. As soon as Henry HI. succeeded, at the Henry III.,

. . 1217-1272
age of nine, Lewis' chance of establishing himself in England

ended, and under the patriotic rule of William Marshall and

Hubert de Burgh, England enjoyed sixteen years of good

government. But in 1232 Henry dismissed Hubert and

became his own chief minister, with the alien Peter des

Roches as his leading adviser. Over twenty years of

extortion and misgovernment on the king's part, and of

futile protests on the part of the great magnates, followed.

But in 125-4 three important events opened a new chapter.

The first of these, of which we shall say more hereafter,

was the summons of knights of the shire to tne Great

Council at Westminster; the second was the return of

Simon de Montfort from Gascony j and the third the

progress of negotiations for the acceptance of the Sicilian

crown by the king's younger son, whereby the already

depleted royal exchequer was reduced to utter bankruptcy.

Four years of confused constitutional contest ended in the ProviRion*

Parliament of Oxford in 1258, at which the king was 5268!^°'"'^'

compelled to agree to an elaborate system of government

by baronial committees known as the Provisions of Oxford.

The only permanent significance of these Provisions is that

they show how the idea of the control of the royal ministers

is now beginning to come to the front as a central principle
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The Con-

Jirmatio

Cartarvm,
1297.

of constitutional reform. The failure of the Provisions—

a

faihire due chiefly to disunion among the baronial leaders

—brings to the front the great figure of Simon de Montfort.

and introduces a new element into the struggle. Feudalism

and despotism had struggled for the mastery since the days

of William Rufii ,. Simon de Montfort showed how the

monarchy might strengthen itself by alliance with the

commons of the realm, and Edward I. was wise enough to

learn the lesson.

More than thirty years after this, the Charters became

for the last time the centre of a constitutional struggle,

when Edward I., pressed bj' wars with France and Scotland,

and irritated ^y the opposition of the ecclesiastical

authorities to his demand for a grant, seized the wool

of the merchants and quarrelled with his constable and

marshal on the question of the liability of the barons for

foreign service.

When the king had started for Flanders, the two earls

appeared at the Exchequer and forbade the collection of

the revenue till the Charters had been confirmed. Unable

to resist the demand, the young prince Edward, who was

acting as regent, issued the required confirmation, which

was ratified by tLo king at Ghent. This Confirmatio

Cartarum of 1297 Avas ratified by the king in the following

year, and again in 1299. In l.'JOO a number of minor

complaints were dealt with in the Articuli super Cartas, and,

finally, in 1.301 the Charters were confirmed for the thirty-

second .and last time. Already some of their provisions

had become obsolete, and the line of devoloptncnt of con-

stitutional progress Avas in the direction of controlling

rather than of restricting the executive power of the crown.



CHAPTER VI

THE BEGINNINGS OK PARLIAMENT

In considering the rise of Parliamentary representation, wo
have to disabuse our minds of the idea that the House of

Commons arose out of a popular demand for representative

institutions, to which the king was obliged to yield. It was

not till the fifteenth century that we can find any traces of

a desire for the office of member of Parliament or for the

privilege of being represented. Before this time it was

the king who ''.emanded the presence of the knights and

burgesses, and the knights and burgesses who made every

possible excuse for evading the demand.

To understand the development of Parliamentary The rights

institutions we must follow the fortunes of the ordinary "f'^
' ireeman.

freeman. As the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms grew in size

through amalgamation or conquest, he lost his right to

attend the central Folk-moot, but retained his place in the

local Shire-moot. The policy of William I. and of Henry

II. Avas to strengthen these Shire-Courts as a counterpoise

to the feudal courts, and the freeman was consequently

protected in the exercise of such rights as he had. In

the Shire-Court he learned to act through elected repre-

sentatives, who assessed taxes and presented criminals on

behalf of the whole body, and who informed the itinerant

63
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The
"greater

barons."

Knights

justices of any matters on which the central authority

required information.

Meanwhile the Great Council, nominally a gathering of

all the tenants-in-chief of the crown, came to consist of

the greater barons and ecclesiastics. The distinction

between the greater and lesser barons, important as it

becomes, is one the origin of which is obscure. Originally

a " baron " is simply the homo or feudal tenant of the king

—the "king's man." But certain of the more important

tenants of the king acquired the right to pay their feudal

dues directly instead of through the sheriff, and to bring

up their feudal vassals to the host under their own banner.

They also acquired, as we saw in clause 14 of the Great

Charter, the right to a personal summons to the Council,

the lesser barons being summoned gemraliter, through

the sheriff. The king allowed his lesser barons to ignore

this summons, but there was always the possibility that he

might insist on their presence. For instead of ascertaining

the financial possibilities of the kingdom by sending his

justices into the local court, he might find it more con-

venient to call the knights of the shire up to Westminster

to supply him with the information.

The first occasion on which this actually happened was

1254.

l2T3'and*^'
'" ^2^^' '*''^«" J^^^"' "^'^^^ ^he struggle with his leading

nobles in immediate prospect, summoned a gathering of the

armed knights to meet at Oxford, to which each sheriff

was also charged to send " four discreet knights to speak

with us on the affairs of our kingdom." We do not know
whether the assembly ever met.

Forty years later the experiment was repeated. The
queen and Earl Richard of Cornwall, who were acting

as regents during Henry Ill's absence in 6a.scony, called a

council of the magnates to ask for an aid. The magnates
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made the required grant, but expressed a doubt whether

the clergy and commons would assent. Accordingly, the

regent summoned two knights from each shire to a council

in April 1254, to report what their constituents would be

willing to give. The only answer of the knights was the

presentation of a series of complaints. Five years later the

baronial leaders attempted to enlist the knights on their

side by summoning three from each shire to an assembly

at St. Albans—a move that tlie king met by instructing

the sheriffs to send them to Windsor instead. Apparently

they went to neither.

After the battle of Lewes had made Simon de Montfort simon de

master of the king and kingdom, his first work was to
p°r"fa°'^'*

summon a meeting of the Great Council, at which four ment,

knights from each shire were ordered to be present The

Council met and drew up a scheme of government by

which the king was to rule by the advice of a council of

nine, of which three were to be in constant attendance on

him. At the beginning of the following year (1265) do

Montfort summoned his famous Parliament. To this

assembly those barons who were hostile to the earl were

not summoned, but the sheriffs were ordered to send up

two knights from each shire, and separate summonses were

sent to the leading boroughs and cities, ordering them to

send two representatives each to the Council. The towns

had supported Simon's efforts at reform, and were accord-

ingly called into consulttition on the subject of the settle-

ment of the kingdom.

With the calling of this assembly Simon's work was

done. Dissension broke out among the barons, Edward

escjiped from captivity and raised an army, and the career

of the great earl ended at Evesham.

In the early part of Edward's reign knights of the shire
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courta.

Tie were summoned occasionally to the Great Council, but the

Parlia-
Piirliament that dictated the future constitution of that

nient, body was the "Model" Parliament of 1295. To this
1295 .

Parliament were summoned the archbishops, bishojjs, I

abbots, earls, and barons, together with two knights from

each shire, and two citizens or burgesses from each city

or borough, summoned through the sheriff, and not, as in

Simon's writs, directly; also the archdeacon and two

proctors from the clergy of each diocese, and one from each

cathedral chapter, summoned through the bishop by what
is called the Praemunientes clause.

The The Model Parliament forms a convenient halting-place

the^shire°in
** ^hich WO can stop to see the significance of the facts

the local that We have been recording. Let us, first of all, trace the

process by which the lesser baron of the Great Charter

becomes the representative knight of the shire of eighty

years later. The minor tenants-in-chief of the crown

would at first have formed a class by themselves, superior

in feudal rank to the subtenants with whom they were

associated in the local courts. But this distinction gradually

broke down, as tenures became more complicated through

the growth of the practice of sub-infeudation. And when
in 1290 the statute Quia Emptm-es was passed forbidding

sub-infeudation, distinctions based on tenure disappeared,

and it was ordered that " all possessors of the quantity of

property that was requisite for the status of a knight

should forthwith accept the privileges and responsibilities

of that position, no matter on what tenure they held

their lands." This was called " distraint of knighthood."

Meanwhile the minor tenants-in-chief had shared with

the other local landowners in every department of local

govRmmeut. "They had served on the juries by means
of which most of the judicial work of the county was
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carried on. They had played their p; t in the juries

elected to assess taxation." " It was this iast matter with

Avhich the local courts were busy between 1215 and 1254.

In 1220 we find that two lawful knights were chosen in

full county court to assess and collect the carucage ; in

1225 it is four elected knights of each hundred who assess

and collect the fifteenth that has been granted by the

Great Council in return for a reissue of vho Great Charter;

in 1232 an undefined number of knights is assigned for the

purpose of merely collecting the fortieth, the assessment

being accomplished by a different machinery ; and lastly,

in 1237, a similar expedient is employed for the collection

of a thirtieth of movable goods throughout the kingdom."'

The result of all this was that the lesser barons were

gradually absorbed in the general body of minor landowners

of the shire. And it was the minor landowners of the shire

that they represented, for they Avere elected in the Shire-

Court, which was attended by all landowners not specially

exempted. As a matter of fact it appears to have been a

somewhat difficult task to find any knights willing to serve,

and even after they had been elected, provision had to bo

made for insuring their appearance at the Council.

Meanwhile, the gap between the lesser barons and the Tl'f House

great nobles was widening. The appearance of representa-

tive knights of the shire was, of course, the final end of

any right that the minor tenants- in -chief ever had of

attending in person. So the great barons and ecclesiastics
!

drew together into a definite body, the right to be:

summoned to which gradually became hereditary in the

case of the lay nobles. This House of Lords, as we may
now begin to call it, retained the old right of the Great

Council as a judicial Court of Appeal—a right in which the

* Conatilutional Essays, p. 187-188,

1

of Lords.
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Borough
representa-

tion.

elected representatives of the shires and boroughsi claimed

])0 share.

In connexion with tko borough representatives several

questions arise to which it is not easy to give definite

answers. As we have seen, Simon de Mr>ntfc.rt sent

writs of summons direct to the towns, but in tl e reign

of Edward I. the writs were sent to the sheriffs. Tr<e

change is not unimportant, for the control of the sheriff

over both county and borough representation was one

of the circumstances that helped to draw together the

knights of the shire and burgesses. A considerable dis-

cretion seems to have been left to the sheriff as to what

boroughs he selected for the unwelcome task of electing

representatives. A little later it became necessary to take

measures to prevent the sheriff from excusing boroughs

from the duty, and occasionally boroughs were able to

Paymentof induce the central authority to exempt them. In part,

this reluctance, both in towns and counties, was due to the

fact that each locality was obliged to provide wages for its

representatives, at the rate of four shillings a day for each

knight and two shillings for each burgess. The requisite

sum was raised at the end of the session by a writ De
expendis levandis.

These wages "formed a large, perhaps insupportable,

charge on some of the communities which paid them. In

the Parliament of 1406 the wages of members amounted

to nearly £5500. £6000 was the whole sum which it

granted to the crown. The constituencies therefore paid

almost as much to their members as they granted for the

support of the kingdom." ' Occasionally constituencies

were able to bargain with their members for reduced

amounts, and when the positiun of uieiuber of Parliament

' Walpole, TTie Electorate and the Legislature, p. 51.

members.
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began to ])c regarded as an honour rather than a burden,

jMiyment of members gradually ceased.

It is interesting to remember th&t in several cases

boroughs refused to pay the wages of their representatives

on the ground that they had neglected the duty of

attendance.

I

The franchise appears to have varied greatly in different

boroughs, each borough being left free to regulate the

matter as it chose. In fact, the borough members were

not unfrequently nominated by the sheriff, who was only

too glad to find ar" one willing to serve.

The borough representatives never, in mediaeval times,

played anything like as large a part as the knights of the

shire in Pailiamentary life. One reason for this was that

the king couhl always add to the number of boi oughs by

the grant of charters of incorporation, though as a matter

of fact the number of borough members tended to decline

rather than to grow during the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries.

On the meaning of the title " House of Commons," and The Cmn.

on the name "Parliament," I may be allowed to quote a
'"•*"**•

few words from my lectures on *^he House of Commons.
" The word common, like the word commune, of which it is

merely another form, brings out the point that the House

of Commons was not merely a House representing the

people ; it was a House that reprpscnted the people

organized into local self-conscious political groups. The
commune is a local assembly, a shire-court or town-court,

not a mere mass of individuals like a modem constituency

with no definite political consciousness. So the House ui ,

Commons was the representative of the communitates rijni,

the local groups of organized political life in the kingdom."

" The word ' Parliament ' belongs to that period in our
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"Pwlia-
meut."

Separation

of Uouseti.

history when French superseded Latin as the official

language of the law courts. Up to about 1260 our official

language was Latin. After 1260, for about a hundred
years, it was French. The king's speeches in opening
Parliament were in French, and Parliament expressed
its opinions and I'^mands in the same language. To
this day tho royal assent to nev.- laws is given in an old
French formula. The first occasion on which Parliament
was opened with an English King's Speech was in 1365.
Now it was just in this hundred years during which French
was our official language that the word 'Parliament' came
into use. In France the name was given, not to tho
legislative body but to tho law courts ; and the celebrated
ParlemerU de Paris is not a Parliament in our sense of the
word, but the central Law Court of ancient France."

Very soon after the knights and burgesses became an
integral part of the Great Council, two things happened.
Firstly, the clergy ceased to send representatives. The
Church preferred to vote its taxes in Convocation, a
constitutional body that was just coming into existence at
this time. Then, secondly, tiie knights and burgesses
ceased to sit and vote with the great magnates. Crossing
the road from the Pakce of Westminster, where the Council
met when summoned to London, the representatives of the
counties and boroughs assembled in the Chapter-house of
Westminster Abbey, which they retained as their usual
place of meeting till the time of the Reformation, when
Henry VIII., who was moving to his new Palace of White-
hall, gave them St. Stephen's Chapel, where they continued
to meet till the Palace was burned down in 1834. The
earliest rolls of the House of Commons belong to the year
1278, and the name "House of Commons" first appears in
1304. I'he first chairman who bears the nume of Speaker
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io[.i)i

1.

•teenth ^^t'-
! states" Kealm."

I It is

n Oi«t (lid

haro the

'.ro u.

(or parlour) was Sir Thomas Hungerford, who presided over

the Parliament of 1377.

Though London was the normal place of meeting,

Parliamentp were held at various places to meet the con-

venience of the king. Thus Oxford, Nottingham, Coventry,

Gloucester, York, Leicester, and other places were at

different times the scene of Parlio- h • lury sessions.

One last question connected \.ut, iio rise '-'' Parliament The

requires consideration. Throi..,.:uu

century was the period of i! > lu

and of representative assc <
'••.,

; .

important to understand » .,• n- t
._'-', ('uli,

not take the form of an I'i i (
' ;"..*. ; ,1

fate of such assemblies in oil; i < 'i< i ^.

The four fundamental casi>es of uui;

or priestly caste, the warrior ci ,r ^i

and the sudras or peasant caste. ^\ut,

class distinctions that have obtained a definite religious

sanction, and the sfime class distinctions appear in mediseval

Europe as the Estates of the Kealm—the clergy ; the nobles

(landowners and warriors) ; the merchants and burgesses

of the towns ; and the village freemen and serfs. Omitting

the fourth class, Avhich had as yet no political rights, a

Parliament of Estates would consist of three houses, repre-

senting the ecclesiastical, landowning, and mercantile classes.

The Jlnglish Parliament might easily have taken this foin.

"Why did it not do so 1

Three things prevented it. Firstly, Convocation a

not a national body. The Provinces of Canterbuvj and

York had each its Convocation, summoned not hy the king

but by the archbishop of the Province. Convocation could

not therefore become an integral part of Parliament.

Secondly, there Avas nc nobility of blood in England.

Brahman

: inerclant caste,

lioiiies are merely

Parliament
not an
assembly of

Kstates.
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In France the mblesse formed a definite class, every son
inheriting the status of a nobleman from his fat::or. But
in England this was not so. The younger sons of a peer
rank as commoners, and there is therefore, properly speak-
ing, no noble class in England.

Thirdly, the minor landowners threw in their lot, not
with the great lords, but with the burgesses of the towns.
The causes of this were partly political and partly social.

Among the former were the representative character that
they shared, and the common interests that often separated
them from the magnates, who constituted an organized
body from which the smaller landowners were excluded.
Intermarriage also helped to create a social bond of union.
So when the Lords and Commons finally separated, the
representatives of counties and towns, instead of meeting
separately, as they might have done, joined forces to form
one House. The consequence of this was that the two
Houses of Parliament represented the nation as a whole,
and not the three Estates of the Kealra as such.



CHAPTER VII

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PARLIAMENT

The death of Edward I. marks the end of the long period The Con-

of constitutional construction that began with the Norman 1307*'°°
*"

Conquest By that time our national institutions had taken

the form that they still retain. Edward I. had given a

new interpretation to the old idea that the king must act

with the "counsel and consent" of the people. The
maxim laid down in the Writ of Summons to the Model

Parliament of 1295, that "as a most just law exhorts and

decrees that what touches all should be approved of all, so

also it is very evident that common danger should be met

by means devised in common," gave to the Commons of the

realm a definite place in the Great Council. The House of /

Lords had now become a hereditary body of advisers of the

;

crown, and the highest judicial court. The Central Courts

of Justice had been organized in the form that they retained

till 1875, and the itinerant justices administered justice in

the local courts as they do still. The King's Council had

taken shape as a defined body of royal oflBcials. And
behind all these developments lay the great principle that

the authority of the crown was not arbitrary but legal.

The questions at issue in the century that follows, uiid Relation of

indeed through the whole course of our national histor}'
,^,f"„°ve^'.''

from this time, had reference to the relation of the various ment.

63
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organs of government to each other. Up to tho death of

Henry V. the House of Commons waa steadily gaining

power; then, after a short period of lack of governance,

the king became apparently supreme. In the seventeenth

century Parliament n'on back tho authority that it had

lost, and the Revolution of 1688 inaugurated what may

not incorrectly be described as the period of the supremacy

of the House of Lords. George HI. made a determined

attempt to restore tho personal authority of the sovereign,

and the outcome of tho struggle was tho supremacy of the

Cabinet. With tho Reform Act of 1832 the supremacy of

the House of Commons began, and with tho second Reform

Act, in 1867, power Injgan to pass from the House of

Commons to the people, or, more correctly, to the Party

organizations in the country. All these changes wo shall

have to consider in detail in succeeding chapters.

EdwardTr.» The strong personalit; "f Edward I. had held together

1307-1327.
^i^Q various elements in the life of the nation ; xmder tho

feeble and selfish rule of his son they began to fall apart.

In the contests of tho reign vra can trace the rivalry of

three distinct groups of men. The bmly of officials that

JMward I. had built up forms one class. Distinct from

these are the groat nobles, who demand the recognition of

their claim to act as hereditjiry advisors of the crown. At

their head stands Thomas of Ljvncaster, tho cousin of the

king. His career reminds us at times of that of Simon de

Montfort, but his aims, imlikc those of the great ejirl, are

purely selfish. At best, he is the champion of a class, not

of the people. His oidy solution for the difficulties of tho

time is a return to the old expedient of a committee of

barons to supervise the king, and the efforts of the Lords

Ordainers of 1.310 proved as futile as the Pi'ovisions of

Oxford had proved fifty years before.
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The third group consists of the Court party—a motley

collection of men whom tho king gathered around him, and

to whom the chroniclers of the time attribute most of the

misgovernment of the reign.

The only fact of permanent constitutional importance Growth of

in the reign is the growth of the influence of Parliament. 'n*'"«="ce of

The first Parliament of the reign was held at Westminster

in 1309. The king was in dire strnits for money, and the

baronial discontent was rapidly growing. A grant of money

was made, but it was accompanied, as had been the case

in the Parliament of Lincoln in 1301, by a stiitcment of

grievances. This statement did not, as yet, demand fresh

legislation, but required the redress of various illegal acts

of which the king and his ministers had been guilty.

Thirteen years later, when the fall of Lancaster had left

the king free, another Parliament met at York. This and

the Parliament of 1327 were the only occasions before the

time of Henry VHI. on which representatives from Wales

were present. The York Parliament showed its resentment

at the attempt of the great nobles to establish ordinances

by their own authority. "The matters which are to be

established for the estate of our lord the king and of his

heirs, and for the estate of the realm and of the people,

shall be treated, accorded, and established in parliaments

by our lord the ki-ig, and by the consent of the prelates,

earls, and bjirons, and the commonalty of the realm,

according as hath been heretofore accustomed." The

importance of thir, assertion of constitutional custom can

hardly be exaggerated. It shows how completely the

representatives of the Commons had established their

place in the national system

Five years later the Parliament of 1327 met to sanction Deposi-

the deposition of the king, and accept the young Edward Eawanl II.

V
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III., 1327-

1377.

Parlia-

niants of

the reijju.

as his successor. To avoid the dangerous precedent of a

deposition, Edward II. was induced to resign, and uas

shortly after murdered. After the short and inglorious

period cf the supremacy of the queen and Mortimer, the

young king asserted himself, and in 1330 began his long

reign of nearly fifty years.

The king with whom it is most natural to compare

Eilward HI. is Richard I. Both sovereigns combined

selfishness and extravagance with ambition and love of

adventure ; Iwth had England " tenderly at heart " because

it supplied money for their wars ; from both the Commons

of the realm were able to wrest large concessions as the

price of their grants. So the reign of Richard I. was a

great time of advance in the local self-government of the

English towns, while the reign of Edward III. established I

the rishts of the House of Commons over taxation, and to

some extent over legislation also. The only permanent

benefit that England derived from the French war was

the growth of Parliamentary authority that resulted from

the financial needs of the crown.

In the early Parliaments of the reign the custom of

attaching to grants jKititions for redress of grievances

l)ecame definitely established. In the Parliament of 1340

these petitions were referred to a committee, which drafted

the statutes necessary to give eflfect to thoni. Of these

two are of special imjKirtancc—one limiting the royal right

of purveyance (which practically meant the right to

appropriate private property for feeding the court on its

progresses) and the other abolishing the right of the king

to levy " tallages " without consent of Parliament In the

following year a (juarrcl broke out betv/een the king an<l

Archl)ishop Stratford, his chief minister, and the Parliament

that met in that vear was emboldened to make several new
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demands, the two most striking being that the royal

accounts should be audited and that the ministers of tlu;

crown should be selected with the approval of Parliament.

Edward was obliged to yield, but withdrew his concessions

as soon as Parliament had l)cen dissolved.

It would bo impossible to tell in detail the history of Prnvi-ors

the Parliaments of the twentv years that followed. The V^
first Statute of Provisors—the earliest attempt to check by

statute the appointment of ff)reigners to ecclesiastical office

in England by the direct action of the Pope—was passed

in 1351, and was followed two years later 1»y the more

famous statute (at first an ordinance) of Praemunire, pro-

hibiting appeals to the Pope from the English courts.

Meanwhile, in l;}r)2. the Commons requested the king to

define clearly the crime of trejison, the undefined character

of which had given a dangerous power to the King's Court.

The result of this request was the great Treason Act of

1
1.S52, the details of which it will be convenient to consider

in connexion with the Tudor developments of treason.

A sUitute of 1362 ordered the use of the English language

in the law courts, and another statute of the same year

further restricted the right of purveyance, and laid it down

that articles "purveyed" for the king's use must be paid

for in cash.

The closing years of the reign were notable for two Tlip Goo<i

things. The first of these was the growing anti-clerical ,„_„
Parliament,

feeling that showed itself in attacks on clerical mini-ters of

the crown, and <lemands for heavier taxation of Church

lands. The other was the great etl'ort at reform that gives

its name to the Good Parliament of l.S7(>.

The king was sinking into his dotage, and was sur-

rounded by a group of greedy courtiers who were s\ispccted

of enrichiiig themselves out of monies granted for the war.

11
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Of the war itself the nation was heartily weary. In its

efforts at reform the Parliament of 1376 was supported by

Edward the Black Prince till his death in June of that

year. The most important event of this Parliament was

the invention of a now method of dealing with powerful

offenders by impeachment—that is, by a form of trial in

which the House of Commons, acting through their

Speaker, or by elected representatives, prosecutes offenders

at the bar of the House of Lords. Lord Latimer and

Richard Lyons, two of the king's household ministers, were

condemned in this way, as well as several minor offenders.

The efforts of the Good Parliament were frustrated by

John of Gaunt, the champion of the Court party, who in

the following year caused a packed Parliament to reverse

the proceedings of the previous year. So matters drifted

on till the death of the king in June 1377.

tn: Ji., The reign of Richard II., like that of James II., is

•'^*' iraportiint in constitutional history chiefly on account of

the revolution with which it closes. After a stormy

bcj»inning, due to the efforts of the king to emancipate

hi aself from the tutelage of the great nobles, the consti-

ti ional machinery moved trancjuilly for some year& Then

t king made a determined bid for absolute power, striking

1 his leading opponents with ruthless severity, and

overriding the authority of Parliament by the assertion of

he royal prerogative. By the banishment of Henry of

Hereford and the confiscation of the Liincastriun esUites on

the death of John of Gaunt, Richard provided a leader for

the national resistance. Opposition to the foreign |)olicy

of the crown, the social unrest that had shown itself in the

Peasiint.s' Revolt of 13S1, disapproval of Richard's patronage

of the Lollards, all helped to fan the flame of popular dis-

content. In 1399 the crash came. The landing of the exiled
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duke, ostensibly to claim his hereditary possessions, gave
the signal for a general desertion, and the last of the
Plantagenets went down without a struggle.

The Revolution of 1399, like that of 1688, was carried /^evolution
out with careful regard for the forms of the Constitution. .'"^ ^^^*-

Henry rested his claim to the throne on a threefold basis.
" I, Henry of Lancaster, challenge this realm of England
and the crown with all the members and the appurtenances,
as that I am descended by right line of blood, coming from
the good lord King Henry HI., and through that right
that God of His grace hath sent me with help of my kin
and my friends to recover it, the which realm was in point
to be undone for default of governance and undoing of the
good laws." The '• Estates of the Realm " having considered
an.l accepted the claim, Henry was solemnly enthroned.
Thus Henry's title rested on the claim o"f hereditary]
descent, successful adventure, and Parliamentaiy sanction. '

To the Church, Henry appeared as a champion against
Lollardy, as William of Orange in USS appeared as the
champion against Roman Catholicism ; to the Lords the
accession of one of themselves to the throne gave promise
of a full recognition of their rights and privileges ; while
the Commons regarded the new king as the defender of
constitutional rule and the " saviour of society " from the
strange doctrines of social disorder that were widely
diffused among the unenfranchised classes.

Before the new king had been long on the throne, a Ifonry iv.
reaction from these high hopes set in, and the closing ^!
years of the reign were years of disillusionment and
dissatisfaction. But in one direction at least Heniy
fulfilled the undertaking that he gave at his accession.
His rule was strictly constitutional, and the financial needs
of the crown enabled the Commons to secure important

and the

'onimous.
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of moiii'y

grautb.

powers ami privileges. As early as 1401 we find the

demand made that redress of grievances should precede

supply, a request to which the king declined to consent.

The Unlearned Parliament, that met at Coventry three

years later, is chiefly interesting through the instructions

issued by the king that no lawyers should be returned

as members. In HOG the Commons won an imjwrtant

victory in the matter of the audit of the royal accounts.

;

At the close of that session the king issued a scheme of

reform in which he undertook "to elect and nominate

councillors plcitsing to God and acceptable to his people."

A statute of this year throws some light on the nietho<l3 of

election, by ordering " that the knights of the sliire shall

be chosen by the free choice of the county court,

notwithstanding any letters or any pressure from without,

and that the return should be made on an indenture

containing the names and sealed with the seals of all who

took part in tlie election." "The Parliament of 1406

seems," in Dr. Stul)bs' wonls, "almost to stand for an

exponent of the most advanced principles of mediaival

constitutional life in England."

In the following year a fundamentally important

constitutional question arose, owing to the king having

consulted the Lords as to a grant for public defence. The

Commons protested that it was their right to initiate

money grants, and in the end the king fully recognized

the principle that the two Houses must agree as to money

grants, and that the grant, when agreed on, should be

rejMjrted through the Speaker of the House of Commons.

Iti the Parli;iment of 1 UO a statute was pas.sed inflicting

a penalty on all sherirts who do not hold elections in k'gal

form, and directing the itinenint justices to make inquiries

into the matter. The history of the last two Parliaments
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of the reign is obscure. There are indications of friction

between the king and the Cominon$<, but the cause of it is

not clear. In 1413 Henry died.

Under Henry V. England enjoyed the brilliant after- Henry V.

glow of its mediaeval history before settling down to the
^^^^-^^^a.

troubled and stoiiny twilight of the period that folio ived.

The new king might justly lie described as the finest

flower of mediajval England. He was " a laborious man of

business, a self-denying and hardy warrior, a cultivated

scholar, a most devout and charitable Christian." Later

ages have felt it a grave blot on his character that he

plunged England again into the French war that had

already worked such havoc on our national character, and

have felt that the glories of Agincourt were dearly paid

for by the financial and moral bankruptcy of the reign

that followed. But it must be remembered that death

cut short the career of the king before he had had time to

show how far he was captible of the larger task of con-

structive statesmanship that might have made Agincourt

for France Avhat Senlac was for England.

The death of Henry V. in 142'J is a convenient Coustitu-

halting-place from which to look back over the course of V""'J^

constitutional development since the death of Edward I. nient,

During this time the powers of the House of Commons '

had been growing in three directions—in taxation, in

legislation, and in reganl to the appointment of the Council.

With regard to taxation, it is important to remember Taxation,

that grants were generally made, not to meet the ordinary

expenses of government, but to provide for special

expenditure, particularly on war. I>ut it became in-

creasingly difiicult for the king to "live of his own."

For, on the one hand, the expenses of government increased,

and on the other hand there was no other wav in which

^P^^^-jSK-
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^ tion aud
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the king could reward faithful 8upporter«, or win over
nobles of doubtful loyalty, except hy grants from crown
lands or pensions from the national exchequer. The king's
demands for revenue therefore grew, and the opportunities
of Parliament grew correspondingly. At first each "Estate"!
made its grant separately, anrl the clergy continued to vote
their taxes in Convocation till 1660. But the Lords and
Commons soon began to act together, and grants are made
by the Commons "with the advice and assent" of the Lords.

In regard to direct taxation, which generally took the
form of a grant of "a tenth and fifteenth" (that is, a
tenth of all " moveables," or personal property, in boroughs
and a fifteenth in counties), the dependence of the king on
Parliament was clearly recognized. The case of customs
duties—"tonnage and poundage "—was more complicated.
More than once Edward III. entered into private negotia-
tions with the merchants for a special tax on wool, but
Parliament regarded such proceedings with great jealousy.
Ultimately, tonnage and poundage came to be voted to each
king for life, Henry V. being the first king to whom this

grant was made.

Besides the right to vote taxes, Parliament from time
to time made two other important claims. The first was
the claim to appropriate supplies to definite objects, so
that (for example) money granted for the French war
should not be spent on royal favourites. Out of this

grew the second claim, that the royal accounts should be
presented to Parliament. Though often resisted by the
kings, Parliament persisted in the demand, and under
Henry IV. made goal its claim to appoint auditors to see
that money had been spent on the objects for which it

was voted.

It is important to remember, in connexion with this,
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that as yet there was no distinction between the king's

personal income and the national revenue. All the expenses
of government and of the royal household were paid out
of one purse. It is not till the end of the seventeenth
century that the personal finances of the sovereign begin
to be dissociated from the national finances.

In reganl to legislation, the House of Commons advanced L^gislatiou.

more slowly. At first statutes were "on the petition (or
request) of the Commons by the advice and assent of the
Lords." The actual drafting of the statutes took place
after the Commons had made their grant and gone homf.
But after a time the Commons began to postpone their \

grants to the end of the session in order that the statutes !

founded on their petition might receive the royal assent
'

before they left ; and liefore the end of the Middle Ages
it became customary for the Commons to send up bills

ready drafted. When and how the custom arose of
reading bills three times in each House we do not know.

The third direction in which the powers of Parliament Control of
were growing was in relation to the "Privy Council," as *!""

we may now begin to call it. It will be more convenient
^°"""^"

to deal with the history of the Council in the next chapter.
The two special points for which Parliament was contending
were (1) that the king should nominate his Council "in
Parliament," that is, that he should submit the names of
his councillors to Parliament for approval. This demand, -

if it had been permanently successful, would have given
Parliament the appointment of the ministers of the crown,
and so laid the foundations of a Cabinet system ages
before it actually began; (2) that ordinances passed in
Council should not have the force of statutes unless
confirmed by Parliament. An "ordinance" was intended
to be a more temporary form of legislation than a statute,
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and though the e:.act limits of the royal power of issuing

ordinances was not very clearly defined, the normal pro-

cess of legislation became Parliamentary.

During the fourteenth century the office of Speaker was

steadily growing in importance. As the vehicle of com-

munication between the House of Commons and the crown,

the Speaker had the right of access to the king, and it

was his business to represent to the king the wishes of the

Commons, and to bring back royal replies.

At a later period the Speaker came to be regarded as

a royal agent, and "Committees of the whole House"

originated partly in a desire for freer discussion than was

possible with the Speaker in the Chair, for the Chairman

of Committee had not the opportunity of reporting the

doings of the House to the king.

A little later than the time that we have now reached,

it became the first duty of the Speaker, after the con-

firmation of his election by the crown, to claim the

privileges of the House of Commons. These "privileges"

had gradually come to be defined, and were jealously

guarded by the House. They are practically summed up in

two claims—the claim to freedom of speech, and the clairft

to freedom from arrest and molestation. The former right

was a necessary protection of any deliberative assembly,

and involved the doctrine, definitely admitted by Henry IV.,

that the king was bound to place the must favourable

construction on all words spoken in Parliament, and turn

a deaf ear to any who sought to make mischief between

him and the Commons. The latter goes back to the first

beginnings of our national history. By a law of Ethelred,

"
if the king call his pcojile to him, and any one there do

them evil." he nuist give double satisfaction for the attack,

and also pay a fin.i to the king. In later times immunity
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of Lords.

from arrest is closely associated with freedom of speech.

There are a few examples in the Middle Ages of imprison-

ment of members for words spoken or acts done in

Parliament, l)ut the House was generally able to secure

the liberation of the offender, and the recognition of the

principle of imnmnity. It was not till the time of the

Stuarts that the privileges of Parliament begin to be of

vital imiMjrtancc.

The House of Lords gradually became more definite in The House

its constitution. The titles of Duke and Marquess were

introduced in the course of the fouiteenth century, the

former being at first confined to members of the royal

house. They conferred no rights but those of ceremonial

precedence. Till the end of the fourteenth century barons

were created l)y writ of summons ; that is to say, a writ

summoning an individual to the House of Lords made him

a peer, and gave him a claim to receive such writ always

in future, and his heirs after him.

In the following century peerages began to be created,

as they are still, by "Letters Patent," that is, by an open

letter from the king conferring the title. This letter

generally limits the succession to the "heiis male" of the

first peer, thoiigh the crown may legulate the succession

in any other way.^ IJut fresh pecriiges were seldom

created diu-ing the Middle Ages, and the number of

lay peers tended to decline, so that the ecclesiastical

members of the Upper House—the bishops and mitred

abbots—constituted the majority of the House of Lords

from the fourteenth century till the Reformation.

Till 1430 the electorate for knights of the shiro con-

' For L'.\;iiiii)k', Lord Rolii-rts' Patent proviiles for the succession of Jiis

dauj;hter, and Lord Kitcliener's of liis brother. It was decided in ISi")!;

by the Cuiiiiiiil U-i- ol Pii^ il.-f<i^ >il' iht- Iloiisi- of Lords tliat tlie right of tlic

crown to create life jieers had lapsed by disuse (Lord Wensleydale's case).

The
electorate.

;)Vi
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sisted of all suitors of the Shire-Coiut, but in that year an

important statute was passed limiting the franchise to

resident freeholders having land of the annual value of

forty shillings—a sum equivalent to at least forty pounds

of modern money. The prejvmble of the Act complains

of the " very great, outrageous, and excessive number of

people, of which most part was people of small substance

and of no value, whereof every of them pretended a

voice equivalent as to such election with the most worthy

knights and esquires." The " foi ty-shilling freeholder"

remained the foundation of the electoral system in the

counties till the Reform Act of 1832.

The number of knights of the shire remained unchanged,

except that at a later date the Palatine counties of Chester

(1544) and Durham (1675) began to send representatives,

and Henry VIII. added representatives from Wales (1538) ;

but the number of borough members declined steadily during

the fourteenth century, the boroughs being glad of any

excuse to evade the obligation of being represented, with

the corresponding obligation of paying their representatives.

In the fifteenth century some boroughs that had ceased

to send members were restored to the list—the right to be

represented having begun to be regarded as a privilege.

The franchise in the boroughs varied very greatly. Some
boroughs—eleven altogether^—secured the right to the status

of counties, and had their own sheriffs and their own writs

of summons; and in such cases the " forty-shilling freehold
"

franchise was adopted.

After 1300 Parliaments met frequently; a statute of 1330

even declared that Parliaments "should be holden every

year, or more often if need be." This statute was not

* Lonilon. Uristol, York, Newcastle, Norwich, liincoln, Hull, SoutU-
ampton, Nottiughani, Coventry, Canterbury.

Jh
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strictly observed, but in 1340 there were three Parliaments,

and in 1328 four. After the accession of Edward IV.

infrequent Parliaments became the rule. Till the Tudor
times Parliaments never sat for more than one session, a

new election being held for each meeting. Thus, for

example, in the year 1328 there were four general

elections

!

By the end of the reign of Henry IV. the Parliamentary

system appears fully established ; in fact it had developed

too fast, and the confusion of the period that followed

showed that constitutional institutions had grown faster

than executive efficiency. More than a century of the

supremacy of the executive was needed before Parliament

was able effectively to assert the constitutional position that

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries had given it.



CHAPTER VIII

LACK OF GOVERNANCE

The Privy

Council.

IlKFORE we deal with the collapse of executive anthority

that followed on the death of Henry V, and lasted till

Bosworth Field swept away the last Yorkist king, we must

say something of the rise of the Privy Council. As we

have already seen, the Norman kings gathered around

them a small body of officials who constituted an informal

Perpetual Council. This body does not appear to have

had any definite constitution till the beginning of the

thirteenth century, whcTi the minority of Henry III. made

an executive organ of government necessary. Under

Edward I. this conciliinn onHnarium grew into a clearly

defined l)ody, separate from the Mnqnuia Concilium and

from the law courts, though it continued to exercise judicial

functions, and the oath of secrecy and fidelity that Avas now

taken by every councillor included a promise " to do justice

honestly and unsparingly." The king claimed absolute

discretion in the selection of his councillors, except that the

arch1)ishops and a few great officials had an ex-officio right

to attend. It was one of the chief objects of the nobles, in

their various efforts to restrict the authority of the crown,

to secure the right to nominate the Council ; and wc have

already seen how at a later time Parliament made the

fsame claim, .ind for a time (from 1404 to 1 4.'^7) snccessfidly.

78
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Wc can sec one indication of the development of the

work of the Council in the fact that from 1386 its proceed-

ings arc recorded in writing. The early years of the reign

of Richard II. strengthened its authority, as the minority

of Henry III. had done a century and a half Ijcfore ; an<l

the accession of Henry IV. brought it more directly under

the authority of Parliament. Early in the fifteenth century

the name Privy Council came into use. The introduction

of this new title appears to be connected with a change in

the constitution of the Council, which had grown incon-

veniently large and was ovcrloade<l with official members.

"Great inconvenience" resulted from the fact that matters

"spoken and treated in the Council" were "i^ublished and

discovered." So the inner circle of sworn councillors began

to hold meetings to which the official members were not

summoned, and so gradually superseded the larger body in

much the same way as the Cabinet has superseded the

Privy Council,

About the beginning of the fifteenth century commoners

appear for the first time as members of the Council.

Councillors were generally ajjpointed to hold office during

the king's life, subject to royal right of dismissal at any

time. They were paid large salaries, varying according to

their raiik. The whole work of government was in their

hands. As they derived their authority from the king,

their tendency was to extend and consolidate the power of

the crown, while taking steps to ensure that the king should

act with their "counsel and consent." One of the most

eflfective ways in which they secured this was l)y the

control of the Great Seal, which had to be affixed to all

roj'al proclamations and Avrits to give them validity. The

Great Seal was in the custodj* of the Lord Chancellor, and

had to be affixed at meetings of the Council. Originally a

Develop-

ment of

tha

Council.

Relation
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crowa.
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Henry VI.,

1422-1461.

security against forgery, this regulation became an important

guarantee that the king should act with his Council. The

kings attempted to evade this restriction by the use of their

private or Privy Seal, but the custody of this seal passed

to the hands of the Lord Privy Seal, and so came under

the control of the Council.

The importance of all this lies in the distinction that it

implies between the personal will of the sovereign and his

official will expressed in a certain definite way. The royal

will is only effective when it flows along cerhiin definite

channels. As the appointment of the Council was in the

hands of the king, he could generally make his will effective

if he chose, but under a weak king, or during a minority,

the actual power of the Council was very great.

The earlier years of the reign of Henry VI. are the

high-water mark of the influence of the Council. The

period is remarkable for this reason, that while the

machinery of government appears thoroughly well-developed

and efficient, it breaks down hopelessly in practice. It is

necessary to understand the causes of this break-down of

governance, for unlesp we do so we cannot understand the

real significance of the Tudor period.

The reign of Henry VI. falls into three periods. To

the first of these, the period of the king's minority, belong

the heroic efforts of the Duke of Bedford to maintain

English ascendance in France, and the struggles in the

Council between the factions of the Duke of Gloucester and

Cardinal Beaufort. The second period comprises thei

fourteen years of the king's personal rule. Externally, it

was the period of the decline of English power in France,

and internally of the rise of the two parties whose rivalry

destined to end in open war—the party or \^ueenwas

Margaret, supported by the ill-fated Suffolk and then by the
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Duke of Somerset, and the party of the Duke of York, who
came to the front as the champion of ethciency and good
government, and only became an open claimant to the
crown when it became manifestly impossible to hope for
this under the rule of an imbecile king and an imperious
and self-willed queen. The rising of Jack Cade in 1450
opened the period of violence and confusion that lasted,
with short intervals of insecure peace, till the direct line of
successioti of both the rival houses had perished, and a new
"saviour of society" arose, in the person of Henry Tudor,
to re-establish order.

What were the causes of the Lick of govcinance that
made these disorders possible? The first cause was un-
doubtedly the poverty of the crown. The expenses of
government had increased (for example, the defence of
Calais was an immense drain on the royal resources), while
the income of the king had diminished, through grants of
royal lands and pensions to nobles whose support it was
necessary to buy. As a result, salaries were constantly in
arrear, loans were raised at high rate of interest, and the
whole machinery of government was out of joint. A
student of English national finance in the fifteenth century
is constantly being reminded of the confusion and insolvency
that have made the finances of the Ottoman Empire a bye-
word in nineteenth-century history.

But while the authority of the crown w,'>s being under-
mined by financial difficulties, the moral influence of the
Church was declining, and the power of the great nobles
was increasing. " The two cankers of the time were the
total corruption of the Church and the utter lawlessness of
the aristocracy." The French wars had enabled the great
lords to recover, in another form, the power that they had
lost through the decay of Feudalism. Thev had become

Causes of
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govern-
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Power of

great

nobles.
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i

hi

semi-independont leaders of great bands of armed followers

who wore their liveries and were prepared to follow their

fortunes either in French wars or English riots. In return

for this, the great noble gave them the protection of his

name and influence, against which the local courts were

powerless. With tlio break-down of local justice, violence

began to be met by violence, and noble families like the

Nevilles and the Percics waged war against each othor

with almost the avme impunity as the great French vassals

had done in the early days of Feudalism.

The loss of the French possessions of the crown

increased the disorder at home by depriving these baronial

armies of the chief outlet for their nefarious energies.

"The English lords ousted from France returned to

England at the head of bands of men, brutalized by long

warfare, demoralized by the life of camps and garrisons,

and ready for any desperate adventure."

The concentration of estiitcs in the hands of a few great

' families placed enormous influence at their disposal. A
noble like the great Earl of Warwick controlled resources

far in excess of those of the king, for the Beauchamp estates

lay in twenty-two counties of England, besides ten great

castles and a hundred manors in Wales.

In dealing with these nobles, the Lancastrian dyr.isty

was hampered not only by its poverty but also by the

insecurity of its title. To the great lords Henry of

Bolingbroke appeared as one of themselves ; and where

one successful adventurer had climbed, others might hope

to follow. The nobles who supjjorted the Lancastrian

cause did so, for the most part, from no chivalrous regard

for the divinity that doth hedge a king, but from purely

interested moti'. es. Even the Earl of Warwick, the only

baronial leader who shows signs of real statesmanship,
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often appears to be playing the game of pcr.sonal advanco-

inent rather than of good governance.

'

I have already mentioned the break-down of the judicial /jn.licial

system. Of this we have abundant evidence. Where open *^"rruptioii.

coercion was impracticable, bribery was resorted to. The
poor suitor, whose cause was not championed by some local

magnate, had scant chance of redress. In the words of

Cade's proclamation, "The law serveth of nought else in

these days but to do wrong, for nothing is sped almost but

for medc, drede and favour," and so no remedy is had . . .

in any wise."

When once it became clear that violence might be

practised without fear of punishment, bands of armed
men, under the command of some adventurer, often of

good birth, set all authority at detiance.

Sir John Fortescue, Chief Justice under Henry VI.,

whose treatise on the governance of England is one of our

most valuable sources of information for the constitutional

ideas of the time, propounds a programme for i educing the

power of the great nobles by (1) an Act of Resumption
restoring to the crown the lands that it had alienated, and
the use of the royal veto on the marriage of heiresses to

prevent the accumulation of lands in a few hands
; (2) the

limitation of the number of offices that one man could hold
;

(3) the exclusion of the great no])lcs from the Privy Council,

which is to become a bureaucratic body.^

But what of Parliament 1 Its efforts to secure the Decline of

control of the executive had helped to weaken the power
^'^''''^""^"^•

of the crown just at the time when it most needed to be

' Oman's Wariricl- the Kii^jnuUer is a brilliant study of the career of
tlie great Earl, ami of tlie j)erio(l generally.

- /.»'. liriliery. feur. or influeiice.

^ Hee I'luinnier's Introduction to Lis edition of Fortescue, to wliich this
chapter is greatly indebted.

im
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Btrengthened. And as tho struggle went on it sank more

and more into tho position of a tool of the party pre-

dominant for tho moment. In tho disorders of local

administration tho kniglits of the shire became the

nominees of tho magnate whoso influence was strongest.

Most of the Parliaments were packed by the faction that

was in the ascendant, and used to carry Acts of Attainder

by which the leailers of tho opposite party were condemned

to tho loss of property and life. Complaints are made

during the reign of Henry VI. that Parliaments are

summoned to meet in \^.ioiis out-of-the-way places, and

kept in session till the members are too weary to resist the

demands of the court.

In face of the appeal to mere force, tho Conmions of tho

realm were impotent, and the whole fabric of constitutional

rule, built up in the previous period, appeared to be

condemned to futility. But more than a century later,

the leaders of tho Commons wont back to the period of

Edward III. and Henry IV. for precedents to support the

claims of Parliament to supremacy. The knights of the

shire of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were fjrging

weapons for a contest that still lay two centuries ahead.

The accession of the Yorkist dynasty made little change

in the evils of the time. Edward IV. was probably superior

1461 -H85. to his father as a niilitury leader, but was certainly inferior

to him in capacity for efficient administration. From

confiscated estates and other sources he was able to secure

a revenue that left him, to a large extent, independent of

Parliament. He was therefore able to pursue his own
policy, such as it was. After Tewkesbury no leader was

left to focus the national discontent, for the claims of

Konry Tn<lor were not yet seriniisly considered. The.

closing years of the reign wore a time of precarious and

The
Yorkist

kings,
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ignoble peace, but the death of Ixlwanl left England no
nearer to stable and settled government.

The liancastrian dynasty had niled England for fifty

years; the Yorkists only held the throne for half that

time. It may be that Richard III. was not the monster of

iniquity with whom Shakespeare has made us familiar, but
the Yorkist record was stained with crimes enough to make
the historian breathe more freely when the last of the
house, showing to the end the fierce courage that was the
one virtue of his dynasty, went down like a hunted wild

beast to his death on Bosworth Field.



I

Henry
VII.,

1485-1509.

CHAPTER IX

THE PERSONAL MONARCHY OF THE TUDORS

We have already suggested a comparison between the

Revolution of 1399 and the Revoli..:on of 1688. In some

respects the position of Henry \ II. resembles even more

closely that of William III. Both were, in a measure,

foreigners, for Henry had lived so much abroad that he

was out of touch with English ideas ; both were accepted

by the nation as deliverers from the danger of autocratic

rule ; both derived whatever hereditary right they had

from their wives, for though Henry did not marry Elizabeth

of York till his title to the crown had been fully accepted,

yet his marriage undoubtedly brought him a large measure

of Yorkist support. Henry VII., like William III., acted

as his own chief minister, and while scrupulously observing

constitutional forms secured the substance of power in his

own hands. Both sovereigns were accepted, with resigna-

tion rather than with enthusiasm, by a nation weary of

constitutional contest. The merits of both have been

perceived more clearly by after -times than by their

contemporaries.

The best testimonial to the ability of Henry VII. is to

be found in the contrast between the condition of tlie

country at his aeeession and at the time of his death. He
S6
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was a tireless worker, singularly free from the worst faults

of kings— licentiousness, vindictiveness, love of M'arliko

adventure. As presented to us by contemporary historians,

he does not appear a lovable character, even acts of

clemency and kindness appearing to be based on cold

calculation rather than on generous impulse. His character

seems to have deteriorated in the last years of his reign,

after the death of Morton, his wisest councillor, and of

Prince Arthur, his eldest son. But whatever estimate we
may form of his personal character, there is no question of

the ability with which he laid the foundations of a strong

monarchy, resting on the support of the people, and able

to provide the peace and good government that England

needed.

In estimating the strength of the Tudor monarchy

three facts must be remembered.

1. The non - political character of the period. The The Tudor

Renaissance drew men's thoughts, for a time, away from
""'"*"'*y-

political questions, and with the opening of the sixteenth

century came the great age of religious controversy. The
Reformation brought with it new external and internal

dangers, to meet which a strong monarchy was necessary

;

and the spacious days of Eliiiabeth turned men's thoughts

to trade, adventure, and colonization. With all these new
interests to occupy men's minds they were well content to

leave the business of government to the sovereign and his

expert advisers, so long as the ordinary citizen was allowed

to pursue his avocations without undue interference,

2. The special characteristic of the Tudor system

was its scrupulous observance of constitutional forms.

Generally speaking, the interests of the king and the nation

were identical, and collisions between the crown and

Parliament were very rare in Tudor times. But when such
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collisions did occur, a timely concession by the sovereign

averted serious danger. The deferential language of the

Tudor Parliaments towards the sovereign was not incon-

sistent with a jealous watchfulness over their powers and
privileges.

3. The confusion of the fifteenth century had been due
to the poverty of the crown and the " too great might " of

the great nobles. The strength of the Tudor monarchy
was due to the weakness of the nobles and the wealth of

the crown.

When Henry VII. succeeded, the great nobles had

already been shorn of much of their power. Acts of

Attainder had confiscated many estates, and a good many
of the ablest leaders had perished in the wars, leaving

children to inherit their titles and lands. Henry deliber-

ately set himself to reduce their independence still further.

His first step was to strengthen the judicial authority of

the Council.

In spite of protests from the ordinary courts, the

Council had always exercised criminal jurisdiction,

especially in the case of powerful offenders who could defy

The "Star the local courts. This jurisdiction was regulated by a
*™ '• statute of U87, which created a special court, consisting of

the Chancellor, Treasurer, Lord Privy Seal, a bishop, a

temporal lord, and two judges, who were empoweied to call

before them persons accused of riots, perjury, bribery of

jurors, and certain other kinds of misconduct, and to

" punish them according to their demerits as they ought

to be punished, if they are thereof convict in due order of

law." This Act has sometimes, though not quite correctly,

been described as the foundation of the Star Chamber.

All that it did was to create a special committee to

exercise certain of the judicial rights already possessed by
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the Council. Towards the end of the reign of Henry VHI.

the Committee was reabsorbed by the Council. Properly

speaking, the Star Chamber after this time was simply

the Council meeting for judicial business. The "Star

Chamber" was the name of the room in which it M-as

accustomed to meet, and first appears as a name for the

body meeting there in a statute of 1504.

The judicial powers of the Council provided the king

with a valuable instrument for curbing the power of the

great nobles, and supporting (or indeed superseding)

the work of the ordinary courts. Trials before the

Council were conducted without a jury, the accused was

obliged to answer on oath, and after 1468 we hear of the

use of torture to extract evidence. In all these respects

the procedure of the Council was entirely diflTerent from

that of the ordinary courts, and though the exceptional

conditions of the time led men to acquiesce in the extension

of the authority of the Council, it was inevitable that,

sooner or later, that authority would be resented and

resisted. The Star Chamber claimed the right to punish

by fines, imprisonment, and sometimes by mutilation ; it
'

could not inflict the penalty of death or confiscation.

Among the abuses with which the new Committee had Liverj-

to deal were those of livery and maintenance. Several f""^
""""

1
tenance.

statutes had already been passed to restrict the number of

retainers that a noble might have, but they had never been

enforced. In 1504 the Statute of Liveries transferred the

trial of all such cases to the " Star Chamber," which was

strong enough to render the law effective. Maintenance,

or the supporting of one party in a lawsuit in which the

supporter had no direct concern, was also made an offence

with which the Star Chamber could deal

Besides these direct blows at the power of the nobles,
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Henry harassed them by financial exactions, and deprived

them of political influence by choosing ecclesiastics or

commoners as the ministers of the crown. Instead of

depending on bjironial levies for military purposes, be

revived the old militia s^ 5i 'n, and retained in his own
hands the only train of artillery in the country.

The other great evil that Henry set himself to reform

was the poverty of the crown. The reputation for

avarice that Henry's ministers, Empson and Dudley, earned

for their master, was really due to his determination to

acquire a revenue that should make him independent of

Parliament. The clemency that punished rebels with

heavy fines in place of death, the foreign policy that

threatened war in order to secure money indemnities as the

price of peace, were part of the same policy.

But though Henry is said to have handed on no less a

sum than £18,000,000 (in modern currency) to his son and

successor, he was not niggardly in his expenditure. " He
encouraged scholarship and music as well as architecture,

and da/zled the eyes of foreign ambas.;adors with the

splendour of his receptions."

During the twenty-four y»ars of Henry's reign Parlia-

ment met only seven times. Yet the legislative record of

the reign leads Bacon, in his Life of Henry VII., to claim

for the king that he was the best law-giver of the nation

since Edward I. :
" In the making of good laws he did

excel."

One useful measure of the reign was a modification of

the treason law, which Bacon describes as too magnanimous
to be ix)litic. It enacts that support given to a king

defarfo shall not he accounted treason against the king de

Jure. The precedinir period had shown the evils of a

system that allowed every successful aspirant to the crown
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to treat as guilty of treason all who had fought for the

dethroned rival. By this statute the supporters of the

king who was in actual possession of the crown were

guaranteed against punishment by any claimant who

dispossessed him. The Act constituted a strong inducement

to the subjects of the crown to be loyal to the existing

king, and that was probably Henry's object.

From the constitutional point of view, the reign of Henn-

Henry VHI. falls into three periods—the period of Wolsey's ir^QQ.\^^j^

supremacy, the seven years of the Reformation Parliament,

and the last ten years of the reign, the years of the

supremacy of Cromwell and of the reaction that followed

his fall.

Henry succeeded to the throne under happier auspices

than any king had done since Edward I. Uniting in his

own person the claims of Lancaster and York, well provided

by the foresight of his father with financial resources,

young, handsome, popular, a typical product of the many-

sided life of the Renaissance, he captured the imagination

of the nation, and retained to the end of his life a personal

popularity such as few kings have enjoyed. He was

served by two ministers of supreme ability—Wolsey and

CromAvell—and cast both aside without scruple as soon as

they were no longer useful to him. He developed the

treason law into a weapon with which to create a reign of

terror, and struck down wiUiout mercy those who dared

to resist his will. Yet through all the latter years of his

reign he seemed the one man who could defend the country

against the outbreak of contests of which no man could

foresee the end ; and the history of the ten years that

followed his death shows how much his personal authorit}-

had meant for England.

The twenty years of Wolsey's supremacy arc notable.

I'

I!

'I

II
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Wolsey,

1509-1629

Tlie king
and Parlia'

ment.

I

from the constitutional point of view, chiefly as years of

noji - Parliamentary government. The only important
Parliament of these years, which met in 1523, with Sir

Thomas More as Speaker, showed its independence of spirit

by refusing to discuss a royal demand for money till

Cardinal Wolsey had withdrawn. Two years later, when
money was needed for war with France, Wolsey tried to

avoid calling Parliament together by attempting to raise an
" Amicable Loan "

; and when this failed fell back on the
old expedient of Benevolences.

With the fall of Wolsey in 1529 a complete change
took place in the jjolicy of the crown. From this time
Parliaments meet regularly; their legislative rights are

fully recognized ; and the autocratic power of the crown
rests on a Parliamentary basis. Parliament repaid the

royal confidence with a dangerous subservience. Thus, in

1529 and again in 1543 the king was excused by statute

from repaying the loans that he hud raised, and in 1536
he was granted the power to regulate the succession by
royal will. But the most striking example of the com-
plaisance of Parliament was the Act of 1539 (repealed

early in the following reign) which gave to royal proclama-
tions, with certain restrictions, the force of law.^

How are we to account for this subservience of Parlia-

ment to the royal will ? No doubt the king's advisers were
able to influence tlie elections, particularly in the boroughs,
and the - "mbers could also be influenced, directly or
indirectly, by the crown. Henry VIII. created only five

new boroughs, but his successors used this prerogative of

the crown more freely, Edward VI. creating forty-eight

' Proclamations made by the king with the advice of a majority of the
Council were to have the force of >!tatute.s, "hut so that thfy should not
he prejudicial to any person's inheritance, offices, liberties, goods and
chattels, or infringe the established laws."
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new boroughs, Mary twenty-one, and Elizabeth sixty.

These boroughs were often in Cornwall, where royal

influence was supreme, or in other districts that could be

depended on to support the royal authority.

But the Tudor Parliaments were not mere packed

assemblies. Henry VHI. was popular with the middle

class, whose interests were bound up with the maintenance

of law and order. According to Dr. Prothero, " the main

reason for the large increase in the number of borough-

seats is probably to be found in the growing prosperity of

the coimtry, and in the reliance which the Tudors placed

on the commercial and industrial classes." This class

also strongly approved of the repudiation of papal

authority, and saw in the strength of the crown the

greatest security against its rea.ssertion. The doctrine of

divine right really grew out of the elTort to meet the

claims of the pajjacy hy a corresponding appeal to a

religious sanction. Whatever tended to exalt royal
;

authority tended also to justify the claim of England to

be religiously independent.

With the Reformation we can only deal in as far as The Re-

it affected the constitutional system. The Reformation
f°''°iation.

Parliament met in 1529 and sat till 1536—the first

example of a Parliament being prorogued instead of being

dissolved at the end of its first session. In a long series of

statutes, this Parliament carried through the repudiation of

papal authority and ihc complete subordination of the

Church to the crown. Almost all the rights that the Pope

had exercised were now transferred to the king, who, as

Supreme Head of the Church, now exercised immense

powers entirely outside the control of Parliament. The

influence of this change was far-reaching. As Henr}- ^ H.

had brought the nobles into subjection to the crown,

ail

i I
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The
treason

law.

Henry VIII. now brought the ecclesiastical csUito ini-o

subjection. Never hereafter would a great Church leader

be .ible to defy the power of the crown as Ansclm or Hugh
of Lincoln or Thomas of London had done. Indeed, there

was grave danger that the bishops would become little

more than a body of civil servants ruling a department of

the state.

With the dissolution of the monasteries, which followed

in the years 1536-1539, the mitred abbots disappeared from

the House of Lords, where the lay peers now for the first

time constituted a majority. As not a few of these had

been enriched with the spoils of the monasteries they were

little likely to support the Church against the king. The

Reformation also brought to an end the long scries of

ecclesiastical chief ministers of the crown. Ganliner under

Mary, and Williams under Charles I., are exceptions that

prove the rule. And with the ecclesiastical statesman went

the ecclesiastical lawyer. The Church courts continued to

exist as mere shadows of their former selves, and the way Avas

left open for the great age of secular lawyers—the age of

Nicholas Bacon and his greater son, of Coke, Selden, and

the leaders of the Parliamehtary party in Stuart times.

It was Thomas Cromwell who taught Henry how to turn

the Reformation movement into an instrument of despotism.

The weapon needed for the purpose was provided by the

extension of the law of treason. The Treason Act of

Edward III. had limited treason to seven kinds of overt

act, and since then no substantial change had taken place.

But Henry now persuaded Parliament, in a series of Acts,

of which the Treason Act of 1535 is the most important,

to extend treason to cover words spoken— " verbal treason
"

—and even the refusal to answer incriminating questions.

The treason laws played the same i)art in the reign of
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terror that Cromwell established in England between 1536

and 1540 as the Law of SusjK'Cts did in the reign of terror

of the French Revolution. Bfjth placed the liV)erty and

life of the subject under the unrestricted control of the

executive. Ir> all, we have nine fresh Treason Acts during

the reign, four dealing with the claims of the king as

supreme head of the Church, and five with the succession

as affected by the various marriages of the king. These

new treasons were swept away at the beginning of the

next reign, but Edward VL, Mary, and Elizabeth all

created new treasons of a similar character, though none

of them used the treason law in as drastic a way as their

father had done.

Meanwhile it is interesting to notice that in 1552 the

Commons took the first step in remedying the gross injustice

with which trials for treason were conducted, by providing

that no man should be accused of treason except on the

testimony of two witnesses, who should be brought face to

face with the accused. The various statutes dealing with

treason that have been passed since then have all been

designed either to secure for the accused a reasonable

chance of defence, or to remove various offences—counter-

feiting coinage, riot, etc.—out of the category of treason.

While the development of the treason law placed the Monastic

life and liberty of his subjects at the mercy of the king, the

spoils of the monasteries made him indefKjndent of Parlia-

ment. An immense sum was acquired from the Church in

connexion with the "submission of the clergy," and a

very much larger amount, in moveables and land, passed

into the hands of the king when the monasteries were

dissolved in 1536 and 1539. Members of Parliament

were willing to sanction the appropriation by the king

of revenues that their constituents were not asked to

iM
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1558-1603,

supply. A good deal of this wealth the king retained for

himself ; most of the rest he used to endow a " new
nobility," whose dependence on royal grants of monastic

lands insured their loyalty to the crown and their enthusiasm

for the Reformation. It is a significant fact that before

Queen Mary could carry through her policy of reconcilia-

tion with the Pope, she was obliged to guarantee the holders

of Church lands in the undisturbed possession of their

property.

The fall of Cromwell in 1540 was as dramatic an event

as the fall of Wolsey had been. He had taught Henry
how to use Acts of Attainder where ordinary judicial

process failed ; and the weapon that he had forged was

used for his destruction. After the death of Cromwell,

Henry became more clearly his own chief minister. When
the revenues plundered from the Church proved insufficient

for his needs, he avoided appeals to Parliament by the

disastrous expedient of debasing the coinage, thereby

plunging English financial arrangements into confusion.

Soon after this he died.

The ten years that followed are a blank as far as con-

stitutional events are concerned. The reign of Edward VI,

discredited the extreme reforming party by identifying

it with a policy of unscrupulous spoliation of Church

property ; while the reign of Mary discredited the old

religion by identifying it with persecution.

Elizabeth took up the threads of English policy at the

point at which they had been dropped by her father,

leaving the last two reigns, as far as possible, to cancel

each other. In her reign the Tudor monarchy reached its

zenith. For most of the conditions that made a strong

monarchy necessary under Henry YIII. were more

prominently present in the reign of the last of the
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Tudors. Elizabeth alone stood between the country and

the danger of the succession of Mary Queen of Scots, a

devoted adherent of the Counter-Reformation, or of a

disputed succession which could only have ended in civil

war. In Europe the Roman Church had rallied from the

blows that had fallen on it in the Reformation secessions,

and was steadily regaining lost ground. This Counter-

Reformation was backed by the whole power of Philip of

Spain, and Elizabeth's life seemed the only guarantee

against the restoration of papal authority in England,

by foreign invasion if necessary. This menace of foreign

attack, from France or Spain or both, was a new factor in

the situation. It served to rally to the support of the

crown all the patriotic instincts of the nation. In the

reign of Elizabeth the interests of the sovereign and the

people were identified to a degree th^ ^s seldom happened
in history.

The fact that Elizabeth was a queen helped to evoke a

feeling of chivalry that showed itself not only in the literary

affectations of court writers but also in a very real loyalty of

service. And the queen was also fortunate in her ministers.

While she coquett«d with court gallants like the Earl of Eliza-

Leicester or the Earl of Essex, it was to men like Cecil and '^'I'^n

Walsingham and Nicholas Bacon that she entrusted the

responsible work cf government; and right loyally did

they serve her.

Under Lord Burghley's administration England was, in

the words of Hallam, "managed as if it had been the

household and estate of a nobleman under an active and
prying steward. It was a main part of his system to keep
alive in the English gentry a persuasion that his eye was
upon them.'' This applies particularly to the English

Roman Catholics, whom the pope's Bill of Deposition

H
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Commis-
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placed in the cruel position of l>cing obliged to choose

between disloyalty to their religion and treason to their

sovereign. The vast majority remainetl loyal subjects of

the crown.

The earliest task of the reign was the settlement of

the religious (|ue8tion. By the Acts of Siipremacy and

Uniformity the "ancient jurisdiction" of the crown in

matters ecclesiastical was restored, though the title

"Supreme head" was not revived.

The sovereign was given the right to' exercise her

authority over the Church through commissioners, who,

however, are not to be allowed to condemn ... heretical

anything not so declared by scripture, general vouncils,

or Act of Parliament passed with the consent of Convoca-

tion. The queen immediately issued a commission to

Parker, Archbishop of Canterburj-, and seventeen other

commissioners, authorizing them to act as a High Com-

mission Court for the purpose of enforcing these Acts.

The Court thus constituted grew in effective .-iitivity

towards the end of the reign, and became the special

instrument through which the queen attempted to force

the Puritan clergy to conform.

Elizabeth regarded with peculiar jealousy her prerogative

as governor of the Church. She looked on the bishops

as state officials through wliora the royal authority was

exercised, and while defending their right to be consulted

on all ecclesiastical legislation, she resented any attempt

on their part to act independently. On more than one

occasion she declined to allow bills on matters ecclesiastical

to be introduce(. ',n Parliament. In 1593 the Speaker was

instructed to inform the House that " Her Majesty's present

chargti and express command is that no bills touching

matters c)f state, or reformation in causes ecclesiastical, be
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and Parlia-

ment.

exhibited. And, upon my allegiance, I am commanded, if

any such bill be e:;hibitcd, not to read it." One reason

for this prohibition was that the Parliaments of the latter

part of Eliziibeth's reign were strongly Puritan in their

sympathies, and the queen was determined to maintain in

matters ecclesiastical the middle position between Rome
and Geneva that had been established at the beginning of

her reign.

During her long reign of forty-five years the queen The queen

summoned only ten Parliaments. One of these lastec'

eleven years (1572-83) but met only three times. On
twenty-nine years of the reign there was no session of

Parliament at all. Yet the legislative work of the reign

• of the greatest importance, especially in regard to

8' lal and economic questions.

By careful economy Elizabeth was able to avoid frequent

demands for Parliamentary grants. " In the thirty years

preceding the Armada, Elizabeth applied for only eight

subsidies, and of one of them a portion was remitted. By
her economy she not only defrayed the expenses of govern-

ment out of the ordinary revenue, which, at the end of the

reign, was about £300,000 a year, but paid ofl'old debts. . . .

She even accumulated a small reserve. . . . But this reser^e

vanished immediately sh<; became involved in the great

war with Spain ; and during the last fifteen years of her

life, although she received twelve subsidies, she was always

in ditficulty for money." ' It must be admitted that Parlia-

ment was not over-generous in its supplies, and that their

devotion to the Virgin Queen did not prevent the country

gentlemen from exercising freely the Englishman's )re-

rogative of grumbling at his taxes.

The only department of finance in which any serious

> Beesly, Queen Elisabeth, pp. 221-222.
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friction arose was in regard to monopolies. Exclusive

rights of trading in certain articles, such as salt, vinegar,

coal, etc., had been given by the queen to various favourites,

and several protests by Parliament against the abuses of the

svstem were made. The discontent culminated in the last

year of the reign, when a bill to restrict monopolies was

brought forward and debated in the House of Commons.

The cpieen, hearing of what was going forward, sent a

gracious message to the House through the Speaker,

promising to reform the abuses complained of, "against

which her wrath was so incensed, that she neither could

nor would suffer such to escape with impunity."

Tiiroughout Tudor times the Speaker was a nominee of

the Court. According to Sir Thomas Smith {Commonwealth

of EiKjland), " the Speaker is commonly api)ointed by the

king or queen, though accepted by the assent of the

House." Lcnthall, the Speaker of the Long Parliament,

was probably the first Speaker over whose appointment

the crown exercised no control.

Of the privileges of Parliament, which from 1571 were

regularly claimed by the Speaker, that of freedom of speech

was least fully recognized. I have already mentioned the

queen's refusal to allow debates on ecclesiastical matters.

The subject of her mariiage was also one on which the

House was more than once forbidden to touch. On several

occasions members of Parliament were imprisoned for

making {)roposals in Parliament distasteful to the queen.

In 1593 the Lord Keeper read the House a lecture on the

limits of the privilege of freedom of speech. "Privilege

of speech is granted, but you must know what privilege

you have ; not to speak every one what he listeth, or what

comcth in his 'Drain to utter ; but your privilege is {'.'.r or

On tlie sar^e occasion the queen asserted the royal
no.
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prerogative in emphatic terms :
" It is in mc and in my

power to call Parliaments ; and it is in my poAver to

end and determine the sjime ; and it is in my power

to assent or dissent to anything done in Parliament."

While Elizabeth lived, Parliament was willing to condone

occasional interference with privilege, and even the punish-

ment of members for words spoken in Parliamejit. But

the debates of the reign show a growing sense of the

importance of defending the rights of the House. No
other sovereign would be permitted to do what the old

and honoured queen might do with impunity. It was the

failure of James I. to recognize this fact that led him to

his earliest collisions with Parliament.

In local life, the most marked feature of the Tudor Tlie

period is the rise of the justice of the peace, of Avhose work J""*'*"^ °^
' J r > the peace.

we shall have more to SJiy in a later chapter. Beginning

under Edward I. as a oisfos or ainserrator pads, he gradually

grew in importance during the century that followed, and

took over almost all the judicial powers of the Shire-Court.

Indeed, (Quarter-Sessions began to encroach on the jurisdic-

tion of the itinerant justices. Under the Tudors Quarter-

Sessions became the centre of administrative as well as

judicial woik. The sheriff became sul)ordinate to the

bench of justices of the peace, which also became the

medium of communication between the central government

and the countj'. The work of the justices of the peace

included the enforcement of the recusant laws, the regulation

of wages and prices, the administration of the apprentice-

ship system, the management of prisons, roads, and bridges

—and, imleed, the whole work of local administration.

" (lenerally, for the good government of the shire, the

prince puttoth lus liust in tlieni.'

Under the Tudors the justices of the peace were ap-

I'-:

"llll
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pointed by the Chancellor. Under Mary the command of

the county militia was transferred from the sheriff to a

new officer, the Lord-Lieutenant, who gradually acquired

the right to nominate the justice of the peace for the county.

By an Act of 1440 every justice must have land or

tenements of the annual value of £20. In the fourteenth

century the justices were paid wages of four shillings a

day. But as the crown encouraged the appointment of

men of substance, who were less likely to use the officr for

purposes of personal advantage, this payment gradually

dropped.

The, development of the office of justice of the peace

led to the supremacy of the landed gentry in English

local administration. It also imposed a definite barrier

against royal despotism. For while the justice of the

peace owed his appointment to the crown, his interests

were identified with the locality that he administered.

Richelieu laid the foundations of autocracy in France by

taking the local administration out of the hands of the

territorial magnates and placing it in the hands of intenJants

sent down from the central government. If the Tudors

had created a similar bureaucratic system, the country

gentry would never have had the training in the work of

administration that fitted them to be the leaders in the

struggle Avith the Stuart kings. The same class that,

as knights of the shire, had led the developments of

Parliament in the fourteenth century, now accepted the

burdens of local administration. A century later the

English shire members are again leading the advance of

ParMamentary government.



CHAPTER X

THE STUART THKCRY OF KINGSHIP

Thk constitutional history of the seventeenth century

turns around the question of "ultimate sovereignty."

Who had the right to say the last word on questions of

national policy? Or, to put the same question in another

way, Was Parliament the e-'lusive, or only the normal,

channel through which sovei „n power could flow? That

the legislative power of the crowa should be exercised

througirtEe channel of Pailiameiit was by this time a

clearly recognizeiljjrinciple of the Constitution. But the

e'xecutwe"authority of the ciown was largely outside the

control of Parliament. It was only through its financial

powers that the House of Commons could exercise any

effective influence over royal policy. Accordingly, the

controversies of the time turn largely on financial questions.

If the sovereign could secure an adequate revenue without

the need of Parliamentary taxation he might hope to be

able to establish a practical despotism. From the first. Parlia-

ment was fully alive to this danger, and clung tenaciously

to its control over supplies.

Under the Tiidors, a popular despotism had been ^h^^^d^^

established while the forms of the Constitution had been

respected. With the beginning of the seventeenth century

103
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the special causes tha^ had made this possible gradually

ceased to operate. The djiii^jfir-QLa-Uomamst^-reHction in

England had passed, and the .lioinan Church in England

onl}' asked now for a toleration thiit.tke Stuart kings

would have been glad to give if they had been able.

Where the statesmen of Elizabeth feared a Papist rebellion,

the statesmen of the Stuai-t period only feared a Papist

plot, and even this fear vanished with the disappearance

of the discredited adventurer Titus Oates. Again, the rise

of the independent state of Holland, and the adoption by

France of a policy of toleration at home, and of Protestant

alliances abroad, relieved England of all danger of foreign

invasion, while the personal union with . tland guaranteed

England from a flank attack from acros« the borders.

Moreover, the Tudor period had consolidated the powers

of Parliament over legislation and taxation. Within their

own sphere, the Parliaments of Henry VIlI. and Elizabeth

were as jealous ol their rights as the Stuart Pailiaments of

the seventeenth century. They had been content to leave

the actual work of government in the hands of the crown,

because the policy of the crown was, on the whole, a policy

that they approved.

The Tudor periwl had depressed the old noble families,

but it had given a new importance to the gentry and

commercial classes. The growth of trade, and the agri-

cultural changes connected with the enclosure of common

fields, tended to increase their wealth, while the religious

controversies of the time developed a certain alacrity of

mind that soon camo to affect politics as well as religion.

The process by which the executive powers of the crown

passed under the control of Parliament was bound to

involve much friction and difficulty. But this wis greatly

increased bj' two things. The first of these was the religious
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controversy, and the other, closely connected with it, was

the theory of divine right developed by the legal and

ecclesiastical supporters of the crown.

Puritanism had gradually risen to political importance Puritanism

during the reign of Elizabeth, and was especially strong ^"'' *^*

an ong the commercial classes whose opinions were

represented in the House of Commons. As the breach

between the Puritan party and the official leaders of the

English Church widened, the Church began to move in the

opposite direction, and the " High Church " reaction that

began with Andrewes, and reached its height under Laud,

was a direct challenge to Puritanism.

From the very beginning of his reign James I. showed

himself determined to support the official policy of the

Church. This "working alliance" between the Stuarts

and the Church leaders was ultimately disastrous to both.

It entangled the Church in political associations from

which she has never been able to shake herself free ; and

it aliejiated from the crown a large class to whom the

" High Church " position seemed little better than

disguised Romanism. Strongly as the Stuart Parliaments

felt .on the question of taxation, they felt much more

strongly on what they regarded as the Homeward drift of

the tiatioual religion.

The Stuart theory of divine right was tlie out- Divine

come of the Reformation movement. In their efi'ort "^

to repudiate papal claims the reformers of Europe had

asserted the religious character of sectdar authority.

When the pope deposed Elizabeth and absolved her

subjects from their allegiance, English patriotic feeling

replied by asserting the d\Uy of obedience as resting on

tiiu divine riglit of the queen. While ^Iiiry Queen of

Scots lived, the doctrine of hereditary right could not be
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openly asserted, but after her death it became part of the

theory that hereditary succession was divinely appointed.

The undisputed succession of James I. in spite of two Acts

of Parliament barring his claims, was a triumph for the

hereditary idea. Parliamentary recognition of the Stuart

succession took the form of a declaratory Act, which

asserted that " the king holdeth the kingdom of England

by birthright inherent, by descent from the blood royal,

whereupon succession doth attend."

Not content with the substance of power that his pre-

itioa-lUL'S.
j^ecessors had enjoyed, James asserted a theory of kingship

that placed the king in an impregnable position of authority.

Even before his accession to the English crown he had

asserted, in the True Luc of Free Monarchies, the supremacy

of the sovereign over the law. " A good king, though he

be above the law, will subject and frame his actions thereto,

for example's siike, to his subjects, and of his own free will,

but not as subject or boimd thereto." And in a speech in

the Star Chamber, in 1616, he said- "It is atheism and

blasphemy to dispute what God can do
;
good Christians

content themselves with His will revealed in Ilis word ; so

it is presumption and high contempt in a subject to

dispute what a king can do, or say that a king cannot do

this or that ; but rest in that which is the king's revealed

will in his law."' In this assertion of royal autocracy, the

king was supported l)y the ecclesiastical and legal authorities.

The leaders oi the "High Church" party taught the doctrine

of passive obedience. "All the significations of a royal

pleasure are, or ought to be, to all loyal subjects, in the

nature and force of a coramaml. Nay, though any king

in the world should command flatly contrary against the

law of (lod, yet w re his power no otherwise to be resisted

but ... to endure with patience whatever penalty his

' Passive

obeilience.
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pleasure should inflict upon them." No circumstances

could justify resistance to the authority of a king, who
was responsible only to God.

The judges vied with the ecclesiastics in exalting the The judges

personal authority of the crown. The Stuart period is constitu-

the great period of " cases." The English law courts tion.

played the same part at this time as the High Court of

the United States now plays as the guardian and

interpreter of the Constitution. But the English

Constitution was founded, not upon law, but upon

conventions that had grown up gradually. In strict law

the decisions of the Stuart judges were probably right,

but strict law was not properly applicable to a system of

government based on unwritten understandings. While Etlwanl

Coke remained Lord Chief Justice, his great reverence for

Common Law prevented him from acceding to the Stuart

doctrine of royal supremacy, but after his dismissal in

16 IG the judicial decisions in constitutional cases justified

Bacon's description of the judges as " lions under the

throne." Even before this, the judges had decided, in

C^alvin's case, that allegiance was given to the sovereign

personally, and that the mere fact th.at James was king

in Scotland and in England made every Scotsman an

English subject ; and in Bates's case, that no king may
bind his successors in any matter affecting his rights of

sovereignty. But Coke declined to admit that the king

had the right to sit personally to judge cases or to create

fresh offences by proclamation, and in the case of Com-

mendams, he openly resisted the attempt of the king to

interfere with the business of the courts.

The importance of the judicial decisions of this period

depends not so much on the immediate issue as on the

definitions of the royal prerogative by which the judges

iij
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justified their verdicts. For example, in Bates's case it

was kid down that " the king's power is twofold, ordinary

and absolute. His ordinary power is for the profit of

particular subjects, for the execution of civil justice in the

ordinary courts. The king's absolute power, on the

contrary, is applied, not for the benefit of particular persons,

but for the general benefit of the people, and is stilus

fopuli." Again, in the Ship Money case it was asserted

that " the king pro Idiio jiulilko may charge his subjects for

the safety and defence of the kingdom, notwithstanding

any Act of Parliament, and a statute derogatory from the

prerogative doth not bind the king, and the king may

dispense with any law in cases of necessity."

Holding such views as these, the judges could not

afford to the subject any adequate protection against the

executive. Arbitrary imprisonment became possible as

soon as it was decided that " by special command of the

king " was a sufficient answer to a writ of Habeas Corpus.

But beside the ordinary courts, the executive possessed a

dangerous weapon in the Court of Star Chamber, which,

under the early Stuarts, became an instrument for enforcing

the authority of the executive outside, and often in violation

of, ordinary law.

From the first. Parliament recognized the serious

character of the issues at stake. But while James lived

the crown retained a considerable part of the popularity

that it had enjoyed in the great days of his predecessor.

The only directions in which serious contest arose were

in regard to the control of national religion, in which

Parliament asserted its right to shar ; and in regard to

foreign policy, in which Parliament wished the king to

support more energetically the Protestant cause in Europe

(while showing great reluctance to provide funds to enable
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Restora-

him to do so), and regarded with strong disfavour James's

projects for alliance with Spain. Charles I. was a better

man than his father, but he was obstinate when it would

have been wise to yield, and irresolute when it was essential

to be firm. Even his strong and sincere religious convic-

tions ministered to his undoing. In the early part of his

reign he was misled by the blundering statesmanship of

Buckingham, and when the supremely able guidance of

Wentworth, Lord Strafford, soemed destined to place him

in a position of assured supremacy, the ecclesiastical

disturbances in Scotland \eC. to the outbreak of the Bishops'

War, and so made it necessary for Charles, at all costs, to

propitiate the Parliament that alone could supply him

with funds for repressing hi"? rebellious subjects.

The Restoration brought back the doctrine of divine The

right, indefeasible hereditary succession and non-resistance. ^^^

But the foundation on Avhich the doctrine rested had been period,

shaken by the events of the previous period, and the two

political philosophers who championed the monarchy in

the Restoration period tri«Hl to find a new ground of defence.

Filmer, whose Patriarcha was published in 1681, though Filmer.

M'ritten a good many years earlier, finds the foundation for

the claims of the monarchy iti the primitive rights of the

father over his family ; while Hobbes, in his Leviathau, Hobbes.

boldly endeavours to build iip a theory of absolute

monarchy on a democratic basis. According to his theory,

the authority of the sovereign is derived from an original

contract, by which the . lembers of the primitive community

join together to appoint a king to " bear their persons."

But the idea that the body politic is founded on an

original contract goes back to Hooker and Milton, and was

developed by the Whig political thinkers of the Restora-

tion period, as an argument for a constitutional monarchy
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resting on the will of the people, till in Locke's Treatises on

Government it provides a justification for the Revolution

that brought to a final end the Stuart theory of divine

right.

It was only gradually that the Parliamentary leaders

in the struggle against autocracy saw clearly that the

tnie remedy lay not so much in restricting the power

of the executive as in securing the responsibility of the

Ministerial ministers of the crown to Parliament. The Restoration

period, in the threatened impeachment of Clarendon, and

the actual impeachment of Danby, .asserted the principle

that a minister must accept full res[)on8ibility for the

advice that he gives to the crown. But the recognition

of royal irresponsibility—the logical outcome of ministerial

responsibility— belongs to a later period of national

history, and can hardly be said to be complete till the

early part of the nineteenth century.

This preliminary survey of the Stuart period may help

to guide us through the rather tangled story that we have

to tell in the chapters that follow.

respongi

bility.



CHAPTER XI

PARLIAMENT AND THE PKEROGATIVE

Blackstone, who had in view the conditions of the sevon

teenth century, defined the word " prerogative " as meaning

"a special pre-eminence which the king hatli, over and

above all other persons and out of the course of the Common
Law, in right of his royal dignity." Dicey, who has

in view the conditions of the nineteenth, defines the

prerogative as " the discretionary authority of the execu-

tive." There is, and always must be, a large amount of

power vested in the executive, over which Parliament has

no direct control. At the beginning of the seventeenth

century this power was vested in the king ; soon after the

end of the century it was vested in ministers responsible

to Parliament. It is this change that we have to consider

in this and the following chapters.

Though the accession of James I. involved no break in James I.,

the continuity of our national historj-, the atmosphere of
1603-1625.

political life began gradually to change. While Robert

Cecil remained the chief minister of the crown, the tradi-

tions of the Elizabethan period were preserved. After his

death in 1612 meaner and less scrupulous advisers directed

the royal policy, and sowed the seeds of distrust and
ill-feeling between the throne and the people.

Ill
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The
religioufi

question.

The
Apology
of 1604.

No one knew for certain what views James held on the

religious question, but the Puritan jwrty cherished hopes

that his Presbyterian associations might lead him to «yni-

jMithize with their programme of reforms. A petition claim-

ing to represent the views of a thousand Puritan clergy

—the so-called Millenary Petition—was presented to the

Icing on his way south, " ' in the following year the

Hampton Court Conferenct, was called to consider the

proposals that it contained. The king presided, and

showed unmistivkably on which side his sympathies lay,

" If you aim at a Scottish Presbytery," he told the Puritan

representatives, "it agreeth as well with a monarchy as

God and the devil." " If this be all your pJirty hath to

say," were his closing words, " I will make them conform

themselves, or else will harry them out of the land." This

royal f'oclaration of war on Puritanism is the key to the

whole contest that followed. It gave a political character

to what was primarily a religious movement, and involved

the crown and the Purit?^ parly in a struggle destined in

the end to prove fatal to ooth. Within the same year

three hundred of the clergy were ejected from their cures

for refusing to assent to the Prayer Book.

The same year witnessed the beginning of the long

debate between King and Parliament. In opening his

first Parliament James laid down what he conceived to be

the true doctrine of monarchy. This involved the claim

that the House of Commons "derived all matters of

privilege from him."

The House of Commons replied to this challenge in an

Apology which is one of the most important constitutional

documents of the period. "To understand this Apology

is to understand the causes of the success of the English

Revolution," Siiys Dr. Gardiner. After declaring that the
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king had been " greatly wronged by misinformation," the

House proceeds to claim as three inalienable rights of the

Commons of England ( 1
) the right to free election of repre-

sentiitives; (2) the right of persons so elected to freedom

from restraint, arrest, or iniprisoiuncnt
; (3) that in Parlia-

ment they may speak their consciences freely without check

or controlment. After dealing with these matters, the

Apology goes on to assert that " your Majesty should be

misinformed, if any man should deliver that the kings of

England have any power in themselves either to alter

religion ... or to m;iko any laws concerning the same,

otherwise than as in temporal causes by consent of Parlia-

ment" The Apology closes with a respectful appeal to the

king to trust and work with Parliament.

The Commons thus took their stand, at the outset, on

precedent. It was, according to their contention, the king

who was introflucing innovations on tho ancient usage of

the realm. And throughout the whole period that followed

they maintained this attitude. To royal precedents from

Tudor times they opposed precedents from the fourteenth

century. It Avas not on philosophical but on historical

and legal ground that the Commons rested their claims.

They did not ask for the "Rights of Man," but for the

historic rights of Englishmen.

One of the earliest problems that confronted the royal Financial

advisers was that of finance. Elizabeth had, in the last
l*^***''""*"

years of her reign, been very poor. With the inflow of

silver from the New World, prices had risen, while the

resources of the crow i had declined. It was only by strict

economy that the queen was able to pay her way.

James, with a family to maintain, needed a larger

income and he saw in the royal right to regulate trade an

opportunity of replenishing the royal coffe Accordingly,

I

i if -:

'111
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in 1606 a tariff of duties oJi various articles of import was

issued. It is very difficult to say how far this came

within the rights of the crown
;
precedents could be quoted

Bates's on both sides. But the decision lay in the hands of the

case, 1606. judges, and the case of a Turke} merchant named Bates,

who refused to pay a duty on currants, was made a. test

case. The decision of the Court of Excliequer was in

favour of the crown. Two years later a Book of Rates

was issued, levying duties on almost every article of

merchandise. This roused the Commons to a sense of the

gravity of the question, and in 1610, and iigain in the

"Addled" Parliament of 1614, resolutions were carried

denying the right of the king to levy such impositions

without the consent of Parliament.

The Parliament of 1610 is notable for the last effort to

settle the revenue (juestion by friendly agreement. By the

" Great Contract " the crown Mas to surrender the feudal

dues in return for a guaranteed revenue of £200,000.

At first negotiations went on hopefully, but religious

controversies supervened, and in the end Parliament was

dissolved, leaving the question unsettled.

After this James ruled for ten years without Parliament,

excepting the short Parliament of 1614. During this

period the centre of interest shifts to the law courts,

where Coke becomes the chief leader of resistance to

royal claims. Edward Coke, probably the most learned

lawyer of his time, had been Attorney- General under

Elizabeth, ami in 1606 became Chief Justice of Common

I'leas. Four years later he was consulted by the king as

to the legal validity of royal Proclamations, against the

increase of which the Commons had protested. In reply.

Coke and his fellow jud ties laid down the three principles

that have ever since orned the right of proclamation :

Edward
Coke.
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(1) that the king cannot create any new offence by proclama-

tion
; (2) but that neglect of a proclamation calling attention

. > :.". existing law aggravates the offence
; (;?) that an

otfeiiot' cia lot be made punishable in the Star Chamber by

prociaiiiiiCJjn.

L\ iG'i'i Coke was made Chief Justice of the King's

Bencii, m the hope that he miglit prove more amenable

to the royal wishes. But almost immediately after his

promotion he protested, in Peacham's case, against the

action of the king in consulting each of the judges

separately about a case that they were to judge together.

In IGIG the final breach came in the case of Commendams Case of

—a case wliich involved the right of the crown to allow ^"^'
,° nienuams,

benefices in the Church to bo held iii, rovimnuhnii, that is, 1616.

with othc!" preferment. The details of the case are

utnmportuiit ; what makes it important is that the king

requested tlic judges to postpone their verdict till he could

discuss the matter with them. Coke "tarkly refused, and

subsequently argued the question, on his knees, in the

royal presence. He was fortliwith dismissed, and from

1620 to IG.'U appears as one of the leaders of the

Parliamentary party opposed to the royal claims.

'Ihe dismissal of Coke, who was disliked for his

exceedingly unpleasing personal character more even than

he was admired for his great ability, was a public warning

to the judges that their tenure of office was "during the

king's pleasure." In the following year. Bacon, Coke's

lifelong rival, become Lord Chancellor.

In 1621 the condition of foreign affairs, and his Parliament

own impoverished exchequer, obliged James to summon "^ ^^~^"

Parliament. The Parliament of 1621 is notal)le for two!
things. It .ittacked monopolies v/ith vigour, and so paved

the way for their abolition three years later ; and it

m

i!

m

\ %
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Parliament

of 1624.

> '

revived the old weapon of impeachment. Having

impeached two knights, Mompesson and Mitchell, for

ab\ises of monopolies, it proceeded, unde*- Coke's instigation,

to attack Lord Chancellor Bacon for receiving bribes in

the administration of justice. No evidence was adduced

to prove that Bacon's decisions had ever been affected by

the presents that, in accordance with the custom of the

day, he had received from suitors at his court, but he was

condemned to the loss of office and a ruinous fine, and

drops out of public life. He is one of the most remarkable

examples in history of supreme intellectual power united

to meanness of moral nature.

A quarrel with the king on the question of freedom of

speech brought the Parliament of 1621 to an end. In

debates on foreign afiairs the House urged intervention on

the Protestant side in the Thirty Years' War, which had

now broken out in Germany. James, who was anxious to

k. ;p on friendly terms with Spain, ordered the Commons,

as Elizabeth had more than once done before, not to discuss

foreign aftiiirs. The Commons replied by entering in their

minutes a formal assertion of their right to discuss all

questions. James sent for the journals of the House, tore

out the protest, and dissolved Parliament.

Three years later the last Parliament of the reign met.

James had now abandoned his Spanish policy and was in

accord with Parliament on foreign affairs. He was also in

declining health, and willing to make concessions for the

sake of peace. The most important event of the session I

was the passing of an Act making all monopolies illegal.

Ejirly in • 3 following year James died, and with him died

the last traditions of the Tudor times. Four years of the

rule of Buckingham sufficed to Lurii the relations between

the crown and Parliament from one of friendliness tempered
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EuL'lauJ.

by occasional irritation to one of deep-seated ant. per-

manent hostility.

Before the death of James I. two events had happened New

in the New World out of which great constitutional resulLS

were destined to grow. The first was the assembling, in

1G19, of the first representiitive assembly of the colony of

Virginia, and the passing of Virginia in 1624 from the

Company to the direct control of the crown. The second

was the landing of one hundred and twenty English

emigrants, who had crossed from Southampton in the

Mayfoir, at Cape Cod, where they drew up a solemn

compact of government, "covenanting and combining

themselves into a civil body politi'i." It is not too much

to say that that meeting at Cape Cod was the birthday of

modern democracy. The Independents had already adopted

a completely democratic system of Church government,

and it seemed natural that they should extend the same

system to civil life.

The reign of Charles I. opened with two untoward Charles I.,

events. The first of these M-as the destruction of an army

—if a rabble of twelve thousand 'poor rascals " without

equipment, experience, or enthusiasm can '
j dignified with

the name—sent out under the command of Mansfeld to

help the Protestant cai.se in Germany. The failure brought

home to Parliament the incompetence of Buckingham, Avho

had persuaded Charles to send out the expedition without

summoning Parliament to vote the supplies necessary for

equipping an adequate force. The second was the marriage

of Charles to Henrietta Maria of France, a marriage which

proved fatal to the dynasty in two ways. Charles's

affection for his wife leu him into some of the worst

mistakes of his reign, and half a century later Charle? II.

alienated the support of a large section of the English

1625-1619.

11]:
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people by the strong Frencli l)ias of his foreign policy.

The marriage relations of Tudors and Hapsburgs might,

but for the shrewdness of ?]lizabetli, have proved fatal

to English independence ; the marriage relations of the

Stuarts and the Bourbons helped greatly to bring in

Cromwell as Lord Protector and William III. as king.

Influenced by these events, the first Parliament of the

reign deeply oflended the king by refusing to vote to him

for life the taxes usually voted at the beginning of each

reign. He made an attack on Buckingham an excuse for

dissolvins? Parliament in less than two months from the

time of its meeting. Six months later, when the folly of

Buckingham had added a quarrel with France to the existing

quarrel with Spain, the second Parliament met. Charles

tried to secure a subservient assembly by appointing as

sheriffs some of the chief leaders of the opposition of the

previous Parliament, and so disqualifying them from being

elected. But a new and nobler leader apjMjared in Sir John

Eliot, who boldly moved the impeachment of Buckingham,

a step to which Charles replied by dissolving his second

Parliament as he had dissolved his first.

For a year Charles struggled on, raising supplies by a

forced loan, for refusing which eighty gentlemen were

imprisoned, and feeding his starving recruits by billeting

them on the people. The failure of these efforts compelled

him, in 1628, to call the third Parliament of the reign.

This Parliament met in a new spirit and under new leaders.

Wentworth, Pym, Hampden, and Eliot represented the old

knights of the shire who had led the advance of Parlia-

mentary institutions in Lancastrian times. Their political

instincts were conservative rather than revolutionary ; they

had all received some legal training ; and they believed

that they were defending the ancient institutions of the
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country against novel claims to (lesi)Otic authority put

forward by a Government that had shown itself as in-

efficient in action as it had been autocratic in theory

The first work of the new Parliament was the drawing

up of the Petition of Right, a document asserting the

illegality of billeting, -nartial law, arbitraiy taxation, and

arbitrary imprisonment. The House of Lords, divided

between subservience to court influences and hatred of the

upstart Buckingham, passed the Petition, to which the

king gave his assent, five subsidies being voted as the

price of the concession. Within two months Buckingham

was murdered at Portsmouth by a mad ex-lieutenant, whose

exploit the people welcomed with an outbreak of joy that

Charles never forgave. The affection that he had given to

the friend of his youth he now gave to his wife.

The second session of Parliament Ijrought to the front Tlie

1 1 r. 1 religious

another great cause of contest between the L ommons and question.

the crown. The " High Church " party found Charles a

much more whole-hearted ally than his father hail been.

Under the leadership of Laud, who now came to the front

as the chief spiritual adviser of the king, a definite attack

on Puritanism began. Theologically, the attack took the

form of repudiation of Calvinistic dogma in favour of the

"Arminian" doctrine of freewill; administratively, the

work of Laud was the enfoivement of uniformity of practice

on the clergy, by the exercise of royal authority through the

Court of High Commission and the Star Chamber. Laud

claimed to dictate the ecclesiastical policy of the nation, and

the Puritan party in Parliament met the claim by putting

forward a corresponding claim on their own behalf. Tho

struggle was not, as yet, a struggle for toleration, but for

tho control of national religion. That different types of

religion could be allowed to exist side by side was an idea

li

Amm
iUt
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alien from tlic conceptions of the pcrioil. Political toleration

only came fifty years later, when both sides hud found it

impossible to secure a monoitoly for their own ecclesiastical

opinions ; religious toleration has couie much more slowly,

and is still very incomj)lete.

Beside the growing religious antagonism between the

crown and Parliament, another controversy arose with rega.d

to the meaning of the clause in the Petition of liight pro-

hibiting arbitrary t;ixation. Did it include the old customs

duties—tonnage and poundage—which had generally been

voted by Parliament to the king for life, and which Charles

at the beginning of his reign had refused to accept for one

year only 1

As soon as Parliament reassembled Sir John Eliot

brought forward three resolutions, declaring that (1) all

who should bring in innovations in religion, or extend or

introduce Popery or Arniinianisra
; (2) all who should

advise the levying of tonnage and poundage, not being

granted by Parliament ; and (3) all who should pay

tonnage and poundage, so levied, should be accounted

capital enemies of the kingdom. Tlie king heard of what

was in progress, and ordered the Speaker to adjourn the

House, but he was held in his chair by some of the

Parliamentary leaders, while the three resolutions were

carried in a scene of tumult and passion that might have

warned a sovereign less obstinate than Charles that the

limit of constitutional action was nearly leached.

Nine members of Parliament were imprisoned by the

king for their share in these proceedings, and the noblest

of them all, Sir John Eliot, died in prison three years

later, refusing to the end to admit the right of the law

courts to take tu^^uizaucc of the proceedings of the House

of Commons.
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For eleven years Charles governed without a Parliament. i-;iiip-

By withdrawing from European affairs, leaving the cham-
[,"°e.*^i63r.

pionship of the Protestant cause to Gustavus Adolphus

of Sweden, and, after his death, to France, he was able to

avoid military expenses; while the revival of various ancient

forms of taxation secured for him a revenue sufficient for the

bare necessities of government. Of these various sources

of revenue, one is of special importance on account of

the controversy to which it gave rise. The dangerous

state of the channel, infested with pirates, obliged the

king to undertake a reform of the navy, and for this

purpose he revived an old custom by levying contribu-

tions from the maritime towns for the supply of ships. In

the following year (1635) he extended the levy to inland

towns as well, on the ground that the maintenance of the

navy was the concern of the whole kingdom. The refusal

of John Hampden to pay the levy brought the question

of the legality of ship-money before the Exchequer Court,

and by a majority of seven to five the judges decided for the

king. But the case, and still more the strong support

given by some of the judges to the most absolute ideas of

the royal prerogative, did much to educate the nation in the

realization of the true character of the issue thut was at

stake.

During these years Charles had few able advisers, but Thomas

he won several recruits from the Parliamentary party, of worth,

whom the most important was Tliomas Wentworth, who T.ora

had been one of the leaders of the Parliament of 1628.

His motives in abandoning the Parliamentary cause have

been a perplexity to all the historians of the period.

Whatever they may have been, he threw himself whole-

heartedly into the service of the king, and was sent to

Ireland, whero in a few years he brought order out of the

-
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chaos and confusion that he found there on his arrival.

Wentworth was the most dangerous e'\emy of the

Parliamentary cause, because he recognized ihat tiie policy

of autocracy, if adopted at all, must be "thorough" and

uncompromising, and must rest on a foundation of force.

Wentworth's ideal was the popular despotism of the

Tudors, which depended less on the support of Parlia-

ment than on the general trust and loyalty of the

people. If Charles had trusted Wentworth more full}',

and not left him in Ireland till the situation in England had

become hopelessly entangled, the history of the critical

years that followed might have been other than it was.

At the beginning of 1638 there seemed no reason why
the " eleven years' tyranny " should not last almost in-

definitely. But it could ojdy last while Charles was able

to avoid any entanglements involving additional expense.

As soon as a quarrel with the Scottish people about

ecclesiastical affairs brought a Scottish army into the field

in open hostility, the king was obliged to fall back on

the detested expedient of a Parliament. He summoned
Wentworth (whom he created Earl of Strafford) from

Ireland to advise him, and in 1610 called the "Short

Parliament." The dissolution of this Parliament only

three weeks after its meeting seems to have been due to

an exaggerated idea that the king had formed of the

hostile intentions of its members. Left without supplies

to meet the e^nergency, Charles apparently listened to

Strafford's proposals for bringing over the Irish army.

But events moved too fast. The Scottish array marched

into Northumberland, with the scarcely concealed approval

of a large section of the English people, and in October

Charles was obliged to assent to the Treaty of Kipon, by

which he agreed to pay the Scots a large indemnity.
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There was no alternative now bnt another Parliament,

and accordingly Avrits were issued for the election of the

assembly that was destined to pass through a more

chequered career than any other Parliament in our history,

and to be known in after-times as the Long Parliament.

For the fii'st time in the history of Parliamentary elections The Lour

an electioneering campaign was organized, Pym and Hamp-
i64o.'urtj().'

den riding round the English towns to urge the electors to

choose men loyal to the cause of Parliament.

When Parliament met, Charles summoned Strafford from

the north to London, under promise of royal protection.

But Strafford knew that he had incurred the implacable

hostility of the Parliamentary leaders, and advised the

king to take the Iwld course of arresting them on the

charge of conspiracy with the Scottish rebels. While the

king hesitated, news of the suggestion reached Pym and

his friends, and without a moment's delay they cariied to

the Upper House an impeachment of Strafford, who was

at once arrested and lodged in the Tower. It Mas an act

of war, and the impotence of the Court under this crushing

blow showed clearly that the whole fabric of royal des-

potism was built on the sand. Laud soon followed

Strafford to the Tower, while Windebank, Finch, and

other supporters of the royal cause only saved themselves

by flight.

In April 1641 Strafford was brought to trial in West- Trial of

minster Hall. He defended himself with consummate ability,
*^traBord.

and as the trial proceeded it became clear that no legal

case for his condemnation could l»e made out. The

Commons then abandoned the impeachment, but as he

was too dangerous an enemy to be allowed to escape, ,

a

Bill of Attainder was passed by the Commons, and the

discovery of a plot, hatched by the queen and a few hot-

fi!
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licailod courtiers, to bring the northern array to London,

led the Lords to acquiesce in his doom. The king, besieged

by a raging mob in his jKilace at Whitehall, at length

gave liis assent to the bill, and three days later Strafford

died on Tower Hill. Probably Charles was right in

thinking thai nothing he did could save the man whose

only crime was that he had served the cause of the kin^-

too well. In rousing the mob of London to coerce the

king, the Parliamentary leaders had taken a long step

forward towards that appeal to mere force that was destined

in the end to destroy Puritanism as a politicid influence.

While Strafford's trial was going on, and in the months

that followed, the Commons, now conscious of their power,

were engaged in sweeping away the whole Stuart system

of goveniment. The Star Chamber and the High Commis-

sion Court were abolished, various unparliamentary sources

of revenue were declared illegal, and the King was compelled

to promise that the judges should in future hold office

" during good behaviour." An Act was pasted providing

that tliere should not be more than three years' interval

between two Parliaments, and in the panic caused by the

array plot the Commons forced on the king a bill providing

that the present Parliament shotild not be dissolved with-

out its own consent. All these measures were passed by

the Comraons practically without opposition. As yet there

was no king's party, though the debates on the proposal

of a more extreme section for the " root and branch

"

extirjiation of episcopacy showed that the religious question,

when it arose, would be likely to put an end to this

unanimity of feeling.

In the suraraer of 1641 Charles went to Scotland, where

he became involved in a rather obscure plot for the arrest

of Argyll and Hamilton. In the autumn of the same
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year, just before Parliament reassembled, the Ir'sn Rebellion

broke out in Ulster, whence it spread to Munster. This

otitbreak introduced a new complication into the constitu-

tional situation, for if the Irish Rebellion was to be put

down an army was needed for the purpose. But if the

Commons gave the king the resources for raising an army,

what guarantee was there that he would not use the army

so provided to put down opposition at home ?

The session of Parliament opened with the Grand The Orand

Remonstrance—an address giving a detailed account of the
gtrance.

work of the previous session, and suggestions for further

reforms, including Pym's proposal that the ministers of the

crown should be " such as the Parliament may have cause

to confide in." The Remonstrance also incluiled proposals

for drastic changes in the Church. Over this Remonstrance

the unanimity of the Commons broke down. The debates

were carried on with a fierce energy that threatened to

end in actual bloodshed—" we were like," says one narrator,

" to have sheathed our swords in each other's bowels "

—

and when the Remonstrance was carried by a majority of

eleven, a Royalist party had come into existence under the

leadership of Lord Falkland and Hyde. Falkland Avas led

to dissociate himself from Pyra and his followers, partly

by the feeling that, now that the abuses of the previous

period were swept away, loyalty obliged Parliament to

trust the king and stand by him, and partly by his resolute

determination to resist the attempt of Parliament to

remodel the national religion. The new party was a

" Church and King " party, and the war that followed was

fought at least as much on religious as on political

questions.

The rest of the work of the Long Parliament was the

work of a determined majority. A bill was introduced

i 5 :•
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exchuling the Bishops from the House of Lords, and this

was the last bill to which Charles gave his assent, in

January 1642. Meanwhile, outside the House, skirmishes

took place between the king's personal retainers and thu

citizens of London, whose close-cropped heads earned for

them the nickname of "Roundheads." Alarmed by these

disturbances, the House of Commons demanded the right

to maintain an armed force for its defence. The king

promised his protection, but on the 3rd of January ho

suddenly took the disastrous step of instructing his

Attorney - General to impeach five of the chief Parlia-

mentary leaders. An impeachment by the king was un-

constitutional ; and an impeachment at that moment meant

nothing less than war. The five memljers promptly took

refuge in the City, where Puritanism reigned supreme

;

and when, on the following day, Charles committed the

greatest blunder of his life by entering the House per-

sonally to .rrest them, he found that "the birds had

flown." The effect of this ill-judged step was iustantaneuus.

" The train-bands of London were called out on a war foot-

ing. Four thousand armed squires and freeholders, from

the Thames valley and the wooded hills of Buckiiitiham-

shire, rode in to protect their Hampden. The mariners of

the Royal Navy marched up to the Guild Hall, where the

Commons sat in committee, cheering for the sailor Ear of

Warwick, and offering the king's stores to defend hf

Parliament." ^ On the 10th Charles withdrew to Hami)i««

Court, while the five members returned ii triunias le

Westminster. The Commons then intrn«imeil tht --emay

Bill, giving them the nomination of im ofecoR- m dif

Militia. The queen crossed to HolUiid,

daughter was to be married to the Prim

' Trevelyau, England under the Stuart.

•Ktierr- ac
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purchase arms and stores. In April the king moved Outbreak

northward, and after the gates of Hull had been shut ° *"

against him, fixed his headquarters at York, where sixty

members of the House of Commons, led by Falkland, Hyde,

and Colepoper, joined him in May. In Jtine the Commons

propiunded their final demands in the "Nineteen Pro-

posals," and on 22nd August the royal standard was set

up at Nottingham. The constitutional issue was to be

settled by the arbitrament of the sword.

. 1

i I



CHAPTER XII

THK ERA OF CONSTITUTIONAL EXPERIMKNT

and the

army

Two wars, with a short interval of fruitless negotiations

between, fill up the six years from August 1642 to the

defeat of the Scottish army at Preston in August 1648.

Parliament In the course of the first war power gradually passed from

Parliament, which was strongly Presbyterian in its sym-

pathies, to the army, which Fairfax and Cromwell had

shaped into a tremendously efficient weapon. It had all

the fighting power that a Calvinistic creed was able to

supply, and its war-cry of " freedom of worship " involved

an entirely different ideal of national religion from that of

the Parliament. It seethed with strange political theories,

and was resolutely determined not to allow Parliament, by

any weak concessions, to barter away the "good cause."

When the war ended in April 1646, the Parliamentary

leaders, who had lost their wisest counsellor by the death

of Pyra two years before, attempted to open negotiations

with the king, while taking steps to disband the army.

The reply of the army was to seize the person of the king

and march on London. While the outcome of the contest

was still in suspense the Scottish invasion relighted the

torch '>f war. When the battle of Preston had shattered

the Scottish forces, the army solemnly resolved "to bring

128
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Charles Stuart to justice." Then news arrived that Parlia-

ment was actually negotiating a treaty with the king, and

the army officers sent Colonel Pride with an armed force to

Westminster. "Pride's Purge" expelled about a hundred "Pride's

members, and arrested nearly fifty more, leaving the
"'^®"

" Rump " of less than a hundred members to represent the

"Comnons of England." A commission of one hundred

and fifty was nominated to act as a High Court for the trial

of the king, and when the Lords refused their consent the

Rump resolved "that the people are, under God, the

original of all just power ; that the Commons of England,

in Parliament assembled, being chosen by and representing

the people, have the supreme power in this nation ; that

whatsoever is enacted or declared for law by the Cc imons

in Parliament assembled, hath the force of law, and all the

people of this nation are concluded thereby ; although the

consent of the King or House of Peers be not had there-

unto." A few weeks later the Commons resolved that the

House of Lords was " useless, dangerous, and ought to be

abolished."

Of the hundred and fifty judges appointed to try the Death of

king only sixty-seven consented to act, and it was only a ^ ® **'

small minority of the nation that was represented in the

verdict that condemned the king to death. Charles refused

to recognize the validity of the court, and " the deep

damnation of his taking-ofT" did much to atone in men's

minds for the mistakes of his policy. His closing words

summarized the whole case against democracy :
" For the

people, truly I desire their liberty a. d freedom as much

as anybody whatsoever ; but I must ttU you, their liberty

and freedom consists in having government, those laws by

which their lives and croods mav be most their own. It isO V

not their having a share in the government ; that is nothing

K
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End of the

Rump,
AprU1653.

"Bare-
bones

"

Parliament.

appertaining to them. A subject and a sovereign are clear

ditferent things."

Eleven years separate the execution of Charles I. from

the restoration of his son and successor. They are years

of peculiar interest to the student of the Constitution.

Now, for the first and last time in our history, England

was free to shape a system of government for herself

unhampered by traditions. But after ten years of complete

failure in the task of constructing fresh political institutions,

the nation deliberately returned to the institutions that

had been discarded.

For three years England was governed by the Rump of

the Long Parliament, the officers of the army, and a

Council of State composed of members of Parliament and

army officers, with Cromwell and Vane as its leading

members. But when Cromwell had defeated the Scottish

attack, and stamped out the Irish rebellion in blood, the

Rump demanded the disbandment of the army, while the

army demanded the dissolution of Parliament and a free

election. Cromwell threw in his lot with the army, and

in April 1653 drove out the members of Parliament from

the House, carried off the mace, and locked the doors.

England passed under a military despotism, and the way

was left open for new constitutional experiments.

The first of these was the assembly that was afterwards

known by the nickname of Barebones Parliament. It was

a body of representatives nominated by the Independent

congregations, and it showed itself wholly unpractical in its

proceedings ; until, to Cromwell's great relief, the more

moderate members, rising early, voted the surrender of

their powers into the hands of the Council of State.

Then the officers of the army tried their hands at the

task of Constitution-making, and produced the Instrument
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of Government, which provided for a Lord Protector TLe in-

assisted by a Council of fifteen, and a Parliament to meet s'™™*"*

every year and be re-elected every three years. The ment.

Parliament was to include representatives from Scotland

and Ireland, and representatives were to be given to the

larger towns in place of some of the "rotten boroughs."

Parliament was to have full legislative power, the Protector

having only the right to delay legislation for twenty days.

The first Parliament elected under this new system met

in September 1654. Its first work was to discuss the

Instrument of Government clause by clause with a view to

its amendment. Cromwell promptly demanded the assent

of all the members to the fundamental principle of the

Instrument—governme' t by " a single person and a Parlia-

ment." A hundred members refused, and were excluded.

The rest continued to discuss the Instrument, to the

neglect of the pressing business of the State, and on the

earliest day legally possible Cromwell dissolved the House,

with the stern complaint, " Dissettlement and divisions,

discontent and dissatisfaction, together with real dangers

to the whole, have been more multiplied within these five

months of your sitting than in some years before."

For nearly two years Cromwell governed without a

Parliament. Early in 1655 he divided the country into

military districts, over each of which he placed a Major-

General with large powers. Funds were raised partly by

a special tax levied on Cavaliers—an impolitic step as

tending to keep alive the hostility of the country gentry

to the Commonwealth.

In September 1656 Cromwell called his second Parlia

ment. The Irish and Scottish members were nominated

by the Government, and a hundred members were excluded

for disaffection. Thus purged, the Parliament set itself to

li

ii
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build up a constitutional system as a deliverance from

The military rule. By the Humble Petition and Advice the

H\imbie Protector was requested to take the title of king and

ami
""*

govern by the advice of two Houses. Though prevented

Advice,
^yy the opposition of the army from assuming the royal title,

Cromwell accepted the other proposals of the Petition. He

was solemnly installed as Lord Protector in Westminster

Hall in June 1657, and selected a number of members of

Parliament to form a House of Lords. As the members so

selected were those on whom he could depeml, and the

excluded members of the Lower House were readmitted at

the beginning of the next session, the attitude of the House

of Commons proved very different from Avhat it had been in

the previous session. Wearied with its opposition and

attacks on the Constitution, Cromwell dissolved his second

Parliament in February 1658, with the final appeal, "Let

God be judge between you and me." Eight months later

the great Protector was dead. His years of rule had been

conspicuously successful in every direction except in the

building up of a new constitutional system. Hie failure in

this direction was due partly to the unwillingness of the

army to lose hold of power, partly to the divided state of

the country. But, most of all, it was due to the strong

individualism that Puritanism had fostered. His Parlia-

ments were jealous in the assertion of their riglits, but

unwilling to subordinate their pretensions to the pressing

need for co-operation and loyalty. The experiment in

self-go"ernment had come too soon ; the need for practical

efficiency was paramount ; and so the Parliamentary system

of the Commonwealth failed.

A year A year of constitutional confusion followed. Richaril

fusion. Cromwell had no hold over the array, and if there had

1659. been any one outstanding figure among the officers, a
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military dictatorship might have been set up. At the end

of the year a Parliament met, but was dissolved in April

1659, on the demand of the army, which then brought back

Speaker Lenthall and the Rump of the Long Parliament.

Richard Cromwell resigned, and the practical power fell into

the hands first of one general, then of another. In October

the Rump M'as driven out by one section of the army, but

was restored by another section in December. Then at

last Monk marched south at the head of the soldiers who

had been serving in Scotland. Everything depended on

his decision, and the news that he had declared for a free

Parliament awakened the greatest enthusiasm throughout

the country. At the end of February the members of the

Long Parliament who had been expelled in 1648 were

reinstated, and then the Parliament that had passed through

so many changes in its twenty years of life voted its own

dissolution. The new Parliament that had assembled in

April was largely Presbyterian in its composition, but the

excesses of the army had driven the Presbyterian party

into alliance with the Royalists. Only one policy was

possible ; the associations of the past must be recalled to

protect the liberties of the future. With a great sigh of

relief England gathered up the threads of the continuity of

her national history. The army that had saved English

liberty, only, in the end, to threaten it with destruction,

melted soberly away, to be reabsorbed in the civilian

population. Churchmen and nobles came out of their

retirement, old habits of life were resumed. The nation

had gone back, in Milton's passionate words, to '-the

detested thralldom of kingship."



CHAPTER XIII

THE RESTORATION PERIOD

Tne
Restora-

tion.

The reign of Charles II. is of interest to the student of the

Constitution for three reasons. It shows how far the

events of the preceding period had shifted the centre of

gravity of the Constitution ; it marks an important advance

in the recognition of the principle of ministerial respon-

sibility; and it is the period during which our modern

party system begins.

According to the legal view, the accession of Charles

II. took place on the day that his father died, and the first

year of the Restoration was the eleventh of the reign. It

followed, of course, that all laws passed during the

Commonwealth period were invalid, as lacking the royal

assent. Accordingly, the Convention that invited the king

to return passed an Act declaring the Long Parliament

dissolved, and the first work of the Parliament elected in

the middle of the following year was to pass an Act

confirming the acts of the Convention.

But though legally Charles was assumed to enter on all

the rights that his father enjoyed, politically the events of

the previous reign had changed the relation of the crown

and the Commons, especially in three directions.

The first of these was finance. The days of unparlia-

134
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mentary taxation were definitely past. James II., at the Pariia-

beginning of his reign, continued to collect taxes till control

Parliament met, but this was a mere matter of convenience, of linance.

for Parliament, on its meeting, at once indemnified the

king. When Charles wished to be free from Parliamentary

criticism it was to Louis XIV. of France, not to his own

subjects, that he applied for subsidies.

The Parliaments of the Restoration not only maintained

their exclusive right to vote supplies, they also revived the

custom of allotting supplies to certain definite objects, and

regarded with peculiar jealousy any attempt by the

ministers of the crown to misuse supplies for other

purposes. But it was not till after the Revolution that

this system of allotment became a regular and recognized

part of the business of the Commons.

In 1662 Parliamentary control over taxation became

complete in another direction. By a friendly arrangement

between Clarendon and the Archbishop of Canterbury,

Convocation now ceased to vote clerical taxes, and in

return for this the clergy obtained the right to vote for

members of Parliament. So the clerical estate, as a

separate political entity, finally disappeared.

The second direction in which the relation between the Parlia-

crown and Parliament had changed was in regard to the control of

control of national religion. Under the influence of Lord leligion.

Clarendon, Falkland's old colleague, who now became the

chief minister of the crown. Parliament shov/ed itself irore

starkly clerical than the king, who was led by his sympathy

with the Roman Church, and by his natural temperament,

to desire toleration. In a series of Acts known as the

Clarendon Code, a determined attempt was made to re-

establish the supremacy of the Church. The Corporation Act

imposed a religious test on all candidates for municipal
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Declara-

tions of

Indul-

gence.

office. The Corporations generally elected the borough

members of Parliament, and the object of this Act was to

ensure that the members so elected should be faithful

members of the Church of England. The Act of Uniformity

re-established the Prayer Book, as revised after the Savoy

Conference, and ordered the expulsion of all clergy who

did not, by St Bartholomew's Day, give their " unfeigned

consent and assent" to it About two thousand clergy

refused, and St. Bartholomew's Day 1662 may be regarded

as the birthday of English nonconformity. The Con-

venticle Act, passed two years later, prohibited, under

severe penalties, meetings for religious worship other than

those of the Established Church; and finally, the Five

Mile Act, passed at the time of the Plague, prohibited any

dispossessed minister from coming within five miles of any

corporate town. This Act had the unforeseen result of

making the larger unincorporated towns centres of non-

conformist influence.

This Clarendon Code was the last word of a conception

of national religion that is difficult for us to understand,

because it is alien from our modern modes of thought.

To men trained in the school of Clarendon, unwillingness

to conform to the religion prescribed by the State was

mere self - will, subversive of all organized authority.

Schemes for "comprehension" were in the air, but the

bitterness left by the oppression of the Commonwealth

period hardened the hearts of the bishops against any

concessions to Puritan opinion.

Twice the king tried to secure to.eration by the issue of

Declarations of Indulgence. The first Declaration was

issued in 1662, and was withdrawn in a few weeks in

deference to the strong opposition of Parliament Ten

years later as the outcome of the secret Treaty of Dover,
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Charles issued a more sweeping declaration, suspending

the whole code of penal statutes. When Parliament met

early in the following year, the king was obliged to

withdraw the Declaration and the Test Act was passed,

enforcing a threefold religious test on all holders of civil

or military oflBce. Much of the hostility against toleration

during this period was due to the deep-seated suspicion of

lioman intrigues that grew out of the relations of Charles

with his cousin Louis XIV., who posed as the champion of

the Roman Catholic Church, stamped out the Huguenot

movement in France, and tried to crush the little Protes-

tant state of Holland. Both on political and religious

grounds, the trend of English opinion was hostile to France,

and the close connexion between the later Stuarts and the

French monarchy was one of the chief influences that led

to the Revolution.

The third direction in which the struggles of the previous

period had made a permanent change was in regard to

judicial matters. The day for administrative courts was

over. The Star Chamber and Court of High Commission

had been declared illegal, and the later effort of James II.

to set up a Court of Ecclesiastical Commission was one

count in the indictment against him. The ordinary legal

system still gave inadequate protection to the subject as

against the Government, but the worst abuses of the

previous period— the dismissal of judges unwilling to

subordinate the judical system to the executive, the fining

and imprisonment of juries for verdicts displeasing to the

authorities—now gradually disappeared.

One of the worst abuses of the earlier period had been

the practice of administrative imprisonment. The law

provided two remedies for wrongful detention. The first

of these was the writ of Habeas Corpus. The origin of

Judicial

independ-

ence.

Securities

for in-

dividual

liberty.
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this is to be found in the right claimed by the kings of the

early Middle Ages to supervise the administration of

Habeas justice in their realm. Any man who kept a subject of the

Corpus, crown in prison was liable to be ordered by the king to

produce the prisoner in person and explain the cause of his

detention. The king might issue such an order at the

request of any friend of the imprisoned person, and the

courts gradually came to grant such writs as a matter of

right.

But it rested with the court to say what was a valid

return to a writ. For example, in the case of the five

knights who refused to contribute to the forced loan levied

by Charles I. in 1628, the court decided that "by special

command of the king " was a valid ground for imprisonment,

thus placing the liberty of the subject absolutely at the

discretion of the executive. But the authorities could also,

in many other ways, make it difficult for the subject to

secure the protection of the writ. It was to remedy some

of these abuses that the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679 was

passed. It provided for writs to be issued even when the

courts were not sitting, under penalty of a heavy fine ; it

prohibited the imprisonment of accused persons in places

like the Channel Islands, where the English courts had

no jurisdiction ; and it obliged the gaoler, under severe

penalties, to produce the prisoner without undue delay.

Bail. The other main security for the liberty of the subject was

the system of bail, Avhich is too large and technical a subject

to enter upon here. The chief grievance of this period was

the tendency of the judges to demand excessive bail, and

so practically deprive the accused of the privilege that the

law had secured for him. This was one of the charges

made against James II.

An interesting indication of the fact that the centre of
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(A

ft

gravity of political power had shifted from the crown to Parlla-

Parliaraent is afforded by the development of Parliamentary "^i^^oc.

corruption. The Long Parliament of the Restoration,

which lasted from 16G1 to 1679, earned for itself the

nickname of the Pensionary Parliament owing to the

number of "placemen and jiensioners" who sat in it.

Charles II. spent large sxmis in buying the support of

his Parliament, and Louis XIV. also found it worth while

to subsidize members of Parliament to support the policy

of the French alliance.

A few words may usefully be said here about the

constitution of Parliament in the Restoration period.

The Upper House had grown in numbers, from 78 at the

beginning of the Stuart period to about 145 at the end of

the reign of Charles II. The numbers of the House of

Commons had also slightly increased, partly through the

addition of four University representatives by James I.

and the restoration to nine boroughs of the right to send

members, and partly by the addition, in 1672, of repre-

sentatives from the County and City of Durham. The

royal right to create fresh boroughs by charter was

exercised for the last time in 1677, when Charles gave

Newark two members. The matter was discussed in

Parliament, and though never formally taken away, the

right was never again exercised. No fresh boroughs were

enfranchised till the Reform Act of 1832.

The two other special points of interest in the reign Ministerial

are the growth of the idea of ministerial responsibility and ^m^!^'

of the party system. For the finst seven years of the reign

Clarendon was chief minister, and the responsibility for the Clarendon,

sale of Dunkirk, the ill success of the Dutch War, and other

misfortunes of the time, were laid at his door by the

country, while his austere manners made him unpopular

1660-1667.
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The Cabal
Ministry,

1668-1673.

Lord
Danby,
1674-1679.

with the young bloods at Court. Charles was therefore

not unwilling to sacrifice his minister as soon as Parliament

turned against him, and when the House of Cumm>'ns

threatened him with impeachment he fled, and remained an

exile till hii< death at Rouen in 1674. His last years were

worthily spent in the compiling of his great History of the

Rebellion.

Though the Privy Council was the constitutional adviser

of the crown, there had been a tendency fo." some time for

successive kings to form an inner circle of advisers, and

the nickname of "cabal" had sometimes been given to

these groups. By a curious coincidence, the first letters of

the names of the men who became the chief advisers (»f the

king after the fall of Clarendon formed the word cabal,*

and hence this group has become known sis the Cabal

Ministry, though they were in no way a ministry in the

modern sense of the word. For five years the Cabal

remained in power, till the Test Act, promoted by Lord

Shaftesbury, drove Clifford, who was a Roman Catholic,

out of office, and broke up the group. A year later

Shaftesbury resigned and became one of the leaders of

opposition.

The next minister of the crown was Sir Thomas Osborne,

Lord Danby, a loyal English Churchman of the old Cavalier

type, under whom the Clarendon Code was again in the

ascendant, while the opposition—the "Country Party," as

it was called—tried in vain to force a dissolution of

Parliament. Then came the " Papist Plot " panic, leading

to the Exclusion Bill, by which it was proposed to deprive

the Duke of York of his right to succeed—to do in 1678

what it became necessary to do ten years later. The

' Clifford, Ashley (afterwards Earl of Shaftesbury), Buckingham,
Arlington, uud Lauderdale.
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struggle over this bill gave rise to two political parties, ono

8upportin;T the claims of Parliament, the other promoting

addresses to the crown expressing their abhorrence of the

Exclusion Bill—the "Whigs" and "Tories," as they came

to be called.^ The Whigs stood for toleration and Parlia-

mentary control of the succession, while the Tories held by

the old doctrines of non-resistance and the supremacy of

the Church. With the "Green Ribbon Club" as their

centre, and with men like Shaftesbury, Buckingham, Russell,

Algernon Sidney as .,neir leaders, the Whigs developed a

political organization throughout the country. While the

agitation was at its height, it became known that Danby, by

Charles's instructions, had offered to sell English neutrality

to Louis XIV. for a subsidy of £300,000 a year. His

impeachment was promptly voted, and to save his minister

Charles dissolved the Parliament that had sat for nearly

eighteen years. In the elections that followed the Whigs
swept the country. They at once revived the impeach-

ment of Danby, who was committed to the Tower, where

he remained for six years. He had vainly pleaded the

royal command (Charles had M-ritten at the end of the

letter: "This letter is writ by my order.—C. R."), and

when the king gave him a pardon under the Great Seal,

* Both in Scotland anil in Ireland misgovernment had called into

existence Ijands of desperate men, whose ferocity was heightened by
religious enthusiasm. In Scotland some of the persecuted Covenanters,

driven mad by oppression, had lately murdered the Primate, had taken

arms against the Government, . . . These zealots were most numerous
among the rustics of the western lowlands, who were vulgarly calleil

Whigs. Thus tlie appellation of Whigs was fastened on the Presbrterian

zealots of Scotlanil, and was transferred to those English politicians who
showed a disposition to oppose the Court, and to treat IVotestant Non-
conformists with indulgence. The bogs of Ireland, at the same time,

afforded a refuge to Popish outlaws. . . . These men were then called

Tories. The name of Tory was therefore given to Englishmen who relused

to concur in excluding a Roman Catholic jjrince from the throne.

—

Macaclat.
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The
Whigs

the Commons resolved that such a pardon " cotdd not bar

an impeachment."

After this, Danby and his misdeeds were lost sight of

in the greater controversy between the Whigs and the king

about the Exclusion Bill. Charles " played his cards " with

consummate ability, while the Whigs made one mistake

after another. Two Parliaments were dissolved, and when

the third met at Oxford, in 1681, the Whigs alarmed the

country by their threats of violence, and so gave Charles,

who had obtained a promise of supplies from Louis XIV.,

the excuse he needed to dissolve the last Parliament of his

reign. The defeated party could expect no mercy from their

antagonist. Shaftesbury tied to Holland, while Russell and

Sidney suffered death on the charge of plotting insurrection.

The charters of many of the boroughs were confiscated by

Chief Justice Jeffreys, and remodelled in the interests of

the crown. The last four years of Charles's life were years

of almost unchallenged despotism. No Parliament met, no

opposition to the royal will dared to show itself openly.

The Whig leaders had played for a great stake and lost

;

they paid the price in years of humiliation that might have

lasted much longer if James had refrained from the one

step that broke the allegiance of the Tories—the attempt

to re-establish the Roman Catholic religion in England.

In view of the great part that the Whig party was

destined to play in the century that followed, it is worth

while to close this chapter with a few words as to its

composition and policy. Led by a few great nobles, it

drew to itself the trading class of the towns, whose

Puritan traditions revolted against the Clarendon Code,

and the yeomen of the countryside, who resented the

dominance of "the squire and the parson." The City of

London was strongly Whig, as it had been strongly
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Puritan fifty years before. While Charles l.'ved the

Whigs were a peace party, because they were af'-aid to

trust the king with a standing army. After the Revolu-

tion the Whigs became the war party, while the Tories

were the advocates of peace. Algernon Sidney and Locke

were the exponents of the political philosophy of the party.

The Stuart theory of kingship was defended by Filmer in

his Patriarchd, and by Hobbes in his Leviathan, though not

a few of the supporters of divine right held that Hobbes,

by his appeal to reason rather than to authority, had

given his case away. In opposition to these Avriters,

Sidney and Locke start from the idea of government

as resting on an original compact voluntarily entered into,

by which a body of freemen set up a sovereign to ad-

minister the law. The claim of the sovereign to obedience

depends on his fulfilment of his side of the compact. Any
particular form of government, therefore, can justify itself

on no other grounds than practical effectiveness. The real

father of these political speculations was Hooker, from

whom they passed to Milton and the pamphleteers of the

Commonwealth. Their significance lies in the effort to find

a reasonable basis for political authority, as against the

Church's appeal to scripture and tradition. Indeed " reason-

ableness " may be said to be the keynote of the whole Whig

point of view. It has neither the note of romance—of

Old, unhappy, far-otT things,

AuJ battles loug ago

—

that sounds through the records of the fallen Stuarts, and

gives a certain glamour to the Toryism of the Nonjurors

;

nor has it the revolutionary note that inspires the later

Radical movement. From the time of the Revolution, the

Whig party stood for the stability of existing institutions,

il

I
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the maintenance of the due balance of authority as between

King, Lords, and Commona, the defence of a certain

measure of liberty in thotxght and opinion. It distrusted

enthusiasm and great adventures, but welcomed a freedom

that "broadened slowly down." It produced, in Edmund

Burke, the only great political philosopher of the eighteenth

century, and shaped the course of political history till

nearly the end of the century, when the long supremacy

of Pitt opened a new chapter in English political life.



CHAPTER XIV

THK REVOLUTION

Three times in our history, in 13C9, in 1485, and in 1688

the nation met an attempt to establish despotic authority by

changing the direct line of succession, and calling to power a

sovereign "whose title to the throne was bound up with

the title of the nation to its liberties." In each case an

effort was made to carry through the change with due
regard to the forms of the Constitution, and to lay the

charge of innovation on the Government that was displaced.

In a word, all three revolutions were conservative in

character, and were inspiied by aristocratic rather than by
democratic influences.

The Revolution of 1688 was the outcome of a series .James II.,

of measures by which James II. gradually convinced all
1685-1688.

parties that he intended to restore the Roman Catholic

religion, relying on his suspending and dispensing power

to override the law, and on a standing army to overawe

opposition. The series of events that led to the crisis

began in 1685, with the revocation by Louis XIV. of the

Edict of Nantes that gave toleration to the French

Huguenots—an act that outraged Protestant opinion

throughout Europe. In the following year came Hales's Haley's

case, raising the whole question of the dispensing power
*"***' ^^*^'
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Declara-

tions of

Indul-

gence.

of the crown. Sir Edward Hales, a Roman Catholic, held

a commission in the army, and a collusive action was

brought against him by his servant for violation of the

Test Act. Hales pleaded a royal dispensation. That the

r-own had a certain right to dispense individuals from the

observance of statute law was generally admitted, but the

limits of this power were very ill-defined. To some extent

both the dispensing power and the suspending power were

part of the papal inheritance that passed to the English

monarchy at the Reformation; but in part they were,

like the existing right of pardon, the outcome of the old

idea that penalties for breach of law were a matter of

personal concern between the king and the wrong-doer. In

Hales's case the judges decided, almost unanimously, that it

was an inseparable prerogative of the crown to dispense

with penal laws in particular cases for reasons of which it

was the sole judge.

At the beginning of 1687 the dismissal of Lord

Rochester from the office of Lord High Treasurer appeared

to indicate the king's determination to have none but

Foman Catholics as his ministers, and in the same year

James tried to buy the support of the Nonconformists by

the issue of a Declaration of Indulgence, absolving Roman

Catholics and Nonconformists alike from the Test Act.

At the same time he made a series of appointments of

Roman Catholics to offices at the Universities. Then,

early in 1688, the Declaration was reissued, with orders

that it should be read in all churches. Against this the

Primate and six other bishops petitioned, and were arrested

on the charge of seditious libel. The real question at issue

in the trial that followed was the suspending power of the

crown, for if the king did not possess the power of

suspending statutes there could be no seditious libel in
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asserting the fact that his attempt to exercise it was

illegal. The acquittal of the seven bishops was therefore

equivalent to the condemnation of the king for misuse of

the royal prerogative. A fortnight before the verdict was

given, James's son was born. James's elder daughter Mary,

the wife of William of Orange, was now no longer the next

heir to the crown, and the possibility of a long series of

Roman Catholic kings was one in which the political leaders

of the nation could not acquiesce. Tories like Danby and Invitation

Bishop Compton joined with Whigs like Edward Russell ifSjJ"
and Henry Sidney to invite William of Orange to " restore June 1688.

English liberty and defend the Protestant religion."

With the landing of William at Torbay in November,

James's resources crumbled away, and by the end of the

year the king had fled, and a Convention had assembled,

consisting of the House of Lords, all members who had sat

in the House of Commons in any of the Parliaments of the

previous reign, and the Aldermen and Councillors of London.

By the advice of this irregularly constituted body, a new

Convention—only differing from a Parliament in that it

was not summoned by royal writs—met in January 1689.

The first task of the Convention was to define the Convention

existing situation, and this was done by a resolution
°

designed to avoid the dangerous question whether a king

could be deposed. " King James H. having endeavoured to

subvert the constitution of the kingdom by breaking the

original contract between king and people, and having, by

the advice of Jesuits and other wicked persons, violated

the fundamental laws and withdrawn himself out of the

kingdom, has abdicated the government, and the throne

is thereby vacant." The House of Lords, where Tory

influences were strong, tried to modify the resolution by

the substitution of deserted for abdicated^ and by the

I
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omission of the last clause, for the Tory view was that if

James had forfeited the throne, the royal office descended

(James's infant son being practically ignored) on Mary.

While willing that William should exercise all the powers

of a king, the Tories were unwilling to abandon the

doctrine of hereditary succession in favour of that of

Parliamentary sovereignty. William's refusal to accept the

office of regent, and Mary's refusal to be queen without

her husband, helped to bring about a compromise by which

it was agreed that William and Mary should be joint

sovereigns, the executive power being vested in William.

Archbishop Sancroft, several bishops, and a certain number

of the clergy refused the oath of allegiance to the new

sovereigns, and became the leaders of the Nonjurors-a

body that lasted till the middle of the eighteenth century.

Before the offer of the crown was made to William and

Mary, a Parliamentary Committee was appointed to draw up

a statement of those rights, the violation of which had led

to the fall of the Stuart kings. This Declaration of Right

was presented to the sovereigns at the time of the offer of

the crown, and was subsequently passed in the form of " An

Act declaring the Rights and Liberties of the Subject and

Settling the Succession of the Crown " (generally known as

the Bill of Rights). A few weeks later it was adopted as

the Claim of Right by a Convention held in Scotland, a

clause being added demanding the abolition of " prelacy."

The Declaration of Right begins by specifying twelve

ways in which James II. had violated the liberties of the

people : (1) by the exercise of the suspending and dispensing

power; (2) by imprisoning " worthy prelates " who petitioned

against it ; (3) by setting up a Court of Ecclesiastical

Commission ; (4) by levying taxes (at the beginning of his

reign) without vote of Puriiament ; (5) by keeping a standing
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army in time of peace
; (6) by disarming Protestants while

allowing Papists to carry arms
; (7) by interfering with

freedom of elections
; (8) by interference with the judicial

privileges of Parliament; (9) by packing juries with

unqualified persons
; (10) by demanding excessive bail

; (11)

by levying excessive fines; (12) by fines and forfeitures

before conviction. " All which are utterly and directly

contrary to the known laws, statutes, and freedom of this

realm."

Then follow thirteen clauses asserting certain " ancient Ancient

rights and liberties." The first declares illegal "the y^^i^'f'

pretended power of suspending of laws"; the second

declares the dispensing power " as it hath been assumed

and exercised of late " illegal ; the third declares all •* Courts

of Commissioners for Ecclesiastical Causes" illegal; the

fourth declares the levying of money without vote of

Parliament illegal ; the fifth declares that all subjects have

the right to petition the king; the sixth condemns the

keeping of a standing army in time of peace without the

consent of Parliament; the seventh claims the right of

Protestants to carry arms ; the eighth claims freedom of

election to Parliament ; the ninth, freedom of speech in

Parliament; the tenth prohibits excessive bail and cruel

and unusual punishments ; the eleventh demands that

juries should be duly empanelled ; the twelfth declares all

fines and forfeitures before conviction illegal and void

;

and the thirteenth asserts that "for the redress of all

grievances and for the amending, strengthening, and

preserving of the laws, Parliament ought to be held

frequently."

When the Declaration was turned into an Act a

clause was added disqualifying from succession any *' Popish

prince" or "king or queen marrying a papist."
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Mutiny
Act.

Toleration

Act.

Two other important Acts belong to this year (1689).

The first of these was the Mutiny Act, authorizing the

exercise of martial law in the army. This Act was passed

for six months only, and its annual renewal secured for

Parliament an effective control over the military forces of

the crown. The other was the Toleration Act, which gave

freedom of worship to certain classes of people, papists and

those who denied the doctrine of the Holy Trinity being

excluded from its benefits. The Toleration Act, and the

withdrawal of the Censorship of the Press, which followed

a few years later, had far-reaching consequences. They

" made government easier by withdrawing a whole sphere

of human activity from its influence."^ By leaving the

expression of political and religious opinion free, the Whigs

secured the control of the present at the cost of the sur-

render of the right to shape the future. But toleration,

once accepted in the sphere of religion, spread to other

spheres of life. Freedom in the expression of opinion

necessarily led to the growth of a new spirit of tolerance

in politics, so that by the beginning of the eighteenth

century impeachment for political offences was already

becoming an anachronism.

Early in 1690 the refusal of Parliament to acquiesce in

an Act of Indemnity led to its dissolution. William was

determined that no bloody prescriptions should stain the

outset of his reign, and the next Parliament, immediately

on its meeting, assented to an Act of Grace. This Parliar

ment took a very important step in the direction of

strengthening the authority of Parliament by granting to

the king a revenue of £600,000 for his " Civil List " (that

ii3, for the expenses of the Court, etc.), while all the rest of

the revenue was now allocated by tlie House of Conunons

' Gardiner aiij Mullinger, Introduction to English Ilislory, p. 165.
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I

to definite puqx)ses, C ramissioncrs being appointed to

control and audit the accounts. The practical result of

these measures was that, without any statute so ordering,

Parliament has met every year since 1689 to raise and

appropriate revenue.

Regular sessions of Parliament were thus provided for,

but the rights of the electors had still to be protected. The

long Parliament of the Restoration had lasted nearly

eighteen years, and might have lasted much longer if it had

remained subservient to the royal policy. To prevent any

such prolongation of the life of Parliament in future, a

bill was propose<l in 1693 providing that no Parliament

should last for more than three years. The bill was Triennial

vetoed by the king, but was agreed to in the following
"^

'

year. The Triennial Act remained in force till 1716,

when, in order to avoid a dissolution at a moment when

Jacobite feeling was strong. Parliament passed the Sep-

tennial Act, increasing the length of the existing and all

subsequent Parliaments to seven years.

One important question was left unsettled at the Revolu- Ministeml

tion. During the seventeenth century the idea had been
[fiifty"

*

developing that the ministers of the crown should be respon-

sible to Parliament. The demand in the Grand Remon-

strance, the execution of Strafford, the impeachment of

Clarendon, and the impeachment of Danby, were all stages

in the development of this idea. But while the king remained

his own chief executive officer, as William undoubtedly was,

it was impossible for ministers to be held responsible to

Parliament for a policy in the carrying out of which they

were acting under royal orders. Full ministerial respon-

sibility only became possible when the principle had been

recognized that " the king can do no wrong,' because he

is bound to act by the advice of his ministers.

is

?
I
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The
Cabinet.

Tho history of ministerial responsibility is closely

connected with the dovolopment of the Cabinet, in regard

to which the reign of William III. marks an important

stage of julvance. At tho beginning of the reign the king

tried the plan of choosing his ministers from both political

parties, but the want of harmony am'-ng them proved

injurious, while a composite body of ministers of this kind

had no hold over the House of Commons. Accordingly,

acting on a suggestion of Sunderland's, the king gradually

adopted tho plan of choosing his ministers exclusively

from the party that was in a majority in the Commons,

which for the greater part of the reign was the Whig party.

The Whigs were led by a remarkable group of men

—

Russell, Somers, Montagu, and Wharton—whose close

association earned for them the nickname of the " Junto."

This Whig Junto remained in office till 1697, when a Tory

reaction in the country led William to begin a gradual

substitution of Tory ministers. The chief work of the

Whigs had been to support the war policy of the crown,

but one incidental event of their time of power deserves

record. In 1695 the Licensing Act expired, and the

Government declined to recommend its renewal The

"liberty of the press," for which Milton had pleaded so

eloquently half a century before, thus became an

accomplished fact, though many hindrances—the condition

of the law of libel, the stamp duty, etc.—still hindered

tue development of newspapers.

Soon after the rise of the Tories to power, the death of

Settlement,
^j^^ j)yj^Q gf Gloucester, only son of Anne, made a fresh

arrangement of the succession necessary. The Act of

Settlement was therefore passed, entailing the throne in

the heirs of Sophia of Hanover, daughter of the ill-fated

Elector Palatine, who had married James I.'s daughter

Act of
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Elizabeth, and whose attempt to secure the throne of

Bohemia had been the imnic<liate cause of the outbreak of

the Thirty Years' \Var in Germany. In the interest of the

Protestant succession, several descendants of the Stuart

family more directly on the lino of succession were passed

over, and the claim of the Hanoverian dyniisty therefore

rests on a Parliamentary title.

The Act of Settlement afforded an opportunity for taking

fresh security against abuses of the royal prerogative, and

a series of clauses placed new restrictions on future

• vereigns. Most of these explain themselves, but one or

two reqture some comment. (1) It was provided that all

future sovereigns should be in communion with the Church

of England (an additional security against "Popery," or,

perhaps, German Lutherism)
; (2) England was not to be

involved in war on behalf of any foreign dominions of the

sovereign, except by consent of Parliament (3) no English

sovereign was to leave the country without consent of Par-

liament
; (4) " all matters relating to the well-governing of

this kingdom, which are properly cognizable in the Privy

Cotmcil by the laws and customs of this realm, shall be

transacted therC; and all resolutions taken thereupon shall

be signed by such of the Privy Council as shall advise and

consent to the same "
; (5) no foreigner coi'ld be a Privy

Councillor, or hold any office of trust under the crown ; (6)

"no person who has an office or place of profit under the

king, or receives a pension from the crown, shall be capable

of serving as a member of the House of Commons "
; (7)

judges were to hold office during good "< -.'haviour (Quamdiu

se bene gesscrint), but were to be removable upon address

from both Houses of Parliament
; (b; no pardon under the

Great Seal could bar an impeachment.

Of these clauses Nos. 4 and C are of spec, il importance.

II

JSI
I r
1
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Na 3 WU8 repealed early in the reign of George I. The

rest are still part of English constitutional law. No. 4 is

an indication of the jealousy with which Parliament regarded

the growing tendency for an inner council to take over

thr work of advising the crown that had formerly belonged

to the Privy Council. As soon as ministers began to be

chosen from one party they began to act together in a way

that was imj^ssiblo while they belonged to different parties.

So the germ of the "Cabinet" began to form as a kind of

informal committee of the Privy Council. With this came

the beginning of the idea of collective responsibility. It

was to check this, and make every councillor answerable

personally for the advice that he gave the crown, that the

latter part of the clause was added. The proposal was soon

seen to be impracticable, and the clause was repealed before

it actually came into operation. It is only interesting as

showing the dislike with which the Commons regarded the

growth of the Cabinet system.

Clause 6 was an attempt to restrict royal influence. If

it had been carried out, it would have profoundly changed

our political institutions, for it would have prevented any

minister of the crown from sitting in the House of

Commons, and thus deprived Parliament of any effective

control over the executive. As soon as this was per-

ceived the clause was repealed, and in its place an Act

was passed in 170.'>, by which any member of the House of

Commons accepting an office of profit under the crown must

vacate his seat and stand for re-election. Any office ot

profit created after 1705 disqualified the holder from being

a member of the House of Commons. This clause of the

Act has had a curious result. No member can legally

resign his seat in Parliament. If, therefore, any member

wishes to retire he applies for the Stewardship of the
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Chiltern Hundreds, or of the Manor of Ncwstcad, these

being oHices of profit under the crown created since 1705.

As soon ius his appointment hiis been gazetted, he ceases

to be a member of Parliament, and he tiien resigns the

nominal office to whicii lie had been appointed.

We must return for u little while to the Tory

ministry of 170'^ i,? that year an attempt was made to

impeach Soiri-- ii i uis s^ »•« in the Partition treaties,

"0 threatened with tho

v.! ten in progress l>etween

'u « nd when the day for

jr.ii, 'U-i refused to appear, and

Somers'g

Iiiipeacb-

niunt.

I'

IIK

a''.

and other lu.

sjime fate

the Lor '

Somers i

Somen- w :• ;', ii .
'.

To tho ;mi) '
.

Petition, ilio f;u;ii*a.

stirred up a go ><

..lis.' i>

< »!•

,t,s t' e episode of the Kentish

[1 I : ion of the Tories to the king

u ( f i.'Hii cnation in the country, and

the Grand Jury oi ivciio piesented a petition in which ttey

requested the House to set aside "their distrust of his

most sacred majesty " and " turn their loyal addresses into

bills of supply." The Commons voted this mild remon-

strance to be " scandalous, insolent, and seditious," and the

five Kentish men who presented it were ordered into

custody. The case attracted much attention, raising, as it

did, the whole question of the right of petition. Two years

later a more remarkable case showed even more clearly the

temper of the House. In 1703 a birgess of Aylesbury,

named Ashby, sued the returning-offif
,
, W hitj, for refusing

his vote. The case went to the H je of Lords, which

decided in favour of Ashby. Against this the Commons

protested on the ground tliat they had the sole right of

judging all matt;ers relating to the election of their members.

Five other Aylesbury men, encouraged by Ashby's example,

brought actions against the returning- officer, and were

The
Ki-utish

Petition.

Ashhy V,

Wliite.

3
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Queen
Anne,

committed to prison by the Comronns for breach of privilege.

A prorogation ultimately set them free, and the question

at issue remained unsettled. But the Houae of Commons

has never since claimed the right to judge the right of

electors, which is now settled by a revising barrister, with

the right to appeal to the Supreme Court.

In September 1701 James II. died, and Louis XIV'.,

in defiance of the terms of the Treaty of Ryswick,

recognized his son, the "Old Pretender," as king of

England. This open challenge roused a strong resent-

ment in England, and brought the Whigs back into power.

A few weeks later, on the eve of the outbreak of hostilities,

William died.

The accession of Queen Anne changed the political

I702'.'l714.
situation in two ways. For, in the first place, it involved

the separation of political and military authority. William's

office as the war leader of the nation fell to Marlborough,

who was able, with the help of his friend Godolphin, to

dominate the ministry at home. At first he tried, as

William had done, to work with a composite ministry, but

by 1708 the ministry had become almost completely Whig.

The accession of Anne also affected the situation in

another way. A woman of only average ability, she

depended on her ministers in a wey that William had

never done. The ministers of the crown were therefore

obliged to accept the responsibility for their policy, and

thus the idea of the irresponsibility of the sovereign began

to grow up. For a time the Whigs were inclined to

attribute any political mismanagement to the queen's well-

known Tory sympathies. "For several years past," said

Lord Rochester in 1711. "they had been told that the

queen was to answer for everything; but he hoped that

time was over; tluvt, according U) the fundamental con-

mm
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stitution of this kingdom, ministers were accountable

for all."

The closing years of the reign were marked by a Tory Tory

reaction in the country, due partly to weariness of a '1*5''

war that Marlborough was suspected of prolonging from

motives of personal ambition, and partly to a revival of

" High Church " influences, of which Dr. Sacheverell

made himself the mouthpiece. Aune was therefore able

to appoint a Tory ministry in 1710. The Whigs still

retained a majority in the House of Lords, and hoped

to baulk the new ministers there, but in December 1711

Harley and St. John induced the queen to create twelve

Tory peers—a number sufficient to give the Government

a working majority in the Upper House. After the w^ar

had been closed by the Peace of Utrecht (1713/, the

question of the succession came to the front, owing to

the ill-health of the queen. Bolingbroke (St. John),

having quarrelled with Harley over the Schism Act,

secured his dismissal, and entered on some obscure

intrigues with the Jacobites. While these were in pro-

gress, Anne was struck down with apoplexy, and two

great Whig leaders, the Dukes of Somerset and Argyll,

availing themselves of their privilege as Privy Councillors,

attended the ministerial council and insisted that Lord

Shrewsbury should be appointed to the office of Lord

High Treasnrei-, which Harley had vacated. The queen

was just sufficiently conscious to ratify the apj)ointmcnt,

and on the following day she died. How far Bolingbroke

had committed himself to the upsetting of the Act of

Settlement it is impossible to say ; certainly, the sudden

illness of the queen and the unexpected intervention of

Argyll and Somerset threw his plans into confusion, and

ensured the undisputed succession of the Hanoverian

ii

^V,'
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dynasty. As he wrote to Swift years afterwards, "For-

tune turned rotten at the very moment it grew ripe." The

incident is interesting as the last occasion on which Privy

Councillors exercised the right to attend a meeting of the

Council to which they had not been summoned.



CHAPTER XV HI
I

THE "reign" of the whios

The first two sovereigns of the House of Hanover find a
place in our Constitutional History less for what they did

than for what they did not do. Below the average in ability

and moral character, and little interested in the internal

affairs of England, they were content to leave the govern-

ment of the country in the hands of the iwrty to which
they owed their succession. " If the two first Hanoverian
kings had been Englishmen instead of Germans, if they
had been men of talent and ambition, or even men of

strong and commanding will without much talent, Walpole
would never have been able to lay the foundations of

governmont by the House of Commons and by the Cabinet
so firmly that even the obdurate will of George HI. was
unable to overthrow it."

'

For nearly forty years the Tojy party, divided between Condition

sympathy with the Jacobite cause and hostility to the '^^ P'^^ie-s.

Roman Catholic religion, which the Old Pretender refused

to renounce, ceased to be an effective force in English

politics. The opposition that ultimately brought Walpole's
long period of rule to an end was composed largely of

From the beginning of the reign ofmalcontent Whigs.

' Morley, Wa'jjvle, \>. 4U.

l;-,9
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George I. the Whig leadcra were aividcd-Sunderland

and Stanhope representing the section of the Whigs that

leaned on the support of the House of Lords, while W ulpolc

and Townshend adopted the i)olicy of strengthening the

authority of the House of Comnu.ns. After the death

of Sunderland, Carteret succeeded as leiuler of the former

section in the House of Lords, and became Wali^le's most

ambitious rival, while Pulteney led the malcontent AVhigs

in the Commons,

vvalpole's From 1721 to 1742 Walpole was (except for a few

poli--^. weeks after the accession of George II.) first minister of

the crown. His conspicuous financial ability won for him

the support of the commercial classes and the confidence

of the landed interest, while his tactful management of

delicate questions in the Commons secured for hira a

position of unchallenged supremacy at Court. His policy,

both at home and abroivd, was to maintain the stahis quo.

The twenty years of his rule did not add a single first-

class measure to the Statute Book. But he gave England

that sense of stability which was perhaps its greatest

need after nearly a century of disturbance.

The period of Walpole's supremacy was one of great

importance in the development of the Constitution-ami

this especially in three directions. It was the period

during which the centre of gravity of political power

shifted definitely to the House of Commons; the founda-

tions of the Cabinet system were laid ;
and the office of

Prime Minister liegan to develop.

At the very beginning of his career, Walpole took the

lead in op|X)sin- a scheme that, if it had been carrie.l out,

would have given the House of Lords a position of un-

challengeable supremacy. The Peerage Bill of 1719 was due

to the desire of Sunderland to protect himself against the

The
Peerage

Bill, 1715>
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possibility of the succession of the Prince oi Wales, who, in

accordance with the traditions of the House of Hanover,

was bitterly opposed to his father's ministers. The Bill

provided that the numl)er of Peers should never bo
increase<l hoyond six alxivc the number then existing.

The result would have l>een to make the House of Lords
a close oligarchy, and to deprive the minist.Ts of the crown
of the only methrnl by which, a.s a last resource, the

resistance of the Peers to the will of the people could bo

overcome.

The Bill was supjX)rted by the king, and every

possible influence was brought to bear to induce the

Commons to pass it. But Walpole took the lead ui

opposing it, and in a famous speech in the Hou.se of

Commons exiK)sed the real significance of the proposal

so convincingly that the Bill was rejected by nearly a

hundreil votes.

Three years before this the Septennial Act had given
to the Hou.se of Commons a new jiosition of independence,

and when, in 17l'1, Walpole, after three years of opposition,

assumed the office of First Lord of the Treasury and
Chancellor of the Exchequer, he adopted the policy of

.stiviigthening its authority. The extent to which ho
resorted to deliberate and sy.stematic brilx;ry as a means
of mainuining his ascendancy has lieeii exaggerated by
his opponents. Corruption had been coniinon since the

Kestoration, and was carried mu. h farther after the fall of

\\alpule. What Walpole did was to use the immense
patronage that fell to him as chief minister of tlie crown
in rewarding faithful supporters. '• A member of Parlia-

ment who desired anything, from a lucrative office for

hiuLself to a place as tide-waiter for the .son of ,i tenant,

knew that his only cluince wouM be to support the

Growing
[lOwt-rN of

Housf of

C'uminuu.s.

^1

i':-i
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administration." As Buikc suiil, Wiilpolo govcrnctl, not

by corruption, Imt by jKirty attachments.

How potent the influence of royal patronage M-as, may

be gauged from tiio fact that in the first rarliament

of George I. no less than "JTl menil)ers held oMices or

IHjnsions. Soon after Wal|K)le's fall the Place 15111 was

passed, excluding from membership of the lIou.se of

Commons a largo number of officials. Uut royal influence

remained dangerously strong till Lord Kockinghams Civil

List Act of ITS'i.

While the ascendancy of the IloJise of Commons was

being established, another constitutional change was in

progress. As wo have .seen, the growing size and com-

posite character of the Privy Council had already led

to the m-owth of smaller informal councils of ministers.

C^nder Queen .\iuie the chief ministers of the crown met

regularly under the presidency of the queen. These

meetings of the Council were attended oidy by those who

were invited. The last case to the contrary, on the day

before the death of the cjueen, has been already mentioned.

George I., who did not understand Kiiglish, declined

the irksome duty of presiding over meetings of the

Council. Two important results followed, lielieved of

the presence of the king, ministers were able to confer

more freely, and to present to the king proposals on which

they had already agreed ; and the mini-ster who presided in

the king's place naturally gained a certain pre-eminence.

Hy this time the right of the chief ministers of the

crown to a place in t!ie "Cal>inet' had been tlearly

estiiV>lished, but it was not till nearly the end of the century

that offices like those of Loril Chamberlain and Ma.ster

of the Mouse, and even the Archbishoinic of Canterbury,

ceased to c;irrv with them the right to a seat in the
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Cabinet WaljKde himself called together his Cabinet
very infrequently, preferring informal consultations with

the Chancellor and Secretaries of State together with any
ministers specially interested. In the Cabinets of Walpole's

time, and for a considerable period afterwards, the number
of commoners was very small—the younger I'itt l>eing

actually the only commoner in his first Cabinet. This may
help to account for the jealousy with which, throughout

the peri<Kl, the Commons regarded this nf;\v constitutional

development.

Closely connected with the growth of the Cabinet, the riir l-rime

farther progress of which we shall trace in a later chapter, >''»'-''='•

was the rise of the office of Prime Minister.

Under our present constitutional system the Prime
Minister is distinguished honi other ministers of the crown
in three ways: (1) He has the right, in consultation with

the sovereign, of selecting the other ministers. (-2) He
presides over the m^-etings of tlie Cabinet, and has the final

tleciding voice on all questions, so that in the list resort he

may require any other minister either to sup|)ort his policy

or to resign. (.3) He is the sole medium of communication

between the Cabinet and the crown. "As the Cabinet

stands between the sovereign and Parliament, so the Prime
Minister stamls l)etween the sovereign and the Cabinet."

Up to the end of the seventeenth century the most
important officer of the crown was the Lord Treasurer, but

after the accession of George I. this office was put "in

commi-ssion,' the practical management of the national

finances having l)een, some time before, transferred to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. From the time of Walpole
the office of First Lord of the Treasury was generally hehl

by tlif minister who occupit-d the most prominent place in

the Cabinet, but it was lung before any minister ventured
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to claim the title of Prime Minister. The younger Pitt

was the first minister who can bo said to have exercised

fully the three distinctive rights that belong to the office.

But undoubtedly Walpole's long periotl of ascendancy

did much to develop the idea, afterwards explained by Pitt,

"that there should be an avowed and real minister,

jwssessing the chief weight in the Council, and the principjil

place in the confidence of the king." Indeed, in the attacks

on Waliwlo just before his fall, one of the charges made

against him was that ho had set himself up as sole or

Prime Minister, contrary to the usage of the Constitution.

Walpole disclaimed any intention of the kind, and asserted

that as one of His Majesty's Council he had only one voice.

The strength of the feeling against any attempt to establish

a Prim<i Minister was shown in a protest drawn up by tho

minority in the House of Lords, wherein it is asserted that

" we aie [lersuaded that a sole or oven a First Minister is

an omcei unknown to tho law of Britain, inconsistent with

the constitution of this country, and destructive of liberty

in any government whatsoever." It was not till Parliament

had established its control over the ministers of the crown

more fully that the office of Prime Minister became a

clearly recognized part of the constitutional system. The

title " Prime Minister," like the name " Cabinet " an<l the

political titles of Whig and Tory, first api>ears as an

opprobrious nickname.

Disune of While these new developments were in progress, some

royal veto, ^jjjgp constitutional usages were falling into disuse. The

royal veto on legislation, Avhich William III. had exercised

several times, has not Ikjcii used since the accession of

George I. George III., in his efforts to reassert the

jMjrsonal authority of the sovereign, made no jittompt to

revi- this legislative veto, tlumjih he told Loid North
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that he would never consent to use any expression which

tended to e8tablit]h that ut no time the right of the crown

to dissent was to be lucd.

The last attempt to use the weapon of impeachment for ami im-

political purposes belongs to the yeiir 1715. The Tories had
|,*^tj.

in 1701 tried to impeach Somers, Halifax, and other Whig
ministers of William III. for their share in the Partition

Treaties. The Whigs now determine<l to impeach Oxford,

Bolingbroke, and Ormonde for their share in tlie Peace of

Utrecht. The impeachments were ultimately dropped two

years later, and though Walpole's opponents clamoured for

his impeachment after his resignation in 1742, the common
sense of the country resisted the suggestion. Only two

impeachments—those of Warren Hastings for misgovern-

ment in India (1788), and Lord Melville for misappropriation

of official funds (1804)—have taken place since this time,

and though lx)th were influenced by political motives,

neither was for political acts, and both ended in the acquittal

of the accused.

Tije alKindonment of the impeachment of ministers was

due partly to a growing recognition of tlie "rules of the

game " and partly to the change from individual to

collective responsibility. If every party triumph was

to be followed by the ini{>eachment of the leaders of

the defeated piirty, the amenities of political life would be

destroyed, and men would hesitiite to serve their country

at the risk of disgrace and ruin as soon us the tide of party

feeling turned. The party system only remains tolerable

while both parties are willing to accept the asstmiption

that their opponents, however misguideil their policy may
be, are actuated by sincere desire for the national well-being.

The abandonment of the attempt to ii:ipeach defeated

ministers was a first step towards this recognition.

I

'!
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Impeachment, as a weapon for enforcing ministerial

responsibility, was also subject tf> the objection that some

direct offence against the law must be proved to secure a

conviction. In the words of the Grand Remonstrance :
" It

may often fall out that the Commons may have just cause

to take exception at some men for being councillors and

yet not charge those men with crimes."

The idea of the collective resiwnsibility of ministers—

one of the chief characteristics of the Cabinet system—began

to develop as soon as the king ceased to attend meetings

of the Council. But it could not become complete till the

Prime Minister was able to enforce the principle that no

other minister should communicate to the king information

as to the proceedings of the Cabinet. And it was not till

the end of the century that this became a clearly recognized

constitutional principle.

Into the details of Walpole's administration there is no

need to enter. His fall in 1742 forms a definite turning-

point in the history of the eighteenth century. Professor

Hearn has summarized the contribution made by Walpole

to the development of the Constitution :
" It was Waljwle

who first administered the government in accordance with

his own views of our political requirements. It was

Walpole who first conducted the business of the country

in the House of Commons. It was Walpole who in the

conduct of that business first insisted upon the support for

his measures of all ser\'ants of the crown who had seats in

Parliament. It was under Wali)ole that the House of

Commons became the dominant power in the state, and

rose in ability and influence us well as in actual power

above the House of Lonls. It was Walpole who set the

example of (jiiittiny office whilr he still retained the

i.iidiminished aflcction of the king, for the avowed reason
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th^t ho had ccjised to |)08se88 tho confidence of the House
of Commons."

The retirement of the great minister left the way free for RUo of

the rise of William Pitt and the adoption of a new and more [yg^
^^*^'

adventurous policy, William Pitt, like his son afterwards,

depended less on the support of the House of Commons
than o» that of the unrepresented classes outside. It was
this thit George H. had in mind when he said once to

Pitt, " Wm have taught mc to look elsewhere than in tho

House of Commons for the opinion of my people." When
Pitt reagned office in 1757 "it rained gold boxes"— tho

city coijicils tumbling over each other in their eagerness

to best)w the freedom of their cities on the "great

pommoi or." " Waljwle," says Dr. Johnson, " was a minister

given \r the king to the people, Pitt was a minister given

by the people to the king." The {K)sition8 of the elder and

the yoinger Pitt illustrate the influence that public

opinion was able to exercise even on the unreformed

Parliament of the eighteenth century
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CHAPTER XVI

GKORGE III. AND THK PERSONAL AUTHORITY OF THF CROWN

Character

of George

III.

During the reign of the first two Hanoverian sovereigns

the direct authority of the crown had been reduced to a

minimum. George H. had been unable to dispense with

Walpole in 1727, and unable to retain him fifteen years

later. At tlie end of his reign Pitt was supreme in the

country, while Newcastle, by his adroit administiation of

patronage, "managed" the House of Commons. The

combination seemed an assurance of the continuance of

Whig supremacy. But the accession of George HI. ehanged

the political situation. The new king had been jrought

up in England, and indoctrinated from his earliest years

witli lofty conceptions of the kingly office. Fron Black-

stone's Cmnmciitaries he had learnt the legal theor; of the

royal prerogative, Avhile Bolingbroke's tract on the Patriot

King had given him the idea of a king standing above all

parties and rallying around him the nobler instincts of the

nation. He came to the throne determined to re-esta])lish

the personal authority of the crown. " According to his

system he was liimself to be the only element of colierence

in a ministry
; it was to be formed by the Prime Minister

in accordance with his instructions, and each member of

it was to be guided by liis will. Tr.c scheme would have

168
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made the ministers who were responsible to Parliament

mere agents of the king, who was not responsible for his

public acts. It necessarily made the king the head of a

party. He needed votes in Parliament, and he obtained

them, as the Whig leaders had done, by discreditable

means " 1

The Tory party, now purged of its Jacobite tendencies. The
rallied to the support of the king in his struggle with the "king's

Whigs, while public feeling, grown somewhat weary of the
"''"' "'

long Whig supremacy, was disposed to welcome a re-

assertion of royal authority. But besides this, the king
set himself to build up, by direct and indirect bribery, a
body of "king's friends," who were expected to support

the existing Government oidy in as far as it accorded with
the royal policy. By cutting down his personal expenses

the king was able to supply large sums for the purchase of

votes, while the exercise of royal patronage gave to the

ministers of the crown various other methods of securing

support.

The Whig party included most of the great nobles, who Tlie Whigs.

by their control of " iiocket-boroughs " were able to " pack
"

the House of Commons with their nominees. In the

eighteenth century two-thirds of the members of the Lower
House were nominated, the majority of them by Whig
patrons. If the Whig party could hold together, it occu[)ied

an impregnable position ; but the king calculated on dis-

union among his opponents, and the event proved that

his calculations Mere well founded.

In 17G0 the Whigs were in a majority in tha House of

Lords, which at this time numbered about two huudjed.
Hut more than a hundred fresh peerages were created during
the reign of Geor'i;e III., and the House had become pre-

' liiiut, PUitkal Ilistury .;/ Knglaud.
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dominaiitly Tory by the beginning of the nineteenth

century.

The King's first object was to sectire the control of the

appointment of ministers, which had been almost entirely

lost by the earlier Hanoverian kings.

He opened the campaign immediately on his accession

by introducing Lord Bute into the Cabinet as his repre-

sentative. Within a few months Bute's intrigues compelled

Pitt to resign, and Newcastle Avas driven out of office six

months later. But Bute proved himself quite incapabio of

carrying on the work of government, and early in 170;} he

gave place to George Grenville, who was supported by a

section of the Whigs. Grenville's short period of office

was notable for the beginning of the controversy with the

American Colonies and the first appearance of the strenuous

and disreputable figure of Wilkes. Both these matters will

be more conveniently dealt with later.

George III. and Bute appear to have thought that

Grenville would prove to be a minister amenable to royal

inflixence. But they soon discovered that they were mis-

taken, and within less than three years the king accepted

a Whig ministry under Lord Rockingham as a way of escape

from Grenville's dictation. If Rockingham could have

secured the co-oi)eration of Pitt, he might have established

a ministry strong enough to withstand the intrigues of the

king ; but Pitt, in what Lecky has described as " the most

disastrous incident of his career," refused to join the

Rockingham ministry. A year later he became a member
of the Duke of Grafton's composite Cabinet, but his transfer

to the House of Lords as Earl of Chatham, and his long

illness immediately after, deprived him of all influence

over the policy of the ministry. The Grafton ministry,

like a waterlogged vessel, laboured on wearily fur four
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years, till it fell to pieces. Its condemnation stands written
in the Letters of Junius and in Burke's great pamphlet.
Thoughts of the Cause of the Present IHsnmtents. In 1770 ],ord

Lord North became Prime Minister, with George IIL as f-jVs-
the actual leader of the policy of the ministry.

The divided condition of the Whig party enabled the The
kinnf to retain Lord North in office for twelve years. The American

chief event of these years was the outbreak of war with versy?"

the American colonies. In many ways this war may be
regarded as a continuation, under new conditions, of the
Parliamentary struggle of the seventeenth century. In
both cases a self-opinionated and obstinate sovereign was
standing for legal right against constitutional usage; in

both cases the demand for "taxation by consent" was
mixed up with other grievances ; in both cases obstinacy
on one side was met by violence on the other, and so the
sword was called in to sever the tangled knot. The
sympathy of a large section of the people at home was
with the American colonies in their resistance to Lord
North and the king. Lord Chatham himself supported
their claims till the intervention of France reawakened
ancient national animosities.

It was not till 1780 that the various sections of the
Whig party were able to unite. In that year a great
Yorkshire petition for economical reform, the passing
of a resolution proposed by Dunning in the Commons,
asserting "that the influence of the crown has increased,
is increasing, and ought to be diminished," and a Reform
Bill, brought forward by the Duke of Richmond, all served
to show the growing discontent of the country. In March
1782 Lord North was forced to resign, and Lord Rocking-
ham formed his second ministry, with Shelburne, who had
succeeded Lord Chatham, as leader of a section of the

\
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party, and ¥ox as Secretaries of State, and Burke as Pay-

master of the Forces.

Lord Rockingliam trieil, in n series of measures, to

restrict the power of the crown over the House of

' "onimons. By the Contractors Act persons acting as

underwriters for Government loans were disqualified from

sitting in P\rliament—the grant of a share in war loans

having been one of the indirect forms of bribery with

which the ministers of the crown had been able to secure

support. The Civil List Act abolished a numl>er of offices

in the royal patronage, and brought the Secret Service Fund

under Parliamentary control. It also ensured the publicity

of all crown pensions by a provision that they were to be

paid through the Exchequer.

On Rockingham's death, in July 1782, Shelburne became

Prime Minister, and Fox and Burke left the ministry,

which was joined by the younger Pitt as Chancellor of the

Exchequer. In less than a year the section of the AVhigs

that looked to Fox as their leader joined with Lord North

to overthrow Shelburne and form the notorious Coalition

ministry. Public feeling was outraged at so unnatural a

combination, and by a most unconstitutional use of his

personal indiience ' the king was able to secure the rejection

of Fox's India Bill in the House of Lords, whereupon he

dismissed the ministry and invited Pitt to form an

' Till' king wrote on a card :
" IIi>i Majesty allows Earl Temple to say

that wlioever voted lor the India Hill was not oidy not his friend, bnt
would lie considered hy him as an enemy ; and if these words were not
strong enough. Earl Temple might nse whatever words he might ileem

stronger and more to the purpose." On the day on whiih the hill was
rejected by the House of Lords, the Commons resolved, '' That to report

any opinion, or pretended opinion, of His M.ajesty upon any hill or other
jiroceeding, depk-nding in either House of Parliament, with a view to

influence the votes of the meml)ers, is a high crime and misdemeanour,
deroiiatory to tl'.e honour of t!\e erow!!, a lireaeh of the fiimlaniental

privileges of I'arliament, and subversive of the Constitution."
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administration. The political situation was extraordinarily William

interesting, as Pitt's opponents were in a majority in the *'"
\]^^

House of Commons. Pitt claimed the right to choose his

own time for dissolving Parliament, and his opponents

dared not force a dissolution by refusing supplies. AVhen

the new elections took place in March 1784 he found himself

supported by a majority that ensured for him fifteen years

of unchallengeable political supremacy. J^or nearly twenty-

five years CJeorge HI. had carried on his struggle with the

Whigs, and in the end the Whig party, broken and dis-*

credited, found themselves condemned, with one short

interval, to nearly fifty years of exile from power. But thft

real victory rested not with the king, but with the minister

who knew how to enlist in his support the general confid-

ence of the nation. Pitt recognized the importance of

making the House of Commons a body really representing

the people, and purging political life of corruption by
sweeping away the conditions that made corruption easy.

If the French Revolution had not intervened, he would

probably have tried to carry through the work of Parlia-

mentary Reform that was delayed for a generation by the

long struggle with France and the reaction that followed it.

The constitutional history of the period would be Wilkes and

incomplete without some account of the various political
^'^"yo,,*"^"'

questions that arc associated with the name of John
Wilkes. Wilkes first comes into prominence as editor

of the North Briton, a journal devoted to violent and some-

times scandalous attacks on Lord Bute, whose policy was

supported by Smollett's paper The Briton. No. 4;") of the

North Briton contained a vehement attack on the Kin-^'s

Speech, which Grenville determined to treat as seditious

libel. The Secretary of State, Lord Halifax, issued a

"general warrant"—"a ridiculous warrant against the

II »
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whole English nation," as Wilkes described it-against the

editor and printers of the X<>iih Jiriton. Under this warrant

fifty persons, including Wilkes, were arrested. As Wilkes

was a member of Parliament, this action of the Government

raised two questions—the question of the privilege of

freedom from arrest, and the legality of general warrants.

With regard to the latter point, the Courts of Justice

declared general warrants illegal, and Wilkes secured heavy

damages from Lord Halifax and his Under-Secretary for

illegal arrest. This decision, afterwards ratified by resolu-

tion of the House of Commons, was of great importance,

for a general warrant gave the executive unrestricted

powers of arrest, whereas a warrant specifying the name of

the individual against whom it is issued only authorizes

the Government to arrest that individual.

The House of Commons took up the quarrel with

Wilkes, voted No. 45 a "false, scandalous, and seditious

libel," and declared that the privilege of freedom from

arrest did not cover seditious libel. Wilkes was expelled

from the House, and on his withdrawal to France was

outlawed by the Court of King's Bench. These events

raised Wilkes to the position of a popular hero among those

opposed to Grenville's ministry, and he was thanked by the

Common Council of London for his defence of public liberty.

It is interesting to remember that Wilkes's case affords

the last example of the penalizing of members for votes

given in Parliament, General Conway and two other officers

being deprived of their commissions for refusing to support

the Government in the matter of general warrants.

Four years later Wilkes was returned as member for

Middlesex. He then surrendered to the Court of King's

Bench and was sentenced to twenty-two inoijths' imprison-

ment. In the following year he was again expelled from
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Piirliiiment, but was promptly re-elected l)y Middlesex.

After Wilkes hiid been three times returned the Commons
declared his opponent, Colonel Luttrell, elected. This claim

of the Commons to dictate to tlie electors was keenly

resented, and helped to develop a demand for Parlia-

mentary Keform. Under the Itockingham ministry the

record of the proceedings against Wilkes was expunged

from the journals of the House.

Meanwhile Wilkes had become associated with another Publication

political contest. The opi)Osition of the House of Commons °' J«batts.

to the publication of debates was originally due to a

desire to prevent the king from interfering with freedom

of speech. But it had been maintained long after this

danger had passed. In 1771 Wilkes determined to bring

the question to a head, and persuaded several London

newspapers to publish accounts of Purliamentaiy debates.

The House of Commons ordered the printers to attend at

the bar of the House, and issued orders for the arrest of

those who refused to come. Two of the printers were

arrested within the precincts of the City, and the case came

before the Lord Mayor and two of the City Aldermen (one

of whom was Wilkes), who discharged the printers. Another

printer. Miller, gave the messenger of the House into custody,

and he was committed by the City magistrates for unlawful

arrest. The Lord Mayor and Alderman Oliver, who were

members of Parliament, were ordered to attend at the

House of Commons, whither they were accompanied by

enthusiastic crowds. They were committed to the Tower

for a time, but in the end the House abandoned the effort

to prevent the publication of debates, though for a long

time no reporter was allowed to take notes in the House,

and the Press (ialleiy Avas only added when the Houses of

Parliament were rebuilt after the fire of 1837.

4M
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Pitt the Titt's accession to office in 1784 was an important step

first Prime j„ ^jjg development of the Cabinet system. Pitt frankly
Minister,

^j.^j^^^^j ^^^^ position of Prime Minister, and by the dismissal

of Lord Thurlow in 1792 asserted the princii)lo that it was

no longer open for ministers of the crown to retain office

while acting independently of the leader of the ministry.

For some time Lord Thurlow had occupied the position of

a royal spy in a series of ministries, and his successor as

Lord Chancellor, Lord Loughborough, took his place in

this capacity during the remaining years of Pitt's first

ministry.

The first eight years of Pitt's period of office were years

of constitutional progress, though after the rejection of

his proposals for disenfmnchising rotten boroughs in

VSr^, he abandoned the attempt to carry through a

reform of Parliament. But he established an audit of

Government accounts, checked Parliamentary corruption

and jobbery, and placed the national finances on a sound

Fox's Libel basis. Among the important Acts of these years Fox's

Act, 1792. Ljijei j^ct of 1792 deserves mention as a step in the

protection of personal liberty. By this Act, juries gained

the right to give a verdict on law as well as fact in libel

cases, thus reversing a decision of Lord Mansfield, that it

was the province of the judge alone to determine the

criminality of a libel. Events of recent years may well

awaken the doubt whether the verdict of a jury is more

certain to be free from political partisanship than the

tiecision of a judge.

To the student of constitutional history the liegency Bill

of 1788 is of special interest. In that year George III. had

his first attack of insanity, and it was necessary to make

provision for a regency. The Prince of Wales was in close

alliance with Fox and the Whigs, and would probably

ReRcncv
Bill, 1788.
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have tried to place them in office if he hjvd been able.

Accordingly Fox claimed that the regency devolved by

right on the Prince of Wales. But Pitt asserted that it

was the business of Parliament to appoint a regent and

define his powers, and secured an acknowledgment from

the Prince of Wales that he "knew too well the sacred'

principles which seated the House *'f Brunswick on the

throne of Great Britain ever to assume or exercise any

power, bo his claim ivhat it might, that Mas not derived

from the will of the people expressed by their repre-

sentatives and their lordships in Parliament assembled.";

The way was thus cleared for Parliamentary action, but

Parliament was not in session, and how was the necessary

royal warrant for its meeting to be supplied? The
difficulty was overcome by a convenient legal fiction, a

commission being issued under the Great Seal appointing

commissioners to summon Parliament. A bill was then

passed by both Houses appointing the Prince of Wales as

regent with limited powers, but before this time the king

recovered. The precedent of 1788 was followed in 1810,

when the king became permanently insane.

Pitt's resignation was connected with the Act of Union Resigna-

'.4'ith Ireland, the details of which we shall consider in the
I'gQi"*^^'"'

next chapter. He had undertaken to deal with the

question of Catholic disabilities as soon as the Act of

Union was passed. But his plans were betrayed to the

king by Lord Loughborough, and Pitt found himself

confronted by the danger of a break-down of the king's

health if he pressed the matter. Ho therefore took the

only alternative of resigning, in March 1801. Addington,

a personal friend of the king, became Prime Minister, and

in constituting his Cabinet he declined to assent to Lord

LoughborouLjh's claim to be included. "The number of

N

W|

*
' ^ ! 1
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ithe Cabinet," he explained, "should not exceed that of the

persons whose responsible situations in office require their

being members of it." This constitutional principle has

ever since been observed. After three years of office

Addington resigned in May 1804, the need of a stronger

hand on the helm being urgent in view of the renewal of

war with France. In consideration of the king's declining

health, Pitt, who now resumed office, undertook njot to

raise the Catholic Emancipation question. But in January

1806 Pitt died, and a composite "Ministry of 'M the

Talents " took office, with Fox as Foreign Secretary. The

ministry was weakened by the death of Fox in September

1806, and in the following year alarmed the king by

raising the Catholic Emancipation question in an Army and

Navy Service Bill. He demanded a pledge from the

ministry that the question should not be raised again,

and on their refusal he exercised for the last time the

royal power of dismissal It was George III.'s last triumph

over the Whigs. A Tory ministry, under the successive

leadership of the Duke of Portland, Perceval and Lord

Liverpool, held oflSce till the end of the reign.



CHAPTER XVII

THE SCOTTISH AND IRISH ACTS OF UNION

' The eighteenth century opened with the Parliamentary

union of England and Scotland, it closed with the Parlia-

! mentary union of the United Kingdom with Ireland.

The accession of James I. might only have linked Calvin's

Scotland and England in the same way that the accession '^^®' ^^^*'"

of George I. linked England and Hanover. That it did

more was due to a decision of the law courts in what is

known as Calvin's case, or the Case of the PestNati. The

details of the case are of no importance. It turned on the

right of Calvin, an infant bom in Scotland after James had

come to the English throne, to hold land in England, which

no alien could do. The judges decided that every Scotch-

man born after James's accession to the English throne had

the rights of an English citizen. But this decision did not

cover the right to trade with the English colonies, which

the Navigation Acts prevented the Scots from sharing.

The Scottish Parliament—a very ineffective body—lasted

on till the end of *he seventeenth century. Fortunately

for both countries, James II. 's misgovernment in Scotland

made him as unpopular there as he was in England, and

the Scottish Parliament followed the example of England

in oflFering the crown to William and Mary, going even a

179
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Scheme,

f

stage farther than England by declaring that James II.

ha.d forfeited the crown.

The chief barrier to union between the two countries

lay in the suspicion of the Scots, that such a union might

endanger the Presb} terian system and the local laws and

The Darieu customs of their country. William III. was anxious to

bring about a union, and his efforts were unexpectedly

seconded by tho failure of a scheme for a Scottish colony

on the Isthmus of Darien, in Central America. The

scheme failed through the opposition of the Spanish

authorities, and want of support from the English colonists

and the Home Government. The immediate result was a

strong feelins of bitterness on both sides. The English felt

how easily they might have been drawn into a war with

Spain on account of a scheme in which they had no voice,

while the Scots threatened to dissolve the personal union of

the two kingdoms after the death of Queen Anne. Matters

were in this condition when William died, and in 1703 the

Scottish Parliament passed a Bill of Security, reserving

the right to refuse the successor named by the English Act

of Settlement "unless there should be such forms of

government settled as should fully secure the religion,

freedom, and trade of the Scottish nation."

The English government replied by an Act known as

Somers's Act, by which every native of Scotland not actually

living in England should, after the end of 1705, be accounted

an alien imless by that date the question of succession to

tho throne was settled. Orders were also given to repair

the fortifications of the Border towns.

Both sides were, in reality, "nianauvring for position,"

The Act of and a new body of commissioners met to consider terms of

union. Tn 1707 tlio terms were agreed on, and were

embodied in an Act of Union passed by both Parliaments.

Union,

1707.
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The Presbyterian system and tlie Scottish legal system was

guaranteed, and a sum of nearly .£400,000 was paid by

England to equalize the national debt of the two countries.

All commercial advantages of trade were thrown open to

Scotsmen.

The united country was to be known as Great Britain,

and to have one Parliament, to which Scotland was to send \

forty-five members, while sixteen Peers, elected for each
j

Parliament, were to represent the Peers of Scotland in the
\

House of Lords.

For a long time the Union remained unpopular in

Scotland, and it is probable that the Jacobite risings

of 1715 and 1745 were partly due to the fears of the

Celtic Highlanders that their local independence woultl be

lost. But the solid advantages that accrued to Scotland

from the right to share in English trade, and the tact with

which Walpole considered Scottish susceptibilities, gradu-

ally reconciled the Scots to it. In the building up of the

nation and empire, Scotsmen have in the last two centuries

played a great and honourable part. There are some

indications now of a desire in Scotland for a larger measure

of local self-government, but no racial hostility separates

the two parts of Great Britain.

Before the Act of Union Scotland occupied the position

of an independent nation, but the position of Ireland

had for centuries been practically that of a conquered

nation held down by the sword. In the later Middle Ages

a Parliament was developed among the English residents

in the Pale (a name given to the district around Dublin

where English authority was recognized). In 1495 this English

' Parliament passed Poyning's Law, by which it was declared
i'^\'',°yaud,

i that all laws passed in England up to that time were to be

regarded as in force in Ireland, and that no bill could bo
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The Irish

Rebelliou.

1798.

I introduced into the Irish Parliament without the sanction

I of the English Council. The native Irish were thus,

without any consent on their part, placed under the

authority of the Council in England. After the Reforma-

i tion, Roman Catholics were gradually disabled from holding

any offices jf state in Ireland, and after the Revolution of

: 1688 they were prohibited from sitting in Parliament or

' voting for members. The Irish Parliament thus represented

only a very small minority of the people of Ireland, as the

attempt to force the reformed religion on Ireland had been

a complete failure. Early in the reign of George I. the

British Parliament passed a statute declaring that it had

full power to make laws for Ireland, thus depriving the

Irish Parliament of even the semblance of independent

authority.

With the fall of Lord North and the return of the

Rockingham Whigs to power, a change of policy took

place with regard to Ireland, and in 1782 Poyning's Act

and the Act of George I. were repealed, thus leaving the

Irish Parliament free to legislate for Ireland. But the

Irish Executive continued to be appointed by the British

ministry, and was able to maintain itself through the

influence it could exercise over the Irish Parliament,

through its command of pocket- boroughs, patronage, etc.

The worst abuses that characterized the Parliamentary

system in England in the eighteenth century were repro-

duced in an exaggerated form in Ireland. In 1793 Pitt

induced the Irish Parliament to remove the franchise

disqualification, and some other disabilities of Roman

Catholics, though they were still disqualified from sitting

in Parliament. But the grievances of the mass of the

Irish people had little chance of being attended to by the

unrepresentative Parliament, of which Grattan was now
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the most prominent leader. Encouraged by the French

Revolution, and by hopes of help from France, the Irish

peasantry rose in revolt in 1798. The rebellion was soon

put down, but it served to bring home to Pitt the need for

some change of the political arrangements in Ireland. He

appears to have believed that the grievances of the Irish

native population would have a better chance of being

remedied by the British Parliament than by the existing

Irish Parliament. He therefore determined to effect a

union, hoping to be able to follow this by a measure of

Catholic Emancipation, and by ether remedial measures.

The chief opponents of union were the owners of pocket-

boroughs, who regarded the proposal as an attack on their

property. After a resolution in favour of union had been

rejected by the Irish House of Commons in 1799, Castle-

reagh, the chief secretary to the Lord-Lieutenant, opened

negotiations with the borough -owners, of whom he v.-as

able to bribe a sufficient numbev to secure a majority for

the union in the following year. A sum of £1,260,000

was set aside to compensate the owners of pocket-boroughs

at the rate of £7500 per borough.

The Act of Union, which was passed by both Parliaments The Act of

in 1800, gave Ireland one hundred members in the House ^gQ^"'

of Commons of the united Parliament, and twenty-eight

Peers, elected for life from the Irish Peers, in the House of

Lords. The number of Irish Peers was to be gradually

reduced till it fell to a hundred, and any Irish Peer not

elected to the House of Lords might sit for an English but

not for an Irish constituency. The Protestant Episcopal 1

Church was to remain the Established Church of Ireland, ^

and its two archbishops and two of its bishops were to

sit with the English bishops in the House of Lords.

The mass of the Irish people were neither consulted nor

I
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considered in tliis political rearrangement. They had had

no voice in the government of their country in the past,

and they had no voice in it now. If Pitt had boen able to

follow up the union, as he intended, by granti. ^ 'Mholic

Emancipation and other reforms, the union might have

marked the dawn of a happier era for Ireland, but while

the Catholic Emancipation proposals were under considera-

tion, Lord Loughborough betrayed the matter to George

III., who was i)ersuaded into the belief that to assent to the

removal of Catholic disabilities would be contrary to his

coronation oath. In the precarious condition of the king's

mental health, Pitt feared that any attempt to press the

matter might lead to a recurrence of insanity, and his only

possible course was therefore to resign office, leaving the

remedial measures, by which he hoped to bind the two

nations together, unachieved.

Catholic Emancipation was i)ostponed for nearly thirty

years, largely through the influence of George III. and of

his successor. In 1828 O'Connell, a Roman Catholic, was

returned for County Clare, and determined to attempt to

take his seat. The feeling in Ireland was so strong that

the ministers of the crown felt obliged to yield, and

accordingly in 1829 Roman Catholics were admitted to

Parliament. A concession that might have done much to

propitiate Irish opinion if made thirty years before, was

wrested fro: . "uctant Parliament by fears of an armed

lising.

O'Connell now became, for fourteen years, the leader of

an agitation for the lepeal of the Act of Ll^nion. The

agitation culminated in 184;i, when the prohibition by the

Government of a meeting that O'Connell had intended to

hold obliged him to choose between submission and armed

resistance. He declined to encourage rebellion, and the
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agitation collapsed, much as the Chartist agitation collapsed

in 1848. O'Connell was convicted of high treason, but his

conviction was set aside on appeal by the House of Lords.

After his death in 1847, and an unsuccessful attempt at

rebellion by the "United Irishmen" in 1848, the repeal

agitation died out for a time.

One of the grievances felt by the majority in Ireland

was the maintenance of the Protestant Church as the

Established Church of the country, and in 18G8 Mr,

Gladstone determined to take up this question, and

carried a resolution in favour of Irish disestablishment.

In the following year a dissolution brought him into

1 office, and a bill was then passed disestablishing the

Irish Church and confiscating the greater part of its

\
I

revenues. The majority of the House of Lords was strongly

opposed to the bill, and a political crisis might easily have

arisen if the Queen had not used her influence, through

Archbishop Tait, to induce the Peers to give way. The

bill was carried by a majority of 33 on its second reading,

thirty-six Conservative Peers voting with the Liberals from

a patriotic desire to avoid a constitutional deadlock. But

differences arose with regard to amendments proposed by

the Lords, and it was only with great difficulty that a

compromise was arrived at that both parties could accept.

About the same time that this breach was mado in the

Act of Union a fresh agitation for the repeal of the Act

; began. The Home Government Association, which after-

wards became the Home Rule League, was founded in 1870,

and in 1874 it was represented in Parliament by nearly

sixty members, led by Mr. Isaac Butt. Three years later

Mr. Parncll began to show how much a small but deter-

nsined party cnujd do to nhstruct the business of Parli.i-

ment. In 183G, influenced by the striking results of the

Tlie Dis-

establish-

ment of

the Irish

Church,
1869.

Home
Rule.
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Bill of first election in Ireland under the new and wider franchise,

1886. ^j. (5]ajgtone determined to take up the questicm of Home

Rule—a decision that led to a break-tip of the Liberal party,

a number of important members seceding and forming a

Liberal Unionist party under the leadership of the Duke

of Devonshire and Mr. Chamberlain. Mr. Gladstone's

first Home Rule Bill provided for an Irish Parliament of

two " orders," one representative of the propertied classes,

the other of the people generally. No Irish representatives

' were to sit in the Imperial Parliament, but Ireland was to

[ pay a certain sum for Imperial purposes. The exclusion

of the Irish members was the feature of the scheme that

provoked the strongest opposition, and the Bill was rejected

on its second reading by a small majority. Mr. Gladstone

appealed to the country, but was defeated, and a Con-

servative ministry came into office.

Bill of In 1892 Mr. Gladstone returned to office, and brought in

'a second Home Rule Bill in the following year. The chief

i change from the earlier scheme was that the Irish members

l
were now retained, but were only to vote on Imperial

matters. The practical difficulty of this arrangement led

to a modification, by which Ireland was to be represented

by eighty members with full rights of voting on all

questions. In this form the Bill was passed by the House

of Commouo, but it was rejected in the Lords by an

immense raajoiity. Unwi"''"i^ to sacrifice the rest of his

legislative programme, Mr. Gladstone decided not to appeal

to the country, but in 1895, a year after he had retired

from the leadership of the party, the Liberal ministry was

defeated, and a General Election brought the Unionists

into office with a majority of over 150.

In view of the serious difficulties that present themselves

in working out any scheme of self-government for one part

1893.
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of the Unitad Kingdom alone, and of a growing desire in Devolu-

Scotland and Wales for local self-government, not a few
^'°°'

statesmen of both parties are inclined to look for the solu-

tion of the Irish problem in a general scheme of devolution

that shall leave the Imperial Parliament free to deal with

Imperial questions, while local Parliaments take over the

settlement of piu-ely local questions. These local Parlia-

ments might consist of the members elected to the

Imperial Parliament from each "nation"; so that the

Scottish members of Parliament would attend at West-

minster in the spring as part of the Imperial Parliament,

and meet in Edinburgh in the autumn for local purposes.

The most serious difficulty in the way of any such scheme

is the size of England, which could hardly be dealt with as

a whole, and yet does not very conveniently admit of

division. A possible solution would be the revival of the

ancient Anglo-Saxon divisions of Wessex, Mercia, North-

umbria, and East Anglia. All thoughtful men are rightly

jealous for the supremacy of the Imperial Parliament, but

the congestion of business in Parliament may do much to

reconcile that body to the delegation of subordinate powers

to local assemblies, and the setting free of Parliament from

purely local interests would be a step towards that Imperial

Federation of which we shall say more in a later chapter.

V t



CHAPTER XVIII

TIIK " CUXSTITUTIONALIZING OF THE MONARCHY

Ministerial

responsi-

bility.

One of the most important constitutional changes of the

nineteenth century has been the removal of the sovereign

from the arena of political contest. It is now an accepted

convention of the Constitution that the king belongs to no

party, and that his name must not be introduced into

political controversies. The idea, implied in the phrase

" His Majesty's opposition," that both parties are acting in

the interest of the crown, cannot be said to have been

thoroughly established till after the accession of Queen

Victoria.

But if ministers arc to accept full responsi1)ility for the

official policy of the crown, it follows that they must

have full control over that i)olicy, though it is their duty

to explain fully to the sovereign the course they intend

to pursue, and to give careful consideration to any advice

that he may ofler. "Though decisions must ultimately

conform to the sense of those who are to be responsible

for them, yet their business is to inform and persuade

the sovereign, not to overrule him." ' The change may
be expressed by saying that in tne seventeenth century

the ultimate responsibility for government rested with the

' Mr. Gladstone.

1«8
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sovereign, the mitiisters of the crown forming a body of

ex{)ert advisers whom he was bound to consult, while in the

"nineteenth century the actual responsibility rests with the

ministers of the crown, the sovereign being an expert

adviser whom they are bound to consult. The sovereign

has never formally lost the constitutional right to dismiss

1
his ministers, but the right has not been exercised since

the time of George III.,' and is very unlikely to be

exercised again.

In the exercise of the royal prerogative the sovereign Right of

is now guided by the advice of his ministers, who in their
'•.'''''"'"•

turn are responsible to Parliament. This is true, for

example, of the right of dissolving Parliament. I^vcn as

ilate as the early years of the reign of Queen Victoria the

idea was still prevalent that by assenting to a reciuest of a

Prime Minister for a dissolution of Parliament the sovereign

Igave an official expression of approval of the policy of the

'minister. But it is now a recognized right of a Prime

Minister defeated in the House to choose between resigna-

tion and an appeal to the electors. Circumstances .night

conceivably arise—such as a defeat of a ministry soon after

a General Election—that would justify the sovereign in

refusing to agree to a dissolution of Parliament, but " even

in this case, whoever was sent for to succeed must, Avith his

appointment, assume the responsibility of tlii.s act, and be

prepared to defend it in Parliament."- Eecent events

have shown that the creation of Peers is to be regarded

as part of the royal prerogative for the exercise of which

the Cabinet must be prepared to accept responsibility.

As we have seen, George III. acted as an avowed party

leader, and his successor made no secret of his partiality

!

' Lord Melbourne was dismissed in 1834 at his own suggestiou.
* Lord Aberdeeu iu 1858.
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for tho Tory party and his objection to Parliamentary

Iteforra. If he had lived a few years longer, this objection

would probably have led to a constitutional crisis that

might have been fatal to the monarchy. The accession of

William IV., a bluff, amiable monarch of liberal sympathies,

saved the situation and enabled the Reform Act of 1832 to

be carried through by constitutional means.

Queen The death of William IV. placed a woman on tho

1837.1901. throne for the fourtji time in our history. The youth

and high character of the new sovereign did much to

restore the prestige of the monarchy, which had been

; seriously shaken in the previous reigns. "Since the

: century began there had been three kings of England,

• of whom the first was long an imbecile, the second won
the reputation of a profligate, and the third was regarded

ias little better than a buffoon."^ It can scarcely be

wondered at that respect for the monarchy was at a low

ebb in 1837.

In Lord Melbourne, Avho was Prime Minister at the

time of her accession, the Queen had an adviser able to

restrain her natural impetuosity within the limits of

constitutional usage. Her close friendship with him
naturally led her to sympathize with the Whig party,

and so created some difficulty when the swing of the

pendulum obliged Melbourne to resign, and brought the

Tories under Peel into power. Peel's desire to change

the ladies-in-waiting, who were all of the Whig party,

threatened at one time to develop into a serious con-

stitutional question, but a reasonable compromise was

arrived at. Peel's kindly tact and consideration soon won
the Queen's esteem, and his policy with regard to the Corn

Laws had her warm approval.

' Lee, Queen Victoria.
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At the accession of Queen Victoria the separation Tli.' civil

iKJtween the national revenue and the personal revenue
^"'''

of the sovereign became complete. George III. hud, in

return for a Civil List, surrendered the hereditary revenues

of the crown, and William IV. also gave up certain other

sources of income, and received a "Civil List "of £510,000

a year. On the accession of Queen Victoria all properly

national exjjenses were taken over by the State, and the

"Civil List" was fixed at £385,000. The amount proved

inadequate in the latter years of the reign, and the " Civil

List" is now £470,000, to which must be added the

revenues of the Duchy of Lancaster (about £60,000). The
income from the hereditary revenues surrendered bj' the

crown, mostly Crown Lands, now managed by the Commis-

sioners of Woods and Forests, amounts to rather more than

£450,000.

Sir Robert Peel has been described by Lord Rosebery

as "the model of all Prime Ministers." He "kept a strict

supervision over every department ; he seems to have been

master of the business of each and all of them." The
growing complexity of the work of administration makes

it impossible for a Prime Minister in the present day to

keep the same intimate relation with all departments of

government. As head of the Cabinet the Prime Minister

is now obliged to accept responsibility for the departmental

policy of his colleagues, without any possibility of detailed

knowledge.

The death of Peel in 1850 left Palmerston the most

conspicuous figure in English political life. While opposed The Qnpfn

to Parliamentary Reform at home, Palmerston was strongly
pi^'io'er-*^

liberal in his foreign policy, and threw the influence of ston.

England into the scjilc on the side of what the Queen and

Prince Albert regarded as revolutionary movements. The

f:^ w

ill;

ill
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Queen frequently complained that Pulraerston carrictl out

< his policy without regard to her constitutional right to be

consulted, and without iiffording her the information

necessary for understanding it. Finally, in 1850, the Prince

Consort drew up a memorandum explaining what the

Queen claimed from her ministers :

"The Queen requires, first, that liord Palraerston will

distinctly state what ho proposes: in a given case, in

order that the Queen may know as distinctly to what she

is giving her royal sanction. Secondly, having onco given

her sanction to such a measure, that it be not arbitrarily

altered or modified by the minister. Such an act she must

consider as failing in sincerity towanls the crown, and

justly to be visited by her constitutional right of dismissing

that minister. She expects to be kept informed of what

passes between him and foreign ministers before important

decisions are tiikcn based upon their intercourse ; to receive

the foreign despatches in good time; and to have the drafts

for her approval sent to her in sufficient time to make

herself acquainted with their contents before they must be

sent oft"."

I'almerston promised amendment, but was dismissed

a few months later for expressing approval of Louis

Napoleon's coup iVdtat without any previous consultation

with the Prime Minister and his colleagues. Before long

he was triumphantly restored to power, but he succeeded

: in avoiding friction with the Queen, who claimed no right

* to dictate the foreign policy of her ministers, but oidy to

: be kept clearly informed what that poli / was.

In her relations with her ministers in the later years of

her reign the Queen adhered strictly to the constitutional

(principle that the Prime Minister has the right to the

confidence and support of the sovereign. lu his Gleanings
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Mr. Gladstone has explained the nature of the influence

exercised by the sovereign over her ministers at this jjcriod

of he reign.

" Although the admirable arrangements of the Consti-

tution have now completely shielded the sovereign from
personal responsibility, they huvt left ample scope for

the exercise of a direct and persouid influence in the

whole work of government. The amount of tliat itifluence

must greatly vary according to character, to capacity, to

experience in affairs, to tact in the application of a pressure

which never is to be carried to extremes, to patience in

keeping up the continuity of a multitudinous supervi-

sion, and lastly, to clo presence at the seat of Govern-

ment
; for in many of he necessary operations time id

the most essential of all elenr.en*s and the most scarce.

Subject to the range of these variations, the sovereign,

as compared with her ministers, has, because she is

the sovereign, the advantages of long experience, wide
survey, elevated position, and entire disconnexion from

the bias of party. Further, jjcrsonal and domestic rela-

tions with the ruling families abroad give openings, in

delicate cases, for saying more, and saying it at once

more gently and more efficaciously than could be ventured

in the more formal correspondence and nider contacts of

governments.

" There is not a doubt that the aggregate of direct

influence normally exercised by the sovereign upon the

counsels and proceedings of his ministers is considerable in

amount, tends to permanence and solidity in action, and

confers much benefit on the country without in the smallest

degree relieving the advisers of the crown from their

individual responsibility."

These words of Mr. Gladstone remain true to-day, and

o
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help to account for the strong attachment to the monarchy

that characterizes English life.

The only two directions in which the Queen claimed to

exercise some independent authority were in regard to

appointments in the Church, Army and Navy, and in

regard to foreign affairs.

In regard to the former of these, it is probable that

less direct royal influence is now exercised, but the

Boverei'm will always be able to exercise considerable

influence over the foreign policy of the country, especially

now that, by tacit agreement, foreign policy has been re-

moved from the arena of party contest. But it is important

/ to remember that the Cabinet accepts entire responsibility

/ for the foreign policy of the nation. As late as the

reign of George IV., Canning was obliged to remind

the king that "it is my duty to be present at every

interview between His Majesty and a foreign minister."

jlf the sovereign pays oflicial visits abroad he must, by

constitutional usaga, be accompanied by a minister of the

crown, and any negotiations with foreign powers must pass

through the ha. ds of this minister. Even Queen Victoria's

correspondence with foreign sovereigns, other tlian near

relations, was shown to the Prime Minister or Foreign

Secretary. But in this, as in other departments of govern-

ment, the sovereign occupies the position of expert adviser

of his ministers. He may powerfully tupport their jwlicy,

and the large share taken by the late king in fostering the

entente conliah' with France illustrates the sphere of activity

still open to the sovereign in this direction.

As the irremovable adviser of successive ministries, the

sovereign can do much to secure the continuity of foreign

policy, and to prevent our foreign relations from being at

the mercy of any sudden impulse. The sovereign's right
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tc be consulted is an important safeguard for international

peace.

As colonial affairs cease (as they are rapidly ceasing)

to be matters of party controversy, a similar sphere of

beneficent activity is opening for the sovereign in this

direction. It is no slight part of the advantage of a

constitutional monarchy that the sovereign is able to give

prominence to those aspects of national life that have

passed out of the arena of party contest and become the

common inheritance of all.

Of the social influence of the monarchy this is not the Social

place to speak in detail. The chief objection now urged
"'^"*"°6

against the monarchical system is that it ministers to what monarchy,

is called " the spirit of flunkeyism." But two considerations

' may be urged against this view. By providing a natural head

of society, the monarchical system at least provides that the

highest place in the social order shall not be won by low

i

intrigue or vulgar display. And, again, in the person of the

sovereign the union of social eminence and political service

is maintained. The stability of any political system is

endangered when privilege and responsibility—honour and

service—are divorced from each other. The British

povereign is one of the most hard-worked public officials in

the country. The days when the life of a king was

divided between fighting and amusement are long past. It

is as the servant of the nation that our sovereign now

claims our loyalty and respect.



CHAPTER XIX

PARLIAMF.'TTARY REFORM

The un-

reformed

House of

Commons.

The student of Parliamentary history must sometimes

wonder that the demand for Parliamentary Reform did

not arise long before the latter part of the eighteenth

century. But while England remained mainly an

agricultural community the House of Commons did, as a

matter of fact, represent very fairly the interests of the

people. The country squire, closely in touch with the

people of his own county, and the clever young man

nominated by the patron of a "pocket-borough," were

exactly the kind of people who would probably have

been elected if the England of the days of Walpole had had

a wide franchise. The demand for Parliamentary Reform

began partly as an outcome of the struggle against

Parliamentary corruption and the dangerous strength of

the executive, and partly as a result of these industrial

changes of the latlcr part of the centur^ that gradually

transformed England north of the Trent from a sparsely

populated agricultural district to a great area of manu-

factures and urban life. Towns in the south that bad

decayed into villages, continued to return members, while

great cities like Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Sheffield,

and Bradford were unrepresented.

19f)
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In 1710, the qualification for county members had been

fixed at £600 in land, and for borough members £300 a

year. In practice these qualifications were systematically

evaded, but they Avere not actually repealed till 1858.

The electors in counties were the old forty-shilling free-

holders. In boroughs the franchise varied greatly—in some

cases all ratepayers voted, in others only freemen, or the

owners of particular houses, or "potwallopers." In many The

smaller boroughs the total number of electors amounted to a electorate.

I' ere handful. It is said that in 1780 six thousand electors

3turned a majority of the House of Commons. This con-

dition of things naturally gave great landowners immense

influence. At the end of the century it was computed that

two-thirds of the House cont^isted of nominated members.

Seats were sold in much the same way as (to our <l'=qrace

as a Church) presentations to benefices still are. Then

Pitt proposed in 1785 to buy out the owners of certain

decayed boroughs, he estimated the value of a borough

at £7000. Immense sums were often spent on elections,

especially in the counties, where the forty-shilling freeholder

often regarded his vote as a source of income."

The Whig party regarded these facts as justifying a

measure of Parliamentary Reform. But the long struggle

with France, and the period of reaction that followed, kept

the quesiion in the background, though attempts were made
from time to time to bring the matter before Parliament,

and the Reform party won a minor victory in 1821 in the

disenfranchisement of the borough of Grami ound.

Meanwhile the agitation for Reform developed outside Rise of

Parliament. In 1780 a "Society for Constitutional In-

formation " was started, to advocate a programme practically

' For further particulars with re.if.ml to the House of Coiniuoas before
1832, see Porritt, The Unrefonntd House of Comvwns.

Radical

party.
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identical with that of the Chartists in the following century.

Major Cartwright, who started this society, had sacrificed his

career in the army because he would not fight against the

American colonists. He outlined his Reform programme

in a pamphlet entitled The Legislative Ilights of the Commons

Vindicated. Cartwriglit was the earliest leader of a new

school of politicians who became known as Radicals, because

their proposals went to the root of our political system.

Their advocacy of Parliamentary Reform was based not

only on the actual inequalities of the existing system, but

also on the idea that the franchise was a right of which no

adult citizen ought to be deprived. A second society, the

" Friends of the People," was founded ten years later, with

Grey and Burdett among its members.

In 1830, after nearly fifty years of almost unbroken

exclusion from office, the AVliigs returned to po^ver under

Lord Grey as Prime Minister. In early life Grey had been

an ally of Fox, because, like many members of the land-

owning class, he was opposed to Pitt. He succeeded to his

father's peerage in 1807, and took little part in political life

till 1827, when he appeared as almost the only advocate

of Parliamentiiry Rofoim in the House of Lords. He was

a thorough Whig, and had little in common with the

" Radical " advocates of a democratic system.

Lord John Russell introduced the first Reform Bill of

the new ministry in 1831, and though the second reading

1831-1832. was carried in March by a majority of one, the Bill was

defeated in comnv.'ee. At Lord Grey's request the king

dissolved Parliament, and a strenuously fought election

returned a large Whig majority. The second Reform Bill

was passed by a majority of a hundred, but rejected by the

House of Lords. By this time a strong feeling in favour of

Reform had awakened among the people, and riots and

Tlie

struggle

for reform
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disturbances took place in various parts of the country.

"The Bill, the whole Bill, and nothing but the Bill"

became the rallying cry of the supporters of Parliamentary

Reform. The third Reform Bill was introduced at the

end of the year, and read a second time by the Lords,

But when an attempt was made to amend the Bill in

committee, by postponing the disenfranchising clauses,

the Cabinet resigned. The Tory leaders were unable to

undertake to form a ministry, and the king was therciore

obliged to recall Lord Grey, to whom he gave written

permission to create "such a number of Peers as will be

sufficient to ensure the passing of the Reform Bill, first

calling up Peers' eldest sons." The Duke of Wellington,

at the king's request, used his influence to persuade the

Peers to abandon a resistance that could only be useless,

and the Reform Act was passed in July 1832.

The practical effect of this Reform Act was to transfer

K^upreme political power from the Peers and great landowners

to the middle class. Tlie bond between the two Houses

was broken, and the House of Commons became conscious

of a new independence—an independence not menaced as

yet by the influence of external party organizations.

The Reform Act disenfranchised fifty -five boroughs, The

and reduced thirty more to one member, and one foiir- of 1 832.

member borough to two. The 143 members thus available

were given to the largest unrepresented boroughs, and to

the most populous counties.

In the boroughs the £10 householder became the unit

of the electoral system, while in the counties £10 cojjy-

holders and long leaseholders, and tenants-at-will paying

£.')0 rent, were added to the old forty- shilling freeholder.

The total num])cr of electors entranchised by the Act was

rather under half a million.

ri
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But the real importance of the Reform Ac< is not in

these detailed changes, but in the fact that the old order

of things had been swept away. Tnough Lord John

Russell, a typical representative of the Whig point of view,

asserted that the Act of 18."52 was to be regarded as "final,"

it was obvious that as soon as the unenfranchised classes

began to claim the right to vote, the artificial limits

imposed by the Act of 1832 would have to give way.

The years that followed 1832 were marked by several

important measures of a popular kind, such as the new

Poor Law of 1834 and the Municipal Corporations Act

of 1835. These years were also the years of the rise

of the Chartist movement—a movement developed by the

disappointment felt by the working-class, when they

realized that the Reform Act of 1R32 had transferred

power not to them but to the middle class, whose interests

often seemed antagonistic to theirs.

Chartist The Chartist movement, like the later Social Democratic

movement, movement, was based on the idea that in order to secure

social and economic reform the workers must first capture

the political machine. The demands of the Charter

—

universal manhood suffrage, annual Parliaments, abolition

of property qualifications for members, equal electoral

districts, payment of members, arl the ballot—were all

designed to this end.

The purpose of the London Working Men's Association,

out of which the Chartist movement developed, was

defined by Lovett as the creation of "a moral, reflecting,

energetic public opinion, so as eventu 'ly to lead to a

gradual improvement in the condition of the working-

classes without violence or commotion." But after a

time some of the more ardent spirits among the leaders

grew tveary of the slow process of political education, and
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so Chartism broke up into tM'o parties—the party that

desired to move forward by constitutional means, and the

so-called " physical force " Chartists who were prepared to

talk about violence.

The abolition of the Corn Laws and other refor-ns of

the years between 1840 and 1846 did something to meet

the immediate needs of the workers, and Chartism declined

after the critical year 1848.

Though several half-hearted attempts were made between ReformAct

1850 and 1865 to carry Reform Bills,i the influence
°"®'^'-

of Lord Palmerston, and the absence of any urgent demand
from outside, discouraged the Liberal party from taking up

tho question with any real keenness. But Lord Palmerston's

death in 1865 brought forward Mr. Gladstone, a strong

supporter of Reform, as leader of the Liberal party in the

^-, House of Commons, and about the same time John Bright

had succeeded in arousing a keener interest in the question

among the artisans of the great English towns. In 1866

Mr. Gladstone brought forward a Reform Bill which failed

to satisfy a considerable section of his own party—the

"Adullamites," as they were called ^—of whom Robert

Lowe became the leader. On the resignation of Lord

Russell's ministry Mr. Disraeli succeeded as Prime Minister,

and induced his party to take up the Reform movement,

believing that the extension of the franchise to the

artisan population might be made to serve the interests

of the Conservative party. His proposals, extensively

amended, finally took shape in the Reform Act of 1867.

By this Act thirty-five boroughs were partly and eleven

wholly disenfranchised. These members were allotted to

' As Mr. niadstone said in introducing hi» Reform Eill in 18C0. "The
liraho of aliortive creations is peopled with the skeletons of reform bills."

' See 1 Samuel xxii. 1-2.

is
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Reform Act
of 1884.

the large towns and counties. An attempt was made to

secure the representation of minorities by creating three-

member constituencies, in which each elector had only two

votes, but in Birmingham and elsewhere careful politiciil

organization rendered the scheme nugatory.

The most important provisions of the Act were those in

which the borough franchise was extended to all house-

holders, and to loilgers paying £10 a year, and a £12

occupation franchise added in the counties. These pro-

visions added over a million citizens, chiefly among the

artisans of the towns, to the electorate.

The idea underlying the Reform discussions in this

year was, that it was the business of the btate to extend

the privilege of the franchise to properly qualified classes.

The Radical view of the vote as a right belonging to all

citizens had hardly yet entered the sphere of practical

politics. In 1864 Mr. Gladstone caused great offence to

Lord Palmerston and others of his colleagues by laying

down th3 democratic doctrine, that "every man who is not

presumably incapacitated by some consideration of personal

unfitness or of political danger is morally entitled to come

within the pale of the Constitution."

Seventeen years later the third Reform Act of the

century extended the franchise to the country labourer,

and practically abolished the distinction between borough

and county members, dividing the country into single-

member constituencies, except for a few boroughs that

retained tAvo members. It had been obvious that the

household franchise adopted for the boroughs in 1807,

would have to be extended to the counties, and Mr.

Gladstone judged in 1884 that the tl;ae for doing this had

arrived. The history of the Act is interesting, because it

ltd to one of those contests between the two Houses that
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,<!

have been a feature of the constitutional history of the last

century. The Bill for the extension of the franchise in

the counties was rejected by the House of Lords, on the

ground that it did not include a scheme of redistribution,

Mr. Gladstone having decided to take this question in a

separate bill. !Mr. Gladstone declined to dissolve Parlia-

ment at the demand of the Peers, and a long political

crisis followed, in which the Queen played an iirportant

part as mediator between the two parties. An arrange-

ment was finally reached, by which Mr. Gladstone agreed

to communicate to the leaders of the opposition the main

principles of his redistribution proposals. The Franchise

Act was then passed, and the Redistribution of Seats Bill

followed in due course. By this Act nearly two million

voters were added to the register.

Several changes of minor importance have taken place Parlia-

in the constitution of the House of Commons during the
,'j|gq^'J{.

last century. In 1801 an Act of Parliament was passed to fication

settle the doubtful question of the eligibility of ministers of
^^^'^ ^

religion. By this Act clergy of the Established Churches

of England and Scotland were declared ineligible. But this

disqualification does not apply to ministers of Nonconform'st

bodies. Roman Catholics were admitted in 1829, and in

1856 the words of the oath were altered so as to enable

Jews to become members Avithout beinj, obliged to

declare their allegiance " on the tiue faith of a Christian."

Quakers had already, by an Act of 1833, secured the ri^ht

to make an affirmation in place of an oath, and after

the controversy that arose through the election of ^Ir.

Bradlaugh in 1880, the right to affirm was extended to all

members, and thus all religious disabilities were removed.

With the extension of the franchise, the fear that voters The balloi,

might bo penalized for their opinions led to a demand for ° '"'

I
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Franchise

problems.

the method of secret voting known as the ballot.

Proposals for the introduction of the system were several

times passed by the House of Commons, btit were rejected

by the House of Lords. Finally, in 1872, the BiUlot Act was

passed for a year, and is annually renewed, with a number

of other Acts, by the Expiring Laws Continuance Act.

Profoundly as the Reform Acts of the last century have

changed our political arrangements, there is still much to

be done before our representative system can be regarded

as even approximately adequate. The Liberal party is

pledged to the abolition of plural voting. But with the

principle of "one man one vote" ought to go the corre-

sponding principle of " one vote one value." The successive

redistributions of the nineteenth century have respected

historic associations, but the time will come when such con-

siderations must give way to a more equitable distribution

of seats. There is a good deal to be said for the American

system, under which a redistribution, on a purely numerical

basis, follows each census. The over-representation of

Ireland ' will undoubtedly be dealt with in any scheme of

Home Rule that may be proposed.

The electoral changes of the last century, and various

judicial decisions based on them, have rendered the

electoral system very complicated, and it is now proposed

to get rid of these complications by the adoption of man-

hood suffrage, with a simple residential qualification,

sweeping away all property qualifications altogether.

The bill may be amended so as to extend the franchise to

women on the same democratic basis. The Conciliation

Bill only proposes to enfranchise women householders.

The problem of the representation of minorities, or, as it

' Ireland has one member for every 44,000 of population, England

one for eveiy 67,000.
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is sometimes called, proportional representation, is a very

difficult one. It is obvious that under the present system

something like half the electorate may be unrepre-

sented in the House of Commons. Various proposals

have been made for rectifying this, but they arc all

liable to the objection that they complicate the electoral

machinery. A distribution of seats strictly proportioned to

population would enf^ure that the majority in Parliament

represented a corresponding majority in the country, and

perhaps that is as much as we can hope to secure.

The elaborate efforts expended by all political parties

in bringing electors to the poll are a very unsatisfactory

feature of our political life. A remedy might be found in

the arrangement recently adopted in Austiia, where every

elector is bound by law to present himself at the poll.

At least it would help to bring home to electors the

'act that the franchise is not only a privilege, but also a

res|X)nsibility. It is not very creditable to our citizenship

to hear defeated candidates ascribing their failure to lack

of motor cars

!

The question of the enfranchisement of Avomen has Female

come prominently to the front in recent years. Now that
*'*"'"''8e-

military service is no longer the basis of political right, it

is difficult to see any logical reason for retaining a sex

disqualification in the Parliamentary franchise that has

been, to a certain extent, abandoned in the municipal

franchise. One of the most serious practical difficulties

is that if the franchise qualification for women were made

the same as for men—and no other system can be more

than a temporary makeshift—women would form an actual

majority of the qualified electors. Under these conditions

it would be ini} ossible to resist the claim of women to the

right to sit r Parliament. It may be though^ that the

I

I

!'5
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Electoral

corrup-

tion.

presence of women in the House of Commons would bo an

advantage, but the successful working of the Parliamentary

system depends greatly on the informal intercourse of

members in the Lobby and the smoking-room nd it is

not easy to see how this kind of camanulcrie couiu. be main-

tained in a mixed assembly.

The payment of memViers has now become a faii

accompli, and the payment of returning-officers' expenses

will probably be taken over by the State in the near future.

As these changes will \n^ likely to lead to a great increase

in the number of candidates, it will almost certainly be

necessary to introduce int<j the electoral system some

provision for a second baliot. The question of electoral

corruption is also likely i- . engage the attention of our

legislators in the near fjiture. The amount that a

candidal 3 can spend in the actual election is limitod by

statute, and varies according to the size of the coustituency.

This amount might, with advantage, be greatly reduced.

But expenditure by a candidate in "nursing the con-

stituency" is a discreditable form of indirect bribery

over which the State has no control; and the attempt

to limit the amount expended in elections has been largely

evaded by the action of organizations acting independently

of the candidates. The immense expense involved in a

petition also gives a great advantage to the candidate

possessed of financial resources. Even against direct

bribery it is almost impossible to take effective action

if both parties are equally guilty.

At present elections are regulated by the Corrupt and

Illegal Practices Act of 1883. By this Act electoral

offences are divided into corrupt and illegal practices.

The former class includes bribery, treating, and personation,

and any of these offences, if proved against the candidate
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or his agents, disqualifies him permanently from repre-

senting that constituency, and for seven years from repre-

senting a /(y constituency. Minor irregularities, not involving

moral turpitude, are classed as illegal practices, and if these

are trivial the judges may grant relief from penalties. If

serious, they invalidate the election.

At the beginning of the Stuart period, in the case "f

Goodwill. V. Fdrteacw, the House of Commons successfully

claimed the right of deciding contested election returns. Trial of

Such election cases were at fh-st tried by a select com- '^p"^':'*'^'^

' election

mittee, then by a permanent Committee of Privileges and returu*.

Elections. But after lG7"i election cases were decided by

a committee of the whole House, and the decision was

given not on jiulicial but on political grounds. It was a

defeat of the Government in the Chippenham election

jietition that led to the resignation of Wali»ole. In 1770

Grenville's Act tried to rcnicly this state of things by

establishing a committee of fifteen, chosen by a rather

elaborate process, to hear election cases. But political

influences still predominated, and at last, in 18G8, the hearing

of election petitions was transferred to two judges of the

High Court of Justice, who report to the Speaker the

decision at which they arrive—such decision to be one in

which they both concur. In cases where general corruption

is proved to exist, a constituency may be disenfranchised

by the Speaker declining to issue the nece^ ^ary Avrit for a

fresh election.

The growing pressure of business in Parliament con- pressure of

stitutes a problem which is at present exercising the niin^l" l>"-:»t;ss.

of stiitesmen. Whether a solution will 1)e found in a

general scheme of "devolution," or in a fuller development

of the committee system, as it exists in our local govern-

ment, it is impossible yet to say. Autumn sessions are now
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becoming far too frequent, for they deprive the ministers

of the crown of the one opportunity they have for clearing

up th« arrears of their departments and drafting the

legislation for the following session, while they deprive

members of Parliani2nt, not only of needed rest, but also of

the opportunity of cultivating friendly relations with their

constituents.

The tie of local relationship that once existed between

the knight of the shire or the burgess of the borough

and his constituents, has now almost entirely vanished,

a considerable proportion of members of Parliament having

no residentitd qualification in the district that they

represent. An aut\imn free from Parliamentary business

does at least provide an opportunity for the member to

spend some time among his constituents, and become

acquainteil vith local conditions and needs.

The growing pressure of business is affecting the

constitu'.onal system in another way, by giving the

Executive almost complete control over the legislative

work of Parliament. As a consequence, the rights of

private members are mercilessly sacrificed to the exigencies

of government business, and party loyalty is enlisted to

carry through a legislative programme in which the House

of Commons, as such, has had very little share.

The rcassertion of the rights of private members may

jierhaps be one result of the political apprenticeship that

many of our members of Parliament now serve in local

The future representative bo<lies. Just as the English local govern-

°^ ^^^
ment of the sixteenth century trained up a b^dy of men,

who were the leaders of Parliamentary life ^he period

that followed, so the local government of th pre?'>nt day

is training up a body of men who are likely i.^ K e the

leaders of the Parliamentary life of the future. Will such

House of

Commons.
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men, in the in eicst of piarr'cal efficiency, lay violent
hands on the Pa i;n icncu- y tnuiitions that have been the
slow gi-owth of t n.turics, or '.vill iLc effectiveness of the
Parliamentary machine Le luiprovea by a gradual process
of change 1

It is impossible to resist the impression that the House
of Commons is passing through a period of transition from
which it will emerge in a form almost unrecognizably
different from that in which it has played its part in the
history of the last two centuries. The political instinct of
the British people has been able in the past to adapt
ancient institution' to the needs , f other times, and though
the process of change will be difficult, and not free from
peril, we may confidently hope that the same political

instinct will find a way to meet the needs of the future, not
by the method of revolution, but by a process of evolution.

For it is the qualities of continuity and adaptability that
give to institutions their organic character.

i



CHAPTER XX

LORDS AND COMMONS

Constitu-

tion of the

House of

Lords.

In earlier chapters I have, as a rule, omitted all reference to

the relations of the two Houses of Parliament to each other,

as it seemed better to deal with this matter in a separate

chapter. But before doing so it may be well to say

something about the constitution and work of the House

of Lords. And first, as to its numbers. At the beginning

of the reign of Henry VHI. it contained 48 ecclesiastical

members (bishops and mitred abbots) and 36 lay -Peers.

With the dissolution of the monasteries 20 mitred abbots

disappeared, and the number of the bishops has over since

remained the same (26), except for the addition, frcra 1800

to the disestablishment of the Irish Church in 1869, of four

Irish bishops. The two archbishops, and the bishops of

Durham, Winchester, and London, are always members

of the House ; the other bishops succeed as vacancies ?.rise,

in order of consecration. '• ney constitute the only non-

hereditary element in the Upper House (excepting the four

" Law Lords "). The number of secular Peers has grown

steadily. Tlie Tudors added about forty, and by the

Restoration the number had risen to about 140. A century

l;iLcr it was about 200. During the reign of George TTl.

1 1 6 new Peers were created, a considerable proportion of

210
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them by Pitt during the latter part of the reign, and the

Irish Act of Union added 28 more. During the nineteenth

century nearly 400 Peers have been created, so that,

allowing for peerages that have lapsed, the total number

of hereditary Peers in the House of Lords is over 550.

The strictly hereditary character of " peerage was

asserted by the House of Lords in 1 856, when a life-peerage

was conferred on Sir James Parkes with a view to strengthen-

ing the judicial element in the House. A committee of the

House decided that the right of the crown to create life-

peerages had lapsed by disuse, and Sir James Parkes was

then created a hereditary Peer as Lord Wunsleydale, It

has seemed to many people a matter for regret that the

crown should have lost the power of strengthen^; ,^ the

Upper irxouse by the addition of men of eminence, Wi.^ are

precluded by their financial position from accepting a

hereditary peerage.

The legal powers of the House of Lords were i ;herited Tudicial

from the old Magnum Concilium. The House remaina P°^^'<^''^-

still the final Court of Appeal for all c' vil business. By an

Act of 1876 this appellate jurisdiction was regulated,

provision being made for the appointment of four Lords

of Appeal iti Ordinary. In addition to these, the Lord

Chancellor and any other Peers who " hold or have held high

judicial office " take part in the judicial business of the

House. No case can be heard unless at least three lords are

presen'... Legally, any member of the House of Lords can

take part in its judicial business, but in practice no non-

legal Peer ever does so. The House of Lords as a judicial

body is, therefore, quite a diflferent body from the House

of Lords as a legislative body, though they bear the same

name and sit in the same chamber.

Turning now to the relations between the Houses, we

li

if
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Iiords and
Commons
ill (1) legis-

lation,

(2) taxa-

tion.

find the Lower House gradually securing legislative equality

with the House of Lords. At first, laws were made by

the king with the assent of the Peers at the re(2uest or petition

of the Commons. But in tlie Lancastrian period the

Commons secured the right to present bills in place of

petitions, and since then Acts of Parliament are made by the

king " with the advice of the Lords, Spiritual and Temporal,

and Commons in this present Parliament assembled."

The Commons and the Lords at first voted their taxes

independently of each other. But in the fourteenth

century it became usual for the two Houses to make their

grants together, so that after 1395 the usual formula for

money grants was " by the Commons with the advice and

assent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal." In 1407 the

Commons protested against an attempt of the Lords to

inaugurate a money grant, "saying and affirming that

this was in great prejudice and derogation to their liberties."

Henry IV. agreed that grants, when agreed upon by both

Houses, should be reported by the Speaker of the Commons.

Since that time, the initiation of all money grants has been

claimed as a right by the House of Commons.

It was not till after the Restoration that the question

of money grants arose again. The events of the previous

period had made the House of Commons jealously

conscious of its privileges, and when, in 1G61, the House

of Lords passed a Bill for jiaving and repairing the streets

of Westminster, the Commons rejected the Bill on the

ground that "no bill ought to begin in the Lords' House

which lays any charge or tjvx upon any of the Commons."

After a controversy of months' duration a Bill of the same

import was passed by the Commons and accepted, under

protest, by the Lords.

Ten years later, when the House of Lords attempted to
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amend Bills of Supply, the Commons affirmed " that in all Ameml-

aids given to the king by the Comm as the rate or tax
jj^j], ^f

ought not to be altered by the Lords." A few years after Supply,

this, another attempt l)y the Lords evoked a fuller

statement of what the Commons regarded as their

privileges.

" All aids and supplies," they affirmed, " are the sole

gift of the Commons, and all Bills for the granting of any

such aids or supplies ought to begin with the Commons
;

and it is the undoubted and sole right of the Commons to

direct, limit, and appoint, in such Bills, the ends, purposes,

considerations, conditions, limitations, and qualifications of

such grants, which ought not to be changed or altered by

the House of Lords." The Lords gave way imder protest.

During the eighteenth century the relations betAveen the

two Houses continued harmonious. The reason of this was

that the great Whig nobles, by their command of political

patronage, were able to control the Lower House. But

after the Reform Act of 1832, the harmony between the

two Houses began to be broken by collisions.

Twice since then such coUisionj have occurred between Paper

the two Houses over financial questions. The first of these ?ggQ
*'

took place in 1860 in connexion with a proposal of Mr.

Gladstone for the repeal of the Paper Duties. The proposal

was rejected by the House of Lords, and Mr. Gladstone

then induced Lord Palmerston to submit to the House of

Commons a series of resolutions reasserting the rights of

the Commons over taxation. The first asserted that " the

right of granting aids and supplies to the crown is in the

Commons alone." The second affirmed that the exercise of

the power of rejection by the House of Lords " hath not

been frequent, and is justly regarded by this House with

peculiar jealousy as affecting the right of the Commons
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alone to grant supplies and to provide the ways and means

for the service of the year." In the following year Mr.

Gladstone embodied all the financial proposals of the year

in one Bill, so that the Lords had to choose between passing

and rejecting the entire scheme of finance of the year.

The last collision took place nearly fifty years later,

when the House of Lords rejected the Budget of 1909, in

order to compel the Government to submit their financial

proposals to the electors. The Government was returned,

though with a decreased majority, and the Budget was

then carried through the House of Lords.

By the Parliament A.ct a money Bill, sent up from the

Commons, if not passed by the Lords within f, month, is to

be presented for royal assent, and so to become law.

"Tacking." The rights of the Commons over finance are liable to

abuse, as was shown at the end of the seventeenth century,

when the Commons tried to secure the passage of non-

financial proposals by " tacking " them on to Bills of Supply.

In ""702 the Peers met this violation of constitutional

propriety by a strong resolution "that the annexing any

clause or clauses to a Bill of aid or supply, the matter of

which is foreign to and different from the said Bill of aid

or supply, is unparliamentary, and tends to destruction of

the Constitution of the Government."

The problem of " tacking " has not since arisen between

the two Houses, but with the recognition of the complete

financial supremacy of the Lower House, the question of

defining what constitutes a money Bill has become

important. The Parliament Act gives the decision of this

question to the Speaker, "who shall consult, if practicable,

two members to be appointed from the Chairmen's Panel

at the beginning of each session by the Committee of

Selection."
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The Restoration period was marked by two collisions Judicial

between tL. two Houses in regard to the judicial rights of *i"^*
^°'^^'

the Lords. The first of these occurred in the case of

Skinner v. Tlie East India Company, a case in which an

Eastern merchant, Thomas Skinner, petitioned the crown

for redress of certain grievances against the East India

Company. The petition was referred to the House of

Lords, and the Company then petitioned the Commons in

regard to the matter. A quarrel arose between the two

Houses which lasted for four years, and ended as it began.

But the House of Lords has never since claimed to exercise

original jurisdiction in civil cases.

Thf! other case of dispute—-SAi»% v. Fagg—t\\rnei\ on

the right of the House of Lords to hear appeals from the

Court of Chancery—a right that the Upper House succeeded

in retaining.

The chief cases of contest between the two Houses on Legislative

questions of legislation—the Reform Act of 1832, the Irish
"^"^^ '°"^

Disestablishment question in 1869, the Franchise Bill of

1884, and the Home Rule Bill of 1892—have been dealt

with in previous chapters. Though the number of Bills

actually rejected by the House of Lords has not since this

last date been very large, the strong predominance of

one political party in the Upper House, and its non-

representative character, have been felt as a grievance by the

Liberal party ; and in his last speech in the House of

Commons Mr. Gladstone bequeathed to his party the task of

redressing this grievance. The occasion of the speech was

the consideration of certain ame-dments that the House of

Lords had made in the Parish Councils Bill. After

advising the House of Commons to agree with the amend-

ments rather than lose the Bill he added :
" We are compelled

to accompany that acceptance with the sorrowful declaration

I

W\
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that tho differences, not of a temporary or casual nature

merely, but differences of conviction, differences of pre-

supposition, differences >A mental habit, and differences of

fundamental tendency, between the House of Lords and the

House of Commons, appear to have reached a development

in the present year (1894) such as to create a state of things

of which we are compelled to say, that in our judgment, it

cannot continue. . . . The issue which is raised between a

deliberative assembly, elected by the voice of more than six

million people, and a deliberative assembly occupied by

many men of virtue, by many men of tilent, of course with

considerable diversities and varieties, is a controversy which,

when once raised, must go forward to an issue."

The retirement of Mr. Gladstone was followed, soon

after, by the fall of the Liberal ministry, and by a long

period of Unionist government. During this period the

relations of the two Houses remained harmonious, but on

the return of the Liberals to office in 1906 friction quickly

arose. The controversy between the two Houses

culminated in the rejection by the House of Lords of the

Budget of 1909. Tho General Election that followed,

resulted in the return of a majority in favour of the

The Parlia- Government. Proposals were then submitted to the House

of Commons for a limitation of the legislative veto of the

Upper House. At this juncture the death of the king led

to a general desire for a peaceable solution of the con-

stitutional crisis, and a conference of leading members of

both parties sat for some time, but failed to reach an

agrefiment. The Government then recommended the

dissolution of Parliament, and accompanied the recommenda-

tion with a memorandum which is of sufficient constitutional

importance to deserve quotation in full.

" His Majesty's ^Ministers cannot take the responsibility

ment Act
of 1911.
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of advising a dissolution unless they may understand that,

in the event of the policy of the Government being

approved by an adequate majority in the new House of

Commons, His Majesty will be ready to exercise his con-

stitutional powers, which may involve the prerogative of

creating peers, if needed to secure that effect shall be given

to the decision of the country. His Majesty's Ministers

are fidly alive to the importance of keeping the name

of the king out of the sphere of party and electoral

controversy. They take upon themselves, .as is their

duty, the entire and exclusive responsibility for the

policy which they will place l)efore the electorate. His

Majesty will doubtless agiee that it would be inadvisable,

in the interests of the State, that any communication of

the intentions of the crown should be made public unless

and until the actual occasion should arise."

The General Election left the relation of political parties

unchanged, and the Bill for the limitation of the veto was

then passed by t' House of Commons. The Upper House

introduced certain amendments, including one by which

important constitutional questions were to be submitted to

referendum. The Government declined to accept these

amendments, and Mr. Asquith announced that if they were

persisted in, it would be his duty to advise the king to

create enough fresh Peers to secure the passing of the Bill

substantially in the form in which it left the House of

Commons, and that the sovereign would feel it his duty to

act on this advice, if given.

Under these circumstances the great majority of Unionist

Peers determined to abstain from voting, but 114—the

" Die-hards " as they were nicknamed—resolved to main-

tain their opposition to the Bill. Thirty Unionist Peers

and fourteen bishops voted with the Liberal Peers in
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order to avert the necessity for the creation of a largo body

of fresh Peers, and by a majoi-oy of seventeen the Lords

decided not to insist on their amendments.

The Parliament Act provides that a public Bill rejected

by the Lords in two successive sessions, shall, if passed by

the Commons a third time, become law notwithstanding

the opposition of the Lords. It also provides for the

limitation of the length of Parliament to five years.

The practical effect of these provisions seems likely to be

the crowding of all contentious legislation into the first

three years of the life of Parliament. This will not be

altogeliiftr a disadvantage if it leaves the House of Commons

free foi dealing with non-contentious legislation in the last

two years, and so restores to the private member the

opportunity for contributing useful measures to the

Statute Book.

The limitation of the legislative veto of the Upper

House is avowedly intended to be a preliminary to a

reform of the constitution of the House, which will be

certain to take the form of a partial or complete abandon-

ment of the hereditary principle, and the constitution of a

Second Chamber, either wholly elective or partly elective

and partly nominated. The real difficulty is to devise a

Second Chamber efficient and independent enough to act

as a check on hasty or ill-considered legislation, and yet

not strong enough to weaken the sense of responsibility of

the House of Commons. No serious student of our Constitu-

tion can doubt that a Second Chamber, representing not the

propertied classes, but the highest trained intelligence of

the country, and free from those considerations of party

advantage by which the leaders of the various parties in

the House of Commons are bound to be influenced, would

be an asset of the greatest value to the nation.
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The proposal to give this reconstituted House of Lords

th' right, under certain conditions, to demand a referendum

or poll of the people, on specific proposals, is one that tho

Unionist party has now adopted as i)art of its programme.

Liberal statesmen have urged the difficulty of grafting such

a proposal on to our present constitutional system. The

question is part of the larger question of the relation of

members of Parliament to their constituents, on which

more will be said in the next chapter.



CHAPTER XXI

PARTIES AND PARTY ORGANIZATION

TliK history of moiluni politic.nl parties in England may

be said to l>egin with the Reform Act of 1832. After the

passing of that Act the old Wh' j party tended to fall into

two sections, of which the more moderate became known

as Liberal, while the section that accepted the Act as only

an instalment of reform adopted the name of Radical. A
somewhat similar process of change was going on in the

Tory party, the followers of Peel's more progressive ideas

exchanging the name of Tory for Conservative.

Rise of The thirty years that separated the first and second

modern iJeform Acts were a time of some confusion in regard to

party allegiance. The Corn Law question caused a split

in the Conservative party, the " Peelite " section of which,

after lasting for a number of years as an independent body,

was \iltimatcly absorbed in the ranks of the Liberals. In the

Liberal party the personal ascendancy of Lord Palmerston,

who belonged to the AVhig section, tended constantly to

create schism. After his death, Liberalism became a united

force under the leadership of Mr. Gladstone. At about

the same time Mr. Disraeli began to •' educate " the Con-

servative party into sympathy with the new conditions

created by Parliamentary Reform, and so created u

220
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fc-midable opposition. The rise of the Irish Nationalist

party after 1 H70 complicated the political situation, uiid the

split over Home Rule in 1885 placed a section of the Liberal

party in a position very like that of the Peelites of a

generation ht-foie. The Ijiheral-Utiionists may be regarded

now as a wing of the Conservative party. The rise of a

Labour party, atid the defection of a small body of Con-

servatives on the Tariff Keft)rm <iuestion, have in recent

yea:s further complicated the problem of party organization.

It would be impossible to state in any short formula the

ditrerence that sepaiates the two historic parties in Great

Uritain. According to Mr. Erskine JMay, " the i)arties in

which Englishmen have associated have rej)resented car-

dinal principles of government—authority on the one side,

TMtpular rights and privileges on the other. The former

principle, pressed to extremes, would lead to absolutism

—

the latter, to a republic ; but, controlled within proper

limits, they arc l)oth necessary for the safe working of a

bulanced constitution. When parties have lost sight of

tiiiese principles, in pursuit of objects less worthy, they

nave degenerated into factions."

A> a l)ro;^i generalization this may be true, but it is

.nAtflii to pply to tls'- conditions of any given time.

."afc Tai54.! for this is, of course, that a considerable

HTrfwrnioG )f the .mbers of both parties are very near

m tiu^ r«3ttif- line tndt separates one party from the other.

Tae Gsrasrrative party is constantly being recruited by

isfifisaions rrom the Liberal party, while progressive

Jos^-T^dres cross the border-line in the other direction.

Tiit iact riiat the differences between the two parties are

iar^eh- sf logr-e rather than of kind greatly facilitates the

warm -i ;^overnment. and prevents each political |)arty,

vmm reisnied to power, from repealing all the work of

aii'l Ooii-

stTvatives.
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its predecessors. To the onlooker the atmosphere of

compromise that characterizes the contest of parties some-

times gives an air of unreality to the whole system. But

it is quite certain that, without this "sweet reasonableness
"

underlying the play of Parliamentary forces, the present

system of Government would soon become impossible.

There are " rules of the game " that the leaders on both

Bides are pledged to observe. But this does not imply any

lack of moral earnestness on either side.

It is one of the most striking facts about our constitu-

tional system that party does not merely influence our

political machinery from without, but actually forms an

integral part of that machinery. The Prime Minister

is also the leader of a political party, and the Cabinet is

also a secret meeting of party chiefs. The Junior Lords

of the Treasury are the party Whips, the chief Whip

holding the office of Parliamentary Secretary to the

Treasury. It is through the chief AVhip that the party

leaders administer the large funds placed in their hands

by supporters of the party—sometimes, it is to be feared,

in grateful recognition of honours conferred, or to be

conferred, on the donors.

The development of party organization outside Parlia-

organiza-
^^gjjt began after the Reform Act of 1832, in the form of

*'*'°'

Registration Societies, whose object was to see that all duly

qualified electors of the party were on the register. But

the real birthtime of the modern party machine was 1867,

when the passing of the Reform Act added the town

artisan to the electorate. The Birmingham Liberal

Association was the first party organization to establish

itself on a representative basis, and the example was

followed throughout the country by both political parties.

By a careful regulation of the Liberal vote, the Birmingham
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Liberals succeeded in preventing the return of a Conserva-

tive as the third member for the city, and in 1873, under

the guidance of Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. Schnadhorst, the

Association began to "run" tlie municipal elections. In 1877

a number of the representative Liberal Associations joined

to form the National Liberal Federation. After 1867 the

Conservative party also built up a large number of local

organizations, and after 1880 these became representative

in character. In 1887 the National Union of Conservative

Associations was remodelled on a representative basis.

The development of local party organizations has had a Relation of

great influence over the relation of members of Parliament "'^"^''^rs

, . . _
,

to con-
to their constituents. For the local associations have stituents.

not only claimed the right to select the candidate

—

often from a list of names sent down by the chief Whip

—

but also to exercise a certain control over his actions in

Parliament. The amount of this control will vary, a

popular local magnate being less likely to tolerate inter-

ference than a man whose local influence is slight. But
underlying the relations of the candidate to his association

is the larger question whether a member of Parliament is

a delegate or a representative. There is a decided tendency

at present to press the former conception unduly. The
doctrine of the " mandate "—that is, that a government is

only justified in proposing measures in Parliament if they

have been already, at least in outline, submitted to the

electors—may easily be developed into an assertion of

direct, in place of representative democracy. The same
tendency appears in the proposals, to which the Unionist

party is now committed, for engrafting the Referendum

on to our political system. In as far as a member of

Parliament is regarded as the delegate of his constituents,

pledged to vote, on their behalf, for certain measures, the

\
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discussion of legislation in Parliament, except in regard to

mere details, becomes a sham. Nor is it easy to see how it

will be possible to secure the services of '.:e best men—who

will be least likely to be prepared tocommit themselves before-

hand to a cut-and-dried programme —under a system that

reduces the possibility of personal initiative to a minimum.

When the local associations united to form national

National party organizations, these bodies not unnaturally laid claim

Federation, to a voice in the shaping of the policy of the party. In

1877 the National Liberal Federation, then in procesa of

formation, asserted as the essential feature of its programme

the principle of " the direct participation of all members of

the party in the direction, and in the selection of those

particular measures of reform and of progress to which

priority shall be given." Mr. Gladstone gave his benedic-

tion to what he called "this wider and holier principle."

From this time it became the habit of the Federation, year

by year, to pass resolutions indicating the policy that it

desired to see adopted by the party. Of these series of

resolutions, the most famous were those of 1891, which

were known as the " Newcastle Programme." They derived

their importance from the fact that a Liberal ministry came

into power in the following year, and was naturally expected

by the Federation to adopt and carry out the programme.

The result was that the ministers found themselves loaded

with a burden far too heavy for any government to bear,

and to this Lord Rosebery afterwards attributed the fall of

the ministry. Since then the Federation has ceased, for

various reasons, to act as " a Liberal Parliament outside the

imperial legislature," and the policy of the party is dictated

not from below but from above—not, that is, from the rank

and file of the party, but by the le^wier in consultation with

his chief lieutenants.
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What Mr. Chamberlain attempted to do through the
National Liberal Federation in 1877, Lord Randolph
Churchill tried to do through the National Union of
Conservative Associations in 1883. From time to time
the National Union passed resolutions indicating what
items should have a place in the programme of the party,
but the leaders of the party steadily ignored them, and
to-day both the National Union and the National Federation
are organizations for the diffusion of political information
and for assisting local organization, but ne'^her has any
effective voice in the shaping of the policy of the party. A
Liberal or Conservative who disagrees with the policy of his

leader has no resource but to resign his connexion with the
party. Yet, though apparently autocratic, the party leaders
are constantly feeling the pulse of the party, and it is the
business of the chief Whip to keep them in touch with
the feeling of their supporters, as gathered from reports of
local association secretaries and from other sources.

The party system presents political life in the form of The p.uty
a contest, and by doing so makes it interesting to the ^J*'®"'-

ordinary man. It is undoubtedly true that it involves a
considerable waste of administrative efficiency—half the
ablest men in political life being, at any given moment,
engaged in opjwsing the proposals of the other half—yet
there is something in the contention that it is the form of

political activity best suited to our national character. It

has been remarked with some truth that if a body of

f^nglishmen were wrecked on a desert island, they would
fall naturally into two political parties, each with a leader
and a programme !

By a salutary tradition that has grown up in recent
years, foreign affairs are genorally rogarded as outside the
scope of party contest, and it is probable that any grave
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question of foreij^ii iwlicy woulil form a matter for informal

consultation between the loaders of the two great parties.

It is much to be wished that questions aifocting our first

line of defence—the Navy—could be similarly treated.

The precedent of 1885 may lead to such questions as

Redistribution being discussed in informal conferences,

though the experience of the recent Conference on the

House of Lords is not altogether hopeful. The ordinary

member will not be willing altogether to forgo the right

to "drink delight of battle with his peers." But where

fundamental national interests are at stake, party contest

is silenced. For, howe-er much parties may differ as to

the best means, the end that they have in view is the same

— "the safety, honour, and welfare of our sovereign and

his dominions."



CHAPTER XXII

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE

The Cabinet may be said to have become a fully developed

institution by about the beginning of the nineteenth

century. It was then, and is still, an informal gathering

of such of " His Majesty's servants " as the Prime Minister

may invite to meet him.

During the eighteenth century we find traces of a

larger Cabinet, including such titular members as the

Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chamberlain, and

others. The last occasion on which such a Cabinet was
called together was in 1806, when the diaft of the King's

Speech was read.

The doctrine of collective responsibility had been Ministerial

growing gradually during the latter part of the eighteenth r*,''"'"*''

century, but was imperfectly understood even in 1806,

when a discussion took place with regard to the inclusion

of the Chief Justice in the Cabinet. Part of the reason

for this imperfect understanding was the confusion between

legal and political responsibility. Every mi. ,er is legally

responsible for his own actions, and it would still be possible

to impeach any minister of the crown for any illegal action

of which he had been guilty ; but for his political actions

the whole Cabinet accepts responsibility. This idea of

VJ27

it
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coller*" - responsibility necessarily involves the conse-

quence that "the arguments in the Cabinet" shall be

" protected by an impenetrable veil of secrecy." It is

now a clearly understood rule that no minister may

disclose any proceedings that have taken place at Cabinet

meetings without the express permission of the sovereign

given through the Prime Minister.

In the early part of the century Cabinets were small.

Pitt's Cabinet in 1784 consisted of seven persons, and the

Cabinet of 180.") of twelve. But as the work of the

Executive has grown, the size of the Cabinet has tended

to increase, till it now generally includes about twenty

ministers. One result of this has been a certain tendency

for an inner circle to grow up within the Cabinet, in much

the same way as the Cabinet grew up within the Privy

Council. The Cabinet also works through committees, of

which the Imperial Defence Committee is the most

important.

At the hea<l of the Executive stands the Prime ilinister.

The office has never been legally recognized, and the name

only appears twice in any state documents—in the Treaty

of Berlin (1878), where Lord Beaconsfield describes himself

as "Prime Minister of England," and in a sign-manual

warrant of 1905, which gave the Prime Minister precedence

next after the Archbishop of York. No siUary is attached

to the office, and, indeed, a Prime Minister holding no

other office would not be a minister at all. As a matter of

fact the Prime Minister always holds some other office,

generally that of First Lord of the Treasury, to which no

specific duties are attached. Besides the office of First

Lord of the Treasury, there are three other offices—those

of Lord President of the Council, Lord Privy Seal, and

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster—to which little
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work is attacbed. The existence of these offices enables

the Prime Minister to include in his Cabinet a few states-

men of exiMjrience, who, being free from dejKirtmental

duties, are able to take a more general view of the

political situation.

The Prime Minister is the leader of the political party

or coalition of parties that has a majority in the House

of Commons. He is therefore the only minister who can

be said to be chosen by popular election. It is now

generally considered that he should be a member of the

House of Commons, though there is something to be said

for the view that the exacting duties of leader of the House

are incompatible with the wide general outlook that alone

will enable a Prime Minister to rule his Cabinet wisely.

Since the last Reform Act, the control of the Cabinet The

over the House of Commons has tended to grow,

Government has, under modern rules of procedure, almost Executive.

unlimited power to regulate the time-table of the House,

and it is becoming more and more difficult for even the

most widely desired legislative measures to pass unless

they are taken over by the Government.* The develop-

ment of party organization in the constituencies has made

the existence of the " independent member " almost im-

possible, and though a supporter of the Government may
criticize its actions with impunity, he must " vote straight

"

under penalty of being repudiated by his local political

suj)porters. A good many members are also committed

to the support of their party through help given towards

their election expenses from the party funds. It may bo

doubted whether the subordination of the Legislative to

1 "To say that at present the Cabinet legislates witli llie advice and
cousent of Parliament would hardly be au exaggtiatiou."— Lowell, The
OovernmeiU of England, i. 326.

The -P-'-5-
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the Executive organ of government is in the best interest

of the nation.

Several of the chief offices of State have grown out of

the office of King's Secretary, of which we first hear in the

reign of H"»i! III. In the fifteenth century two King's

Secretaries were appointed, and this was generally the

case from this time. Under the Tudor sovereigns the

Secretary became the most important officer of State next

to the Lord Treasurer. The whole work of foreign

relations passed through his hands, and he was also the

responsible medium of communicjition between the sovereign

and the Privy Council.

After the beginning of the eighteenth century the

Secretaries became less King's Secretaries and more

Secretaries of State. During the greater part of the

century the two Secretaries divided their work on a

geographical system, one Secretary taking the Northern

Department, which included all relations with the northern

powers of Europe, while the other undertook the Southern

Department, which included not only southern Europe,

but Ireland, the colonies, and home affairs. In 1782

the Northern Department Secretary became Secretary for

Foreign Affairs, leaving his colleague responsible for home

and colonial matters. In 1794 a third Secretary was

appointed with special charge of war, and in 1801

colonial matters were also entrusted to him. The middle

of the century added two more Secretaries to the list,

the colonies being transferred to a separate Secretary in

18.j5, and a Secretary for India being created in 1858.

Finally, in 188.'), the office of Secretary for Scotland, which

had lapsed in 1746, was revived, but strictly speaking the

Secretary for Scotland is not a Secretary of State. ITie

Irish Secretary is Secretary to the Lord-Lieutenant, and
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offices of

when the Lord-Licutenaiit is a member of the Cabinet the

Secretary does not generally belong to it. The tendency

now is, however, to include the Irish Secretary, and to

give the Lord-Lieutenant a position more like that of a

Governor of one of our self-governing colonies.

In theory the Secretaries of State are all part of one

department, so that any one of them can legally act for

any other. The Home Secretary ranks first in order of

seniority, and he is, for many purposes., the intennediary

between the crown and the people. He administers the

royal prerogative of pardon, and deals with petitions of

right, that is, petitions requesting permission to bring

actions against the crown. He is also the guardian of

the king's peace.

Next to the Secretaries of State, and the First Lord of Other

tlie Admiralty, who is, for all practical purjioses, Secretary ^^^^
of State for the Navy, are certain ministers who are

nominally Presidents of Boards or Committees of the

Privy Council. The Boards never meet, so that the

President is in the position of a Secretary of State for

his own department. There are five of these Boards

—

the Board of Trade, the Board of Works, the Local

Government Board (the successor of the Poor Law Board

of 1834), the Board of Education, and the Board of

Agriculture.

It is unfortunately characteristic of the inadequate

importance that we as a nation attach to education, that

the Presidency of the Board of Education is still regarded

as a junior post among the offices of Cabinet rank. A
consistent educational policy cannot be carried out by a

department that has had four Presidents in five years.

The First Lord of the Admiralty is assisted by a body

of four Sea Lords and a Civil Lord ; and a similar Army
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The Civil

Service.

Council has recently been created to advise the Secretary

for War.

The actual work of government is largely in the hands

of the permanent staff of the various departments. The

Civil Service in this country is non-political, so that the

l)ermanent staff of a Government office docs not change

with every change of ministry. The degree to which

a minister can impress his pei-sonality on the work of his

department will depend on his own strength of character.*

A minister unwilling to assert his authority may leave

his department to work itself, which it may do very

effectively if its permanent chiefs are competent. But as

the minister may at any moment have to answer in

Parliament for the actions of the department, he will, if

he is wise, see that all the important work of the depart-

ment is actually submitted to him. It is difficult to

exaggerate the influence on departmental efficiency of

the right of questioning ministers in Parliament.

We have in England no Minister of Justice and no

Minister of Labour. The work that a Minister of

Justice would do is now distributed between the Lord

Chancellor (who occupies the unique position of being a

high judicial officer who changes with every change of

Government), the Home Secretary, and, to some extent,

the Attorney -General and the Solicitor- General. The

work of the Minister of Labour is at present partly in

the hands of the Board of Trade and partly of the Home

Office, the former being responsible for transport workers,

the latter for mines and factories.

A few words may be said about three non-political

^ " It is not the business of a C.ii)iuet Minister to work Lis depart-

ment. His business is to see that it is properly worked."—Sir (i. Coriie-

wall Lewis.
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departments of CJovernment that, for vaiious reasons, are The

of special interest. The Comptroller and Auditor-General
fr°^gj'

is an officer created by the Exchequer and Audit Act of and

186G, holding an independent position, and responsible to
(j"neral

Parliament for seeing that all monies |)aid out of the

Exchequer are properly expendetl in accordance with the

instructions of Parliament. The signature of the Comp-

troller and Auditor-General is necessary for all payments

made by the Biink of England out of the Consolidated

Fund. He presents an annual statement to Parliament

showing the national income and expenditure that has

passed through his hands.

The Ecclesiastical Commission was established in the Permanent

reign of William IV. for the administration of Church
^ion,'"'"'

property derived from a rearrangement of episcopal

revenues and from other sources. In addition to a large

number of ex-officio members, there are a certain number

of Commissioners appointed by the crown. The Com
mission makes an annual report, which is laid before

Parliament.

A somewhat similar body is the Charity Commission,

created in 1833 to deal with property held upon charitable

trusts. An important security against abuse was provided

by the fact that the Commission was a non-political body,

and it has been a grave misfortune that in 1899 all

educational trusts were, by Order in Council, transferred

from the control of the Charity Commission to that of

the Board of Education, which is thus in the position of

an administrative and also a judicial body, liable to the

charge of admitting political bias into the interpretation

of trust-deeds.

Before closing this chapter, it may be well to describe Financial

shortly the administration of national finance, as it affects
'*^'"**^'
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the relations of the Executive to Parliament In the

autumn of each year the great spending departments frame

their estimates for the next year, and submit them first to

the Treasury and then to the Cabinet. Before the end of

March, when the national financial year ends, they are

submitted to the House of Commons, which considers

them in a committee A the whole House called the

Committee of Supply. These discussions give the House its

best opportunity for criticizing the Execut-ve, a motion to

reduce the salary of the Postmaster-General or President

of the Board of Works being the recognized way of in-

augurating a debate on the administration of the depart-

ment in question. By a Standing Order of the House no

resolution involving expenditure may be proposed except

by a minister of the crown. The House has thus protected

itself against sudden outbreaks of impulsive generosity.

Ultimately, all the items of expenditure are gathered up

in what is called the Appropriation Act. But besides the

expenditure that is annually voted by Parliament, a sum

of nearly forty millions is paid out of the " Consolidated

Fund," and does not come up for revision every year.

Thus, for example, the Civil List is voted to the king for

life; the salaries of the judges and Auditor-General,

the payment of interest on the National Debt, and a

number of other items, are of the nature of permanent

charges on the national income. In recent years a wide-

spread desire has arisen for the creation of a small com-

mittee for the detailed examination of the estimates—

a task for which a committee of the whole House is

obviously unsuited.

The expenditure being settled, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer brings forward his Budget, or proposals for

taxation for the year. This is discussed by the whole
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House in Com mitter of JFni/s and Miav'^. When passed, the

Budget is sent to the House of Lords, which lias now lost

its right to reject or amend it. Any balance of income

over expenditure at the end of the financial year goes,

unless the House decides otherwise, towards the reduction

of the National Debt.

It may be interesting to give, in round figures, the

estimates of national income and expenditure for 1910

1911 :—

I.NCOMK

Customs £32,000,000
Excise 34,250,000
Estate and Death Duties . . 25,G50,000

Stamps 9,600,000
Land Tax and House Duty 2,700,000
Income and Property Tax . 37,500,000
Land Value Taxes . . 000,000
Post Office receipts and other items (in-

cluding dividend on Suez Canal

Shares) 27,300,000

EXPENDITCRK

Consolidated Fund Services

Army .

Navy
Civil Service .

Customs and Excise

Post Office

£37,000,000
27,750,000

40,600,000

42,700,000

4,000,000

19,800,000

" Of the £37,000,000 due for Consolidated Fund Service,

some £25,000,000 is required for provision < interest and

sinking fund for the National Debt ; of the £42,000,000

for the Civil Service, Education absorbs about £1 1,000,000

an ^ Old Age Pensions over £9,000,000. On the Revenue
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side, liquor and licences provide about £40,000,000 and

tobacco about £14,000,000. Were the people suddenly to

give up smoking and drinking, the Exchequer, as things are

at present, would be bankrupt"

'

J Marriott, Engluh Political Institutions, p. 242.

* >



CHAPTER XXIII

THE SELF-GOVERNING COLONIES

The working-c of the constitutional development of

our self-governing colonies is probably the most important

fact in the constitutional history of the nineteenth

century. The story of our earliest colonial constitutions The
belongs to the history of the United States. Into the c°i°n'al

causes of the War of Independence it is not possible to the
"* °

enter in detail here. There were faults on both sides, and eighteenth

historians will always differ as to whether the larger share

of responsibility for the final secession should fall to

George III. and his ministers or to the colonists. The
war mjide it clear that the Home Parliament must never

again attempt to tax the colonies for Imperial purposes,

and it also left in the minds of British statesmen a strong

disinclination to give self-government to our colonies, as it

was supposed that such self-government would prove only

a prelude to separation. The normal type of government
under which our larger colonies were living at the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century consisted of a Governor
appointed by the Home Government, an Executive Council

of officials nominated by him, a Legislative Council—a kind

of colonial House of Lords—also nominated by him, and a

Legislative Assembly elected by the colonists.

237
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The
Canadian
Constitu-

tion,

1774-1791

It is in ths Province of Canada that we find the earliest

developments of constitutional progress. For the first few

years after its annexation, Canada was under military rule,

but in 1774 the Quebec Act gave to the French Canadians

a rudimentary Constitution, consisting of a nominated

Council to assist the Governor. This somewhat shadowy
Constitution, together with the recognition of the religion

and legal system of the French Canadians, kept Canada loyal

during the War of Indepeiidenca After the war, a number
of " United Empire Loyalists," desiring to remain under the

British flag, migrated to Canada from the United States.

They settled for the most part in Upper or Western
Canada, and soon began to ask for self-government. So
in 1791 the Constitutional Act was passed. By this Act
Canada was divided into two Provinces, each of which

was to have a Governor, a Legislative Council appointed

by him, the members of which were to hold office for

life, and an Assembly elected by the people on a liberal

franchise.

The Act was passed by the British Parliament, the

debate in the House of Commons being notable as the

occasion of the final breach between Fox, who supported

the bill, and Burke, who bitterly opposed it.

The Constitution of 1791 worked badly, for several

reasons. The Governor was perpetually subject to inter-

ference by the Colonial Secretary at home, and the

Executive Council was largely composed of inferior men,
without any backing of public opinion. In Lower Canada
the Legislative Assembly was of course strongly French,

the British residents never succeeding in electing more than

sixteen of the fif^ members. The chief constitutional

demand of the Assembly was that the Legislative Council

should be made elective. But the constitutional question
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was complicated by many other grievances, and in 1833 the

Assembly declined to vote supplies. Four years later the

discontent of both Provinces culminated in the " Canadian

Rebellion," with Papineau in Lower Canada and Mackenzie

in Upper Canada as its leaders. The risings were easily

put ffown, but they obliged the Government to turn its

attention to the Canadian problem, and Lord Durham, a

peer of strongly liberal sympathies, was sent out as High
Commissioner, taking with him two experienced advisers

in Charles BuUer and Edward Gibbon Wakefield.

In an extremely able Report, Lord Durham dealt with Lord

the results of his enquiries. The remedy he proposed for J"'*"*™
'

, ..,,,,, rr Report,
the constitutional deadlock was the adoption in Canada of

the sjime system of responsible government that was in

use It home. He pointed out that all that was needed to

effect the change was for the Governor to be instructed to

secure the co-operation of the Assembly, by entrusting the

administration to those ministers Avho could command the

support of a majority of its members. He recommended
that the Governor should be informed that he could count

un no aid from home in any difference with the Assembly
that did not involve the deeper and more permanent rela-

tions between the mother-country and the colony. Ho
also advised tho Federal union of Upper and Lower
Canada.

Lord Durham resigned in 1839, and was succeeded

by Lord Sydenham, whom Lord Russell instructed to

endeavour "to maintain the harmony of the executive with

the legislative authority," and to make every effort to fill

places of trust in the Province with native-born Canadians.

In the following year Lord Russell brought forward a

scheme for the government of Canada that incorporated

much tiiat Lord Durham hud recommended. There was to
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Canadian be one Province of Canada, with a Legislative Council
govern- ^

«nd an Assembly. The full recognition of self-government
ment,l847. followed in a few years, for when Lord Elgin went out as

Governor in 1847 his instructions contained the clause that
Lord Durham has proposed, by which he was ordered to
choose his ministers from the party that was in a majbrity
in the Assembly. The Governor's loyalty to the principle
of responsible government was severely tested, for the
Assembly had at the time a French majority, so the first

responsible ministry ^/as French. Difficulties arose, but
they were gradually overcome, and the new experiment
justified itself so well that in the same year New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia obtained the same rights.

Canadian Twenty years later, the last change in the constitutional
Federation, system of Canada was carried through by the British

North America Act of 1867. For some time the North
American colonies had discussed the question of closer
union, and in the Federal system of the United States they
found an illustration of how a number of States could be
linked together while retaining their local self-government
By the Act of 1867 the two Provinces of Canada were again
divided, becoming the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.
These two, with Novp Scotia and New Brunswick, formed
a Federation. Provision was made for the inclusion of the
other North American States, and Manitoba cf.me in in

1870, British Columbia in 1871, and Prince Edward's Island
in 1873. Only Newfoundland still remains outside.

The Federal Government of the Dominion of Canada
consists of the king, represented by the Governor-General,
the Senate, and the House of Commons. (Canada is the
only colony that has adopted this name for its "Lower
House.") The Governor-General is in the position of a
constitutional sovereign, and is bound to act on the advice
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of his ministers, excepting where Imperial interests are
affected. The Senators are appointed for life by the
crown, a certain number representing each Province, so

that when a Senator dies, or becomes disqualified, the
crown must select the new Senator from the same
Province. The House of Commons is elected by the
people, Quebec being represented by sixty-five members,
and the other Provinces in proportion to their population as
revealed in each census. The Act specifies twenty-seven
matters that belong to the Federal Parliament. Another
clause defines the matters that were left to the Provincial

Legislatures. All matters not included in this latter list

belong to the Federal Government.

In the Canadian Federation the States are distinctly

subordinate to the Federal Government, which is their only
medium of communication with the Home Government.
It is in this way especially that the Canadian Constitution

differs from that of Australia.

The growth of self-government in Australia was Australian

hampered at first by the fact that the earliest colony—New ''^^^'

South Wales—was a penal settlement. However, in 1824, ment.

a Legislative Council of six was appointed to advise the

Governor, Sir Thomas Brisbane. The Council gradually

grew in size, and in 1842 consisted of twelve members, six

elected and six nominated. In that year an Act of

Parliament gave to New South Wales a Legislative Council,

of which two-thirds were to be elected. In 1850 the same
Constitution was given to Van Diemen's Land, South
Australia, and Victoria, with a clause giving them the

power to reform their own Constitutions, subject to the

sanction of the Home Government. The years that followed

were the years of the great gold discoveries in Australia,

and of the consequent growth of population and wealth.

R

D:

t i
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Meanwhile, the Customs Office had been transferred to

^^control in 1851, when England definitely adopted

a free-trade i)olicy. Shortly after, the revenue from gold

licences was' placed under the control of the colonel

Legislatures. In 1852 transporUvtion of cnnunals to Ai^-

tratia finally ceased. All these events led on to a desire by

the colonies for full rights of self-government and acco d-

in^^ly. in 1854, each of the colonies submitted schemes for

amended Constitutions, and these were sanctioned m he

following year, two of them by Order ui Counc.l. and the

other two by Act of Parliament.

Each of the colonies adopted a wide franchise foi the

Lower House, South Australia becoming the pioneer of an

adult male franchise. In regard to the Upper House they

differed a good deal. New South Wales actually proposed

a hereditary Upper House ; this was subsequently changed

to a nominated House. The other three colonies adopted

an elective system, with a high property or educationa

qualification. A special interest attaches to the -ttejnp °

the Colonial Acts to define the Cabinet system In this

they were only i)artially successful, but, with the Bntish

mil before them, they have been able to work their

Constitutions on the same Unes. New Zealand, to which a

Constitution had been given in 1852, secured re«ponsiW

government at about the same time as the Australian

Australian
'^'Triederation of the Australian colonics was due largely

FSrSon. ^ ^^, appearance of France and Germany as colonizing

powers in Australasia. In 1883, when French claims on the

New Hebrides were under consideration, the colonies adopted

a scheme for a Federal Council, with power to legislate on

certain subjects ; but as New South Wales declined to pin

this Council, it proved of little value. The adoption of the
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Australian Naval Defence Act in 1888 formed another link

of connexion between the colonies. Finally, a Federal

Convention met in Sydney in 1891 and drafted a complete

scheme for a federation of the colonies. This was re-

considered at Adelaide in 1897. The Constitution was

then submitted to the vote of each colony, and, after having

been accepted by them all, was passed by the Imperial

Parliament in July 1900.

The Australian colonies took the Federal Constitution of

the United States rather than that of Canada as the model

for their new Federation, or, in other words, they were more

anxious to protect the rights of the States than to strengthen

the Federal authority. The Australian Commonwealth is

a completely democratic body. The Senate consists of

representatives chosen by the States for six years, one-half

retiring every three years. This gives to the Uj)per House

a certain continuity of life. The House of Kepresentatives

contains twice as many members as the Senate, allocated to

the States in proportion to their population. It is dissolved

every three years. In case of a dispute between the two

Houses, a joint sitting is provided for, or, under certain

circumstances, a simultaneous dissolution.

It is too soon yet to say how the Australian Federation

is likely to work. Up to now it has not altogether justified

the hopes associated with its establishment. To enter on

the reasons for this would take us too far into Australian

political history.

The Canadian and Australian Federations were initiated South

by the colonics, and sanctioned by the mother-country. In

the case of South Africa the attempt of Lord Carnarvon to

use the influence of the Home Government to promote a

Fedeial movement proved unsuccessful. In liS77 a per-

missive Federation Act was passed by the Imperial

Ai'riua.
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I! I

South
African

Union.
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Parliament, but the idea made little progress, the difficulties

connected with the Transvaal proving an insuperable

obstacle. These difficulties culminated in the outbreak of

the Boer War in 1899. When the war was ended m 1902,

South African Union seemed farther away than ever But

by an act of almost unparalleled magnanimity, the Liberal

Government determined to give full self-government to

the newly conquered States. Accordingly the Transvaal

received responsible government in 1906, and the Orange

River Colony in the following year. Cape Colony had been

self-governing for a long time, and Natal had been given a

responsible ministry in 1893. The four colonies now began

to draw nearer to each other, and alternative proposals for

federation and union into one State were brought forward

In view of the interdependence of the States, and the need

of a common policy on the native question, railways and

other matters, it was thought better to unite than to

federate, and a convention was held in 1908 to draft a

scheme of union, which was then submitted to the Parlia-

ments of the four States, and in the case of Natal passed

by a referendum. The Constitution was sanctioned by

the Imperial Parliament in September 1909.

The Union of South Africa is one of the most remarkable

constitutional experiments ever tried. The attempt to

weld into one State four provinces separated by deep-

seated historical antagonisms, inhabited by two races that

have only just emerged from a long struggle, is one that

might well tax the highest political skill. Under the new

Constitution, Boer and Briton meet on terms of complete

equality. A Senate of forty members-eight from each

province, and eight nominated by the Governor-General-

and a House of Assembly elected by the four provinces u.

proportion to population, make up the legislative body.
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The Cabinet system is incorporated in the new Constitution.

The provinces retain no rights of sovereignty, and are only

areas of local administration. It is too soon yet to

attempt any verdict on the Union, but It is generally

admitted to have started hopefully.

India is not a self-governing Colony, but it is convenient

to consider the history of the government of British India

in connexion with the other Federations in the Empire.

Until 1781 the East India Company exercised complete

sovereign power over a large part of India. In that year

two Committees were appointed to investigate the affairs of

the Company, and their Reports strongly condemned the

conduct of some of their agents. In 1783 Fox brought

forward his India Bill, by which the actu<al work of govern-

ment was transferred to seven commissioners, nominated

by Parliament in the first instance, and after that appointed

by the crown. The Bill was bitterly opposed by the king,

who resented the temjjorary withdrawal from his control

of the appointment of the new commissioners and other

officials. He accordingly used his influence to induce the

House of Loi-ds to reject the Bill, and then dismissed the

Coalition ministry. One of Pitt's first measures, in 1784,

was an India Bill that established a Board of Control to

take over the political part of the work of the Com-

pany, leaving its mercantile rights unaffected. A double

arrangement was thus set up not unlike that established

in Rhodesia after the Jameson raid. This dual system,

modified in some details from time to time, lasted till the

Indian Mutiny. Meanwhile, in 1833, the Company lost its

exclusive trading rights.

The Indian Mutiny led to the final dissolution of the

Company, and the acceptance by the crown of full

responsibility for the government of India in 1858.

ludia

under the

Coujpauy.

M t

British

I udiu.
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The system of government then adopted has rcmjiined

practically unchanged since. India, as defined by the Act,

includes that part which is directly under British rule, and

also more than six hundred native states that are, in

varying degree, under British control The authority of

the Home Government is represented by a Secretary of

State, who is assisted by a Council of ten or more members

who hold office for four years. Nine of them must have

served in India for not leas than ten years. The Secretary

is bound to consult his Council, but may override its

opinion. He is of course guided in his policy by the

Cabinet, of which he is a member. The Indian Budget is

annually submitted to Parliament, but generally evokes little

interest In India the supreme authority is vested in the

Governor-General or Viceroy, who is appointed by the

crown for five years. He also is provided with a Council,

consisting of six members, by whose advice he is bound to

act under ordinary circumstances, though in certain grave

eventualities he may act on his own responsibility, in

which case any two members of the Council may recjuire

that the whole matter be submitted to the Home Govern-

ment. For legislative purposes, the Council is increased

by the addition of u namber of members—generally about

sixteen. All Acts passed by the Legislative Council are

subject to the assent cf the Home Government. For pur-

poses of local government India is divided into six large

provinces, and a number of smaller ones. Bengal, Bombay,

and Madras have each a Governor and council appointed

by the Home Government, and the United Provinces

(Agra and Oudh), the Punjab, and Burmah, Lieutenant-

Governors and legislative councils appointed by the

Viceroy. The provincial administration is strictly under

the authority of the Central Government.
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In 1876 the Queon assumeJ the title of Empress of

India (Kainer-i-IIiwl). The government of India raises

many problems with which it is impossible to deal here.

The demand of a section of the native population for a

larger share in the government has in recent years led to

an agitation that has given cause for grave anxiety. Few

people would contend that India is yet ripe for any

extension of representative institutions, but it is very

generally felt that a more sympathetic attitude on the part

of the responsible authorities to native aspirations may do

much to remove the discontent that now exists. It may

safely be said that in undertaking the government of India,

Great Britain assumed as difficult a task as any nation has

ever undertaken, and though mistakes have been made,

and will no doubt be made in the future, the record of our

fifty years of rule is not one of which we have any cause

to be ashamed.

Canada, Australia, South Africa, New Zealand, and

Newfoundland constitute the group of self-governing

colonies of the Empire. The other colonies may be

classified into two groups—colonies having some kind of

representative body, and crown colonies administered by a

Governor, assisted generally by a nominated Executive

Council.

The Constitutions of the British colonies deserve a much roloiiial

more detailed study than is possible in a volume of this ^.°^^
' ''"

size. It is worthy of notice that all the self-governing

colonies have some kind of Second Chamber, generally

elective, and that in practically every case the control of

financial matters by the Lower House is safeguarded by

specific definition. Various methods have been adopted

for dealing with deadlorka between the two Houses. By

the Colonial Laws Validity Act of 1865, the self-governing
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colonies are providetl with full |)ower to change their

Constitutions, subject to tue conditions laid down in these

Constitutions themselves. The Australian Federal Constitu-

tion can oidy be changed if the proposed alteration has

been passed by an absolute majority in both Houses, and

has within six months been submitted to Referendum in

each state. The Canadian Federal Constitution can only

be amended in certain details by the Canadian Parliament

;

any important modification would require an Act of the

Imperial Parliament.

All the self-governing colonies have adopted the Cabinet

system, a certain number of " ministers without portfolio

"

being included in the Cabinet The existence of offices

like that of President of the Council and Lord Privy Seal,

to which practically no duties are attached, provides for

this need in the British Cabinet F veral matters, which

at home are conventions of the Constitution, are explicitly

laid down in the Constitutions of the self-governing colonies,

as, for example, that Parliament shall meet every year.

In practically all the Colonial Legislatures the members

of the Lower House are paid, and in several cases the

members of the Upper Hoiise also. It is commonly

provided that seats should be vacated by absence for a

whole session, and a colonial member can resign by

written notice, and so does not need to apply for the

Chiltern Hundreds as a way of vacating his seat. Most

Colonial Parliaments dissolve every three years, a few only

lasting as 1r>ng as five.

It 13 a remarkable fact that British political institutions,

transplanted into lands whose local conditions differ widely

from our own, are able to " take root downward and bear

fruit upward." In the modifications that our political

institutions in this country are likely to imdergo in the
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future, the experiments made by our own colonies will often

prove of great value. The Referendum, Female Suffrage,

elective Upj)er Houses, the distinctior nM-een constitu-

tional and ordinary legislation are p. fi.^ t.'.e sub^'^cts in

regard to which we can draw on < i-;.. u<i f \r

colonies.

t:i|



CHAPTER XXIV

THE HOME GOVERNMENT AND THE COLONIES

THE relations between the Home Government and the

colonies, in as far as it falls within the scope of con-

stitutional history, illustrates the habit of "muddhng

through" that a distinguished statesman has told us is

characteristic of our nation. The history of colonial

administration begins with the Restoration, when a Com-

tnittee of the Privy Council was formed for looking after

Develop, the "Plantations." After various changes, a Board of

So? Trade and Plantations was set up in 1695 to advise the

'°'°°"'
Kin- in Council on colonial matters. During^ the

eighteenth century many changes occurred In l<o8 a

Colonial Secretary was appointed, but the office was

abolished in 1782, and the colonial work transferred to

the Home Office. In 1 786 a new Committee for Trade and

Plantations was constituted. This Committee ha^ now

become the Board of Trade. In 1794 a Secretary of State

for War was create.l. and the colonial b^is.ness was

transferre.1 to his department. This exceedingly unsatis-

factory arrangement lasted till 1854, when the two

departments were separated and a Secretary of State

appointed for colonial matters. Even r.fter this the

Colonial Secretaryship was regarded a« a somewhat

2.10

depart

ment.
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unimportant oflGco till Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, by his

acceptance of the office in 1895, gave it a new significance,

and "by his imaginative and sympathetic policy made

himself the most conspicuous figure of the Cabinet, and

the most popular Englishman throughout our colonial

possessions."

In his Report, Lord Durluun pointed out two reasons Criticism

for the failure of our colonial administration in the early D„i,ani.

part of the nineteenth century. The first was the frequent

changes in the office of Secretary of State. He says that

in the ten years since 1827 there had been no less than

eight Secretaries in charge of colonial affiiirs. This meant

that the minister responsible for colonial policy had not

time to become personally acquainted with the work of

his department, but also that no steady continuiiy of

policy was possible. The other evil to which Lord Durham

drew attention was the entanglement of colonial questions

with party politics at home. Both these evils have now

been to some extent rectified, the first by the development

of a more competent permanent staff' in the Colonial Office,

and the other by the recognition that under ordinary

circumstances colonial affairs lie outside the arena of

party contest.

It is at least possible that the ineff"ectivenes8 of colonial

administration in the earlier part of the century was not

altogether a disadvantage. It gave the colonies themselves

more scope for working out theii- own destiny, and en-

couraged Colonial Governors to act on their own initiative,

depending rather on local opinion than on instructions

from headquarters. IJut it ceruinly had an irritating

eff'ect on the colonies, and might have led to serious

ilifficulties if t he intervention of other nations in the work

of cclonization had begun earlier. This intervention lias had
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two important results. It has brought colonial questions

within the general sphere of international relations, and

so given them a new importance; and it has drawn the

colonies nearer to the mother-country through a sense of

common danger.

The authority exercised by the Home Government over

the colonies is nominally of two kinds—Legislative and

Executive.

The Legislative power belongs to the general legislative

supremacy of the Imperial Parliament. But the British

Parliament has expressly abandoned the right to impose

any tax on the self-governing colonies, and though such a

tax, if imposed, would be lt:^r*lly valid, it is quite certain

that it would be constitutionally invalid and practically

Legislative, ineffective. By a similar understanding the Imperial

Parliament does not legislate for the internal government

of these colonies, though Imperial legislation may affect

the colonies in various ways. It is now a constitutional

understanding that before any Act of Parliament is passed

that affects any of the self-governing colonies, the Colonial

Governments shall be consulted. Sometimes Acts are

passed by the Imperial Parliament at the request of the

Colonial Governments, esjiecially in regard to matters

like extradition, bankruptcy, bigamy, offences committed

at sea, and other matters that are partly internal and

partly external.

The legislative authority of the Home Government is

growing less and less important, but the executive authority

of the cro\TO is much more effective. All Colonial

Governors are appointed by the crown, generally for six

years. They are of course nominated by the ministry in

power, and are appointed by a commission under the Royal

sigrj-manual. Each Governor also receives on appointment

Executive,
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a body of instructions, and further instructions are sent to Power* of

him from time to time from the Home Government. In a (jovemora.

self-governing colony the Governor is in the j/osition of a

constitutional sovereign in regard to all internal affairs.

But he is also the guardian of Imperial interests, and these

may bring him into conflict with the local ministry. The

Governor may reserve a bill presented for his assent for

the king's pleasure—that is, for the consideration of tho

Home authorities. Even if he has assented to a bill, the

Home Government has the right within two years to

disallow it. Of course these rights are hardly ever

exercised, for it is part of the business of the Governor, by

private conferences and in other ways, to avoid open

friction between the authorities at home and in the colonies.

Besides his political duties the Governor has important

social functions to perform. " He is able to present to the

inhabitants of the colony wider views and higher aims in

political matters than might otherwise prevail in a small

community, namely, the views and aims of the best men in

the British Empire as contrasted with those of men who

are versed only in local politics. He can promote tho

interests of education, science, art, commerce, and humanity

outside the domain of party politics."

There are two definite limits to the legislative power Colonial

of Colonial Legislatures. They have full power " to make J^^
"''

laws for the peace, oj-der, and good government of tho

colony," but any Act of a Colonial Legislature which

claims extra-territorial powers will be treated l)y the

colonial courts as invalid. Then, secondly, by the Colonial

Laws Validity Act no colonial law is valid which is

" repugnant to the laws of England." The interpretation

of this phrase is a tcchniciil legal question into which we

cantiot enter now. Broadly, it moans that a local legis-

^&iSimV'^^
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lative body cannot supersede or change an Imperial law

extending to the colony, and that certain principles of

English law are valid throughout the Empire. Thus, for

example, no colonial legislative body could sanction slavery,

torture, or bigamy.

Treaties made by the Home Government with foreign

powers bind all the colonies, but it is the custom for the

self-governing colonies to be consulted in regard to any treaty

in which their interests are directly affected. In view of

some recent discussions, it may be well to say that in the

event of war between the Empire and any other power,

no colony of the Empire could declare itself neutral.

In judicial matters the Empire is a unity, an appeal

lying to the King in Council from every court in the

of the Privy Empire. A difficulty arose on this question between the
.ouuci

. florae Government and the Australian colonies at the time

when the Federation Act was being passed in the Imperial

Parliament. A clause of the Act, as originally tlrafted,

appeare<l to the Home Government to limit unduly this

right of appeal. After long negotiations the clauses were

redrafted, so as to provide that on constitutional questions

an appeal should only lie if the High Couit in Australia

certified that the (luestion was one that ought to be deter-

mined l>y the King in Council.

Petitions from colonial courts are heard by a body

called the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council—

a

body that has, absui-dly enougii, Uiken over the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction of the old Court of Delegates. The same

court has therefore to pronounce on the validity i)f the

action of our self-governing colonies and on the legality of

ecclesiastical ceremonial. The Judicial Connrittee consists

of all Privy Councillors who havr held liii,'li judicial office,

together with the Lords Justiios of Appeal, and since 1895

f^^^^ii^M^^^itt^^^JZ^^^. w ^Xii!^.t*::{'^Uii:}^,
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certain colonial judges have been added. Technically, the

business of the Judicial Committee is to advise the king,

and it does not give a judicial decision by the verdict of a

majority, as is the case with the House of Lords.

Apart from the bond of community of race, language, Imperial

traditions, and history by which the Empire is held together,
'^''*'""^'^-

the two most important links of connexion between its

parts are those of trade and defence. The proposals that

have been made in recent years for drawing the tiade

relations of the Empire closer lie outside the scope of

constitutional history, but the problem of Imperial defence

has a close bearing on the future constitutional relations of

the comiwnent parts of the Empire. At present by far

the largest share of the Imrden of Imperial defence falls

on the mother-country. The self-governing colonies have

in recent years shown an increasing williiigness to share in

the bunlen, either by undertaking to provide for their own

local defence, or by contributions towards the upkeep of

the Imperial Navy. But tht problem of Imperial defence

involves the problem of Imperial policy, and if the colonies

are to contribute to defence, it is inevitable that they

should ask for a voice iti the determination of policy.

To some small extent this has been secured by the

conferences attended by the Premiers of the self-governing

colonies, of which the first was held in 1902, and which it

is intended to hohl at intervals of al)OUt four years.

Any further development of constitutional relations

must depend on the growth of a feeling in favour of such

developments both at home and in the colonies. Any
attempt to " force the pace " might easily prove disastrous.

It is i^ssible that the menace of some external danger

might lead to the rapid cry.stailization of the idea of

Imperial Federation, in much the same way as the appear

^^?^^^5^F^«!^
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ance of European powers in Australasian waters brought

about the federation of Australia.

Imperial Schemes for Imperial Federation have generally taken

Federation,
^jjg q{ j.^q forms. Either it has been proposed that

subordinate legislative bodies should be created for dealing

with the local affairs of England, Scotland, Ireland, and

Wales, and that the Imperial Parliament, thus left free for

Imperial business, should include representatives from the

colonies. Or, as an alternative, it has been suggested that

an Imperial Council should be established, consisting of

lepresentatives from the Home and Colonial Parliaments,

I > deal with matters of Imperial interest.

The self-governing colonies, rightly jealous of their

independence, would be disposed to e.xaminc with some

distnist any scheme that appeared to trench on their

)wer' and it is from them that the initiative of any

iicces id scheme must come. Already we have Sir

\Vilf! Laurier's challenge : "If you want our aid, call us

o ouncils." The British Empire may be destined to

i#*eiop into an alliance of sister-nations for mutual defence,

or ito a self-contained Federal Commonwealth. The

problem of the British Empire—and it is rapidly becoming

the problem of the United States as well—is the problem

of combining Imperialism with a democratic system of

government. The solution must be found in the recogni-

tion that Imperialism and democracy are both founded on

the same call to service, for true Im|)erialism is based on

the idea that the Anglo-Saxon race has a contribution to

make to the world's life that it can only make fully if it

holds together, while democracy is a system of government

that seeks to elicit from every man his own 8{>eeial con-

tribution to the life of the nation—to enlist all in the

service of all.



CHAPTER XXV

ENGLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT

(1) The Caunties.

To the constitutional historian local government is

important, in the first place, because it is in local institu-

tions that the political genius of a nation will show itself,

more clearly perhaps than in its central government The

student of German or American institutions would gain a

very inadequate idea of the special characteristics of the

jK)litical life of Germany or America unless he studied the

local government of these nations. And, in the second

place, because it is local government that affords the

training-ground for political life. Knights of the shire,

justices of the peace, county and borough councillors, all

bring to the central legislature the experience gamed in

local administration, and if the local political life of a

nation is corrupt or inefficient, the whole body politic will

be the same.

The history of English local government falls naturally Periods of

into four periods. The first of these ends witli the Norman ^^l^^

Conquest and the establishment of strong central authority, govem-

The second ends with the practical disappearance of the

County Court, and the transfer of the administrative work

.u'VK-, -':
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of the county to the justices of the peace. The third

ends with the County Councils Act of 1888, which placed

local government in the counties, nominally at least, on a

democratic foundation.

Of the earliest period I have said something in a previous

chapter. It centres in the Shire-Court, which retained

something at least of its ancient democratic character. The

Norman Conquest established a strong central administra-

tive system, which shows its influence in the practical

disappearance of the Ealdorman or Earl from the local

administration, and the increased importance of the sheriff".

The Norman kings preserved the old local system as a

check on the feudal courts, and the Angevin kings

established a new link between the central authority and

the local courts in the itinerant justices. The sheriff was

no longer the sole representative of the central government.

But this was only one of several changes that weakened his

authority. The growth of local feudal courts, and the

development of chartered towns, restricted his area of

jurisdiction. And the appointment of guardians of the

pleas of the crown (custodes placiioruin c&romie), in 1194,

deprived him of a large pjirt of his judicial work.

In the early Norman period the sheriff's were tending to

grow into great hereditary local magnates—a tendency

checked under Henry I. by the appointment of men of lower

rank to the office. Fifty years later the office had again

fallen into the hands of great local nobles, but a final blow

was given to the local independence of the sheriff's by the

Inquest of Sheriff's in 1170, when Henry II. suddenly

removed all the sheriffs . nd appointed a commission of

itinerant justices to report on their behaviour. Very few

of the dispo.ssessed sheriffs were reinstated, their places

being taken by royal ofbcers from the Exchequer Court.

smw^&'sm- mwmms.
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In a word, local government became, for a time, bureau-

cratic.

Magna Carta forbad sheriffa to hold any pleas of the

crown, and so finally abolished the judicial powers of the

office. The sheriff remained the commander of the fyrd

or militia of the county, till the appointment of Lord-

Lieutenants under Mary. In 12r)8, and again in 1340, the

tenure of office of the sheriff was limited to a year.

While the sheriff was losing his ancient powers, he gained

one new j)ower as the returning-officer for the counties and

boroughs in Parliamentary elections. A sherifi" is dis-

(jualified from sitting for his own shire—a fact of which

Charles I. took advantage in 162G by pricking off his

leading opponents as sheriffs.

Of all the many duties that formerly fell to him, the

sheriff now only retiiins the duty of meeting the judges,

executing their sentences, personally or by deputy, and

acting as returning-officer for county elections.

The decline of the sheriff coincides with the rise of a The justice

new officer—the justice of the peace. At the end of the Z^^^

twelfth century, the preservation of the royal peace was

placed in the hands of certain knights in each shire, before

whom every one had to tiike oath to maintain the peace.

Hence grew up the office of conservator of the peace. At

first these conservators of the peace were " little more than

constables on a large scale," but in 132b they began to

exercise judicial functions, and in 1360 they became

justices of the peace. Two years later these justices

began to hold regular Quarter-Sessions. In the years that

followed, almost all the work that still remained to the Shire-

Court was transferred to the justices, and the old Shire-

Court pjissed out of existence, losing even its elective rights

with the passing of the statute limiting the franchise to

_.
SseiraffiKsf^iaSSTN#ai!»
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forty-shilling freeholders. Needless to say, the modem

County Court, set up in 1846 for dealing with minor debt

cases, has no sort of connexion whatever with the old Shire-

Court

The justices of the peace grew in importance with the

development of local administrative work that was such

a marked feature of the Tudor period. They were

appointed by the crown as agents of the central authority,

but their interests and associations were in the district in

which they served. As I have already said, it was the

justice of the peace that saved Enghuid from becoming a

bureaucratically governed country in the sixteenth cen-

tury. Had the Tudors carried on the work of local

administration through officials sent down from head-

quarters, English local government would have lost its

most distinctive characteristic—the subordination of the

expert to the unpaid elected amateur.

Even to enumerate all the work that fell to the justice

of tlie peace under tho Tudor system would be a large task

Mure than a hundred stitutcs were passed in the course

of the sixteenth century, addin-? fresh responsibilities to

the already burdened justice. Besides his judicial work

he had to fix wages, supervise the apprenticeship system,

fix the price of commodities, enforce the recusant laws,

control the new Poor Law administration, punish " vagrom

men," and uct as a medium of communication between the

crown and the county in which he served.

For four centuries the justice of the peace reran ^ned tho

central figure of ?^ngli.« i local administration, and Quarter

Sessions the Shire-mot tt of the county. Before v.> deal

with the County Councils Act of 1888, let us turn to tho

smaller areas of local administration.

The smallest unit of all was orieinallv the vill or
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township, and this becomes, after the Norman Conquest, The

the manor, with its manorial courts and overlord. The ^*"* *

next chapter in the history of the village we can only read

in fragments. The parish priest appears as the central

figure of a constitutional struggle that lasted through the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The old township

meeting was revived as the parish meeting or vestry, and

this democratic assembly, under the guidance of the priest,

gradually took over the administrative work of the manorial

court. This pivrish meeting elected the local officers of the

village, of whom the churchwardens, whose business it was

to administer whatever property the parish possessed, were

the most imporUvnt. The parish accounts were also pre-

sented at this meeting. " Thus, by the end of the four-

teenth century, each parish was an organized democratic

community, managing its own affairs, and managing them

well."

When the Elizabethan statesmen set on foot the new

system of poor relief, they chose the jmrish as the unit of

Poor Law administration, and created a new body of

officers called overseers to carry out the work of relief.

Between the shire and the township, the Anglo-Saxon xiie

local system interposed the hundred. But the growth of
l^l'^^^^^

feudal liberties reduced the importance of the Hundred local areas.

Courts, and by the middle of the fourteenth century they

had practically faded out of existence. The hundred

remained merely a geographical subdivision of the county.

The next attempt to create an intermediate area between

the parish and the county belongs to the history of the

Poor liaw. In 172:} an Act was passed allowing parishes

to combine for poor relief purposes. The Poor Law Unions

thus created were, by the Poor Law Amendment Act of

1834, made the units for Poor Law adm'iiistration instead
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of the parish. The vestry had already lost most of its

eflFective powers in rural parishes, and become primarily an

ecclesiastical institution.

In the years that followed, areas of local administration

grew up in a confused and unsystematic way. The

sanitary reforms of the century created urban and rural

sanitary districts ; the Education Act of 1870 created

School Board areas; there were Burial Board Districts

and Highway Districts, and various other areas of local

administration.

The Local Government Act of 1888 began the work

of bringing system out of this administrative disorder,

and also placed the government of the counties on a

democratic basis. By this Act England was divided

into sixty -two administrative counties and sixty county

boroughs. Each county had a County Council consisting

of councillors elected for three years by the ratepayers

of the county, the number varying according to the size of

the county, and certain aldermen co-opted for six years,

who were not to exceed in number one -third of the

councillors. To these Councils all the administrative work

of Quarter-Sessions was transferred, leaving to the justices

the judicial work of the county. A joint committee of

justices and county councillors was set up to control the

county police. By Acts of 1889 and 1902 the control of

education in all its departments has been given to the

County Councils.

Six years later, the District and Parish Councils Act

of 1894 carried the reorganization of local government

a stage farther. In every parish the old democratic

parish meeting, acting for itself, or (in parishes with a

population of over 300) through a Parish Council elected

by it, was re-established. Between this parish council
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area and the county the Act set up a new Eural or Urban

District Council, for sanitary, highway, and Pcor Law affairs.

The central authority that controls all these local '^^^"^

coiincils is, for most purposes, the Local Government ^lent

Board. The Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 set up Board,

a central Poor Law Board, and the Public Health Act of

1848 established a General Board of Health, which was

subsequently absorbed in the Home Office. In 1869 a

Commission reported strongly in favour of the creation of

a special department for supervising local government.

" There should be one recognized and sufficiently powerful

minister, not to centralize administration, but, on the

contrary, to set local life in motion." So in 1871 the

Local Government Board was constituted, absorbing the

old Poor Law Board, and the Public Health Department

from the Home Office.

The Local Government Board has been granted con-

siderable legislative power by Parliament, chiefly in the

form of power to make regulations under various Acts.

It also grants provisional orders to local bodies, which

it submits to Parliament for confirmation all in one bill.

All bye-laws of local bodies must be confirmed by the

Local Government Board.

The Poor Law department of local government is

under very close Local Government Board supervision.

The accounts of all local authorities, excepting boroughs,

are audited by the Board, which has the right to

«' surcharge" any illegal expenditure. No loan can be

raised by any local body without the consent of the

Board. Besides all this, the Board is constantly advising

local authorities on a variety of subjects, and, in some

cases, stimulating them to exercise the powers conferred

on them by Parliament.

I

I

I
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As County Councils are only required to meet once a

quarter, the actual business of the county is done chiefly

in committees, of which most Councils have a large number.

For some purposes joint-committees are appointed. These

committees often possess larger powers than the committees

of a Borough Council. The only limitations imposed by

the Act are, that every committee shall report to the

Council, and that no committee shall have the power to

raise money by rate or loan. The only committees that

are required by the Act of 1888 are the Standing Joint-

Committee, for the management of the police, and the Finance

Committee, without the sanction of which no Council may

spend any sum of more than £50. The Education Act of

1902 has added a third statutory Committee for Education.

The scope of the work of a County Council may be seen

from a list of its committees. The committees of the

Warwickshire County Council are as follows : Finance

;

County Roads and Bridges; County Buildings; Small

Holdings and Allotments ; Sanitary ; County Rate Basis

;

Executive (Diseases of Animals) ; Asylum Visiting ; Educa-

tion (with nine Departmental Committees and twenty-

seven Sub-Committees); Standing-Joint; General Purposes

;

County Boundaries ; Charities ; Wild Birds' Protection Act

;

Financial Adjustments ; Printing ; Gosberry Mildew.

The present system of county administration has been

called " government by horse and trap," by which phrase

is meant that the size of a county area practically precludes

the working-class from being directly represented in the

County Councils. County Council elections seldom provoke

any great excitement, and the actual government of the

counties remains largely in the hands of the same class

that formerly administered its affairs in Quarter-Session.

But the fact that the councillors now act as elected
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representatives, instead of as Government nominees, tends

to promote efficiency of administration.

Parish Councils have not as yet fulfilled the hopes of Parish

, , . Councils.

theii more earnest advocates. The chief reason for this

is that the country labourer is not in a sufficiently

independent position to be able to give open expression to

his opinions. Where the local squire has taken a personal

interest in fostering the instinct of self-government en-

couraging results have sometimes followed. But the

rebuilding of these local units of political life constitutes

a part of the whole problem of the restoration of village

life that is perhaps the most vital problem of our time.

The two most striking characteristics of English local

government are the supremacy of the amateur and the

system of committees.

With regard to the first, British institutions show in The

every direction the same tendency. In judicial matters,
^f^^^J'^'^^

a committee of amateurs, called a jury, decides cases with amateur.

the advice of an expert—the judge. In executive adminis-

tration, the minister of the crown, with no expert

knowledge of his department, has full authority to disregard

the expert opinion of his permanent staff. In Petty

Sessions a bench of magistrates, with no legal training,

depend on the advice of the magistrates' clerk, who is a

legal expert, and in our Borough Councils the amateur

councillors rule with the advice of the Town Clerk and

other municipal officials. Even the sovereign may be

regarded as occupying the position of expert adviser of his

responsible ministers. To recognize how distinctive of

English life this is, we have only to compare our local

institutions with those of Germany, where the expert rules

with an advisory council of amateurs to help him.

It is not easy to say why our national institutions have

I
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taken this direction. Perhaps it may be regarded as a kind

of compliment paid to humanity. It is certainly more

consistent than any other system with the ideals of

democracy, wuich has no worse enemy, if it only knew

it, than bureaucracy.

The committee system, as it has developed in English

local government, is interesting, because it illustrates the

divergence between our central and local constitutional

systems. The central authority is administered by a

committee (the Cabinet) chosen exclusively from one party,

of which a majority of the members are responsible for

diflFerent departments of administration. Instead of indi-

vidual ministers, the local system has developed a series

of committees composed of both parties in proportion to

their representation in the Council, each with a chairman

occupying a position somewhat like that which a minister of

the crown would occupy if his "Board" was a reality instead

of a mere form. The chairman of a County Council, if a

man of strong personality, may sometimes come to occupy

almost the position of a Prime Minister. This is still more

the case with the mayor of a borough. But the tradition

that in all our most progressive boroughs precludes the

re-election of a mayor for more than two or at most three

years, prevents him from becoming identified with the

permanent leadership of a party.

Let me close this chapter with some words by a foreign

student of our institutions. " At last class rule, in so far

as it rested on law and Constitution, has been totally

abolished (in English local government), and England has

created for herself 'self-government' in the true sense

of the word—that is to say, the right of her people to

legislate, to deliberate, and to administer through Councils

or Parliaments elected on the basis of popular suflFrage,
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with a civil service of municipal and imperial oflBcials

entirely subordinated to the popular will in law and in

fact The one great and wholesome limitation upon the

sovereignty of the people, apart from the anomaly of a

hereditary chamber, lies in the existence of a pure and

independent judiciary, which makes it impossible for any

person or combination of persons, even the Government

itself, to break the law with impunity. The authorities

which have powei to make laws and bye-laws have power

to change but not to infringe them. The people are law-

abiding as well as law-making. And this is the root of the

incomparable strength and health of the English Body

Politic."^

1 Redlich and Hirst, Local Oovemment in England, i. 216.
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ENGLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT (coniinued)

The
borough
and the

(2) The Boroughs.

The English towns, when they first appear in history, are

only larger villages, defended by a rude rampart or

stockade, and dependent on some overlord who exercises

almost absolute authority over the townsfolk. " The lord

might destroy their industry by suddenly calling out the

overlord, inhabitants to follow him in a warlike expedition, or

demanding services of forced labour, or laying on them

grievous taxes; his officers could throw the artisan or

merchant into his prison, or ruin them by fines, or force

upon them methods of law hateful and dangerous to their

conceptions of a common life ; as he claimed supreme

rights over the soil it was impossible for a burgher to leave

his property by will ; and on the tenant's death oflBcers

visited his house and stables and granaries to seize the

most valuable goods as the lord's relief. It was necessary

to gain his consent before any new member could be

admitted into the fellowship of citizens; and without

his permission no inhabitant might leave the borough

to carry his trade elsewhere. He could forbid the

marriage of children arranged by the fathers, or refuse to

268
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allow a widow to take a new husband and so make him

master of her house and freeman of her town. He fixed

the market laws and the market tolls. He forced the people

to grind at his mill and bake at his oven."*

From this state of almost complete subjection, tho
BjsJ^t»^»J

English towns gradually rose to a condition of almost ^^^^^""^^

complete independence. The process of emancipation

began soon after the Conquest, and culminated in the

fifteenth century. The actual course of events differed in

each town, but the general lines of advance were the same.

We may class the privileges secured by the English

boroughs under the three heads of judicial, financial, and

administrative.

(1) Judicial. The earliest privilege that marked off a Judicial

borough from a township was the right to have its own

Hundred Court, and so to be represented in the County

Court by twelve men, as the hundreds were. The next

stage was the grant of immunity from the jurisdiction of

the° County Court, so that at last the borough becomes a

self-contained area of jurisdiction, subject only to the

authority of the itinerant justices. The Port-moot of the

borough becomes for the borough what the Shire-Court

was for the county.

(2) Financial. One of the earliest privileges secured Finamal.

by the towns was the right to compound their taxes with

the sheriff, arranging among themselves how much each

burgher should pay. Then they secured the further right

to pay the firma burgi direct into the royal exchequer, so

getting rid of the authority of the sheriff altogether.

(3) Administrative. Under this head may be included A-lmmi.-

the right to elect their own officers, of whom the chief

comes to bear the name of Mayor; the right to freedom

» Mrs. Green, Town Life in tlic FifUenih Century.
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Merchant
Guild.

from trial by battle ; the right to emancipate a serf who

has lived for " a year and a day " in the town ; and lastly,

the right to have a Merchant Guild.

What was the relation of this Merchant Guild to the

governing body of the borough t To answer that question

we must first remember that privileges such as those that

I have enumerated were not secured without considerable

difficulty.

A charter had to be obtained from the king or the local

overlord, and for this charter a heavy price had to be

paid. The leading traders of the town would have to find

the money, and the actual administration of the new

system would naturally fall into their hands. In return

for the money that they had provided, they asked for the

ri»ht to regulate the trade of the town, or, in other words,

to " have a Merchant Guild." The entrance fee paid by

a citizen on joining the Merchant Guild might be regarded

as his contribution towards the original cost of the charter.

But the same men also met as a Borough Council, either

elected as a matter of course by their fellow-citizens, or,

in some cases, nominated by each other, so that in many

towns the Merchant Guild and the Borough Council were

practically identical. In name, the constitutions of the

boroughs in the fourteenth century were democratic, but

in fact they were probably from the first, what they became

more completely as time went on, oligarchies.

It is important to notice that the development of the

English boroughs proceeded by the way of charter. The

French Commune differed from the English chartered town

in this, that while both had the legal status of collective

persons (that is, both had the right to hold possessions, to

bring actions, and do other legal acts collectively) the

French Commune was a person within the feudal system.
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while the English borough was outside it. A French

Commune could act as collective overlord or vassal, and

was liable to feudal obligations. But in England the

growth of the boroughs was the first great blow struck at

the feudal system.

In the thirteenth century the boroughs were called to i-^-^

take their place in the nation vl represenUtivc system, and representa-

in the Parliaments of the early part of the fourteenth Uou.

century over two hundred borough members sat side by

side with the seventy-four knights of the shire.' It was

left to each borough to decide for itself how its representa-

tives were elected, and thus the franchise for boroughs

came to vary greatly.

It was not till the fifteenth century that the legal idea

of a "Corporation" became definitely fixed. From that

time onward "incorporation" became the name for the

grant of self-government to a town. Up to the reign of

Charles II. the grant of incorporation always carried with

it the right to send representatives to Parliament

From the beginning of the Tudor period to the year PoUUcal^^

1835 the history of the English boroughs is the history of

the sacrifice of local efficiency to the "packing" of Parlia-

ment with nominees. The Corporations became close

oligarchies, with hardly a trace of popular election left m

their composition. Clarendon's Corporation Act closed

them to Roman Catholics and Nonconformists, but in the

eicrhteenth century this Act became practically a dead letter,

an annual indemnity bill being passed by Parliament m

I "For the maximum number of ^r°"f«„
^^^.^^S- ^ fifttnfh

Fdward I , when 166 was reached. Durmg the first half ot the n«e«mn

Maitland Const iiutkrnal HM^ry of Engl<xvd, PP- ^ 3-1/4. Uenry

addedS Roughs, Edward VI. 48, Mary 21, and Elizabeth 00.
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favour of any who had broken the provisions of the

Act.

" A great number of Corporations," says the Report of

1835, " have been preserved solely as political engines, and

the towns to which they belong derive no benefit, but often

much injury from their existence. To maintain the political

ascendancy of a party, or the political influence of a family,

has been the one end and object for which the ,. wers

entrusted to those bodies have been exercised. This object

has been systematically pursued in the admission of free-

men, resident or non-resident ; in the selection of municipal

functionaries for the council and the magistracy ;
in the

appointment of subordinate officers and the local police
;
in

the administration of charities entrusted to the municipal

authorities ; in the expenditure of corporate revenues ;
and

in the management of corporate i)roperty."

One of the first results of the Reform Act of 1832 was

the appointment of a Royal Commission to report on

municipal government in England. The Report revealed

an ex" aordinary condition in borough administration.

Jobbery and corruption reigned supreme in most of the

boroughs. The great mass of the citizens had no share in

the go\ irnment of their town, municipal councils being in

many cises self-electing. In large towns the number of

freemen was often a few hundred at most.

As a result of this, such municipal administration as was

done, was, to a large extent, in the hands of other bodies.

In the words of the Report :
" It has been customary not

to rely on the municipal Corporations for exercising the

powers incidental to good municipal government. The

powers granted by local Acts of Parliament for various

purposes liav e been from time to time conferred, not upon

the municipal officers, but upon trustees or Commissioners
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distinct from them, so that often the Corporations have

hardly any duties to perform. They have the nominal

government of the town, but the efficient duties and the

responsibility have been transferred to other hands."

The conclusions of the Commissionei-s are briefly

summarized in the concluding words of the Report :
" We

therefore feel it to be our duty to represent to your

Majesty that the existing municipal Corporations of

England and Wales neither possess nor deserve the

confidence or respect of your Majesty's subjects."

The result of the Report was the Municipal Corporations Municipal

Corpora-
Act of 1835—one of the most important measures ever

^j^^^ ^^^

placed on the Statute Book. By this Act the control of of 1836.

municipal government was placed in the hands of the

people, with a wide ratepayers' franchise. The council

meetings were made public. The aldermen ceased to be

magistrates, the borough justices being henceforth appointed

by the crown.

The Act at first dealt only with 178 boroughs. In 1883

about eighty ancient boroughs were extinguished, and 25

brought under the Act. More than a hundred new boroughs

have been created since 1835 by Order in Council or Act

of Parliament. Of the number of boroughs then existing

—rather more than three hundred—the County Councils

Act of 1888 raised sixty-four to the status of county

boroughs, and about a dozen more county boroughs have

since been created. To obtain the status of a county

borough a town must have a population of over 50,000.

The Corporation of a modern town consists of the

mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the town, or in the case

of a city, the mayor, aldermen, and citizens. The actual

governing body consists of the mayor, aldermen, and

councillors. Councillors are elected for three years, one-

T
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third retiring each year. Aldermen are elected by the

councillors, and hold office for six years. They represent

in municipal administiation what a Second Chamber

represents in central government, excepting that they do

not form a separate House, but sit and vote with the rest of

the Council. The mayor is elected by the Council, the

central authority exercising no kind of veto over his

appointment, i-s is the case with the German Burgomeister.

The only two officers that a Council is legally bound to

appoint are a Town Clerk and a City Treasurer.

The powers of Borough Councils are very large and

are constantly increasing. The Education Act of 1902

transferred to them the control over all grades of education,

and many Poor Law reformers desire to see the work of poor

relief or "public assistance" also placed in their hands.

Besides the compulsory powers of a Council, a number of

Acts have been passed—" Adoptive Acts " as they are called

—that a borough may adopt either by popular vote or in

other ways. A borough may also increase its powers by

Private Act.

A marked feature of recent years has been the growth

of " municipal trading." Most progressive English towns

now provide their own M-ater, gas, and electric light.

Many of them run their own trams, and own their own

cemeteries, markets, and baths. A Borough Council, like

a County Council, does most of its work through com-

mittees, but the committees do not generally possess powers

as extensive as those of County Council committees.

To attempt any survey of the scope of town government

within the limits of this chapter would be an impossible

task. A list of the committees of the Birmingham

City Council will perhaps help to show how varied and

extensive that work is. They are as follows :
Finance

;

i
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Watch ; Baths and Parks ; Markets and Fairs ; Estates

;

General Purposes ; Industrial School ; Public Works

;

Tramways ; Health ; Lunatic Asylums ; Free Libraries
;

Museum and School of Art; Education; Housing; Gas;

Water ; Electric Supply. Of these committees, c^ ly three

—the Finance Committee ; the Watch Committee, which

controls the police ; and the Education Committee—are

statutory. A Council may have as many committees as it

chooses.

A feature of municipal politics, for which Birminghani party

was first responsible, has been the extension to local aftairs ^°^^^^

of the party system, and the use of the party machine for aHairs.

running municipal elections. Attempts have been made to

defend this system, but in the opinion of the present writer

the effects of it on municipal life are altogether disastrous.

Men who would gladly serve the civic life of their com-

munity are prevented from doing so because they will not

bow down before the prevailing party fetish, which is

generally wholly unconnected with the problems of local

administration. Important questions of municipal adminis-

tration are settled at secret party conclaves, and come

before the Council as foregone conclusions.

The real difficulty is the incurable apathy of the

elector. The strenuous exertions of party agents just avail

to drag a certain percentage to the poll ; without this

stimulus it may be doubted whether 40 per cent of the

burgesses would trouble to vote at all. There is a curious

irony in the fact that democracy breaks down in local life,

because the sovereign people will not take the trouble to

exercise the powers that have been conferred on it.

Besides the difficulty of persuading electors to vote,

there is the difficulty of finding men of the right kind to

serve on Borough Councils. The successful business man

Ml

ii
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is often unable or unwilling to give the time, and the

leisured man to equip himself with the knowledge needed

for the work- and in our smaller English boroughs the

Council often consists of small tradesmen unaccustomed to

deal with large problems, with a sprinkling of political

adventurers, and of menwho are suspected of having interests

of their own to serve. That these towns are as well governed

as they are is due to the ability of the permanent officials.

But there is no question that if the larger possibilities that

are opening before our English towns through such measures

as the Town Planning Act are to be realized, men must be

found with larger ideals and wider outlook to lead the

advance of municipal well-being.
^

The growth of such organizations as the Workers

Educational Association is an encouraging evidence of the

desire of the workers to equip themselves for the responsi-

bilities of citizenship. In this alliance of labour and

education lies the promise of nobler civic ideals; in the

alliance of both with religion lies the best hope of their

realization.



CHAPTER XXVII

CHURCH AND STATE

The question of the relations of Church and State has

come before us incidentally in the course of our survey of

the history of the Constitution. It may be worth while,

before we close, to say a little more about this matter.

Perhaps the best way to deal with it will be to take the

Church in England at three periods of its history, and

consider its relations with the State, as far as they lie

within the scope of constitutional history.

Let us take, as our first period, the end of the thirteenth Churchy

century. "The mediaeval theory of the relation between i^iaoo.

Church and State seems this, that they are independent

organisms, consisting, nevertheless, of the same units.

Every man, we may say, is a member of both." The

Church, like the State, has its system of law—the Canon

Law of the whole Western Church—its own courts, and its

own deliberative assemblies. In spiritual matters the

Church of England recognizes the authority of the pope,

in temporal matters the authority of the king. The main

cause of difficulty comes in defining what is temporal and

what spiritual. On the one side, the royal courts treat

benefices as a form of property, over which they can

exercise control ; and on the other side, the pope is con-
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stantly extending his claims over the temporaliticb ;f tho

Church. In three ways especially the claims of the pope

aie growing in the thirteenth century. In judicial matters,

the appellate jurisdiction of the papal court is increasing,

and continued to increase till checked in the following

century by the statute of Praemunire, and by other causes.

Financially the Crusades have given the papacy the

right to exact contributions from the Western Churches,

and by the Bull Clericis laicos, issued in 1297, Boniface

VII. denied the right of the secular authority to levy taxes

on the estates of the Church—a denial that Edward I. met

by outlawing the clergy when they refused to contribute

to national expenditure, and so compelling them to submit.

, nd, thirdly, the claim of the pope to " provide " candidates

for bishoprics and benefices was an encroachment on rights

of presentation, which Parliament tried to prevent by the

statute of Provisors in 13.51.

As yet, the spiritual authority of the pope has not been

challenged, but Parliament is jealous of any attempt to

withdraw the Church of England, as an organized body,

from connexion with the national life. Edward's concep-

tion of the Church in England is that it shall be both

national and ca'^^ :.

From Anglo-fj... ^n times the bishops and other Church

dignitaries had met in provincial synods, the mutual

jealousies of Canterbury and York having prevented the

development of a National Church Assembly. The Norman

bishops organized regular diocesan .synods, at which all

the clergy of the diocese were present. In the provincial

synods the parochial clergy were not represented till 1 283,

when Archbishop Peckhara summoned representatives of

the cathedral chapters and of the parochial clergy. The

two Convocations thus established gave to the ecclesiastical
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estate a representative organization, and so enabled the

clergy to resist the efforts of the king to compel them to

be represented in Parliament. Convocation continued to

vote clerical taxes till 1662.

The question of the authority of Canon Law in the

medieval Church in England is too complex to enter upon

here. Dr. Maitland^ has shown that in the fourteenth

century the Roman Canon Law was recoj^nized as authori-

tative in this country. The nature and extent of the

authority of the Church courts was a constant source of

friction during the whole mediaeval period.

The Church in England, in the thirteenth century, is the

nation organized for religious purposes under a definite

body of officers (bishops and clergy), who are protected by

special immunities, and who recognize the spiritual authonty

of the pope, and the royal supremacy in temporal matters.

The reign of Elizabeth provides a second convenient Chmch^^

haltin<'-place in the history of the Church. The conditions *"^^,,^

of the'reign of Henry VHL were abnormal, and no other Elizabeth.

English sovereign has ever claimed such powers as the

special circumsUnces of the time enabled him to exercise.

Under Elizabeth the relations between Church and State

resumed their normal character. In Elizabeth's conception,

the Church is still the nation organized for religious

purposes, though the existence of the adherents of the

old faith, and of some small bodies of sectaries, makes the

assumption no longer correspond with the fact. The

repudiation of papal authority has left the English Church

with no recognized spiritual head, since such powers of the

papacy as have not lapsed have passed not to the arch-

bishop but to the crown. The queen is "supreme

governor" by the Act of Supremacy, and the Act of

1 Maitland, Roman Canon Tmw in the Church of Englawi.
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Uniformity has established what may be called a concordat

between Church and State, of which the Prayer Book is

the outward and visible sign. Having settled this concordat,

it was the policy of the queen to refuse to allow Parliament

to interfere with the exercise of her ecclesiastical authority.

The royal authority over the Church flowed through the

channel of the bishops, the High Commission Court and

other Church courts, and the Convocations, just as the

secular authority of the crown flowed through the channels

of the ministers of state, the Courts of Justice, and Parlia-

ment. The queen claimed no more right to interfere with

spiritual matters than she did to interfere with common

law rights. The only difi"erence between the two was that

Pariiament could supersede existing common law by statute,

whereas it required both Pariiament and Convocation to

change the religious basis of the concordat

The Reformation has brought Convocation much more

directly under the authority of the crown. By the Act

for the Submission of the Clergy, in 1534, Convocation

can only meet by royal permission, and can only legislate

with royal consent Appeals from the Church courts

were, bv the same \ct, to go to the king in Chancery.

In 1559 the Court of Delegates was established to hear

such appeals, and nearly three hundred years later this

work was taken over by the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council.

We may take the Revolution as our third halting-place.

By this time the attempt to warn off Pariiament from

interference with Church matters has entirely failed. The

Test and Corporation Acts have kept Pariiament as an

assembly of ch-rrchmen, though the Church has long ceased

to be coextensive with the nation. After the Revolution

Parliament becomes less and less an exclusively Church
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body. The legal theory of the Church, as comprising all

baptized persons within the realm, still remains, and con-

stitutes the Church of England the residuary legatee of

whatever is not claimed as their own by other religious

bodies.

Convocation has become ineffective for two reasons. In

the first place, it is an exclusively clerical body. If the

Church had offered to support the repeal of the Test and

Corporation Acts in return for the right to a repre-

sentative assembly of its own, many difficulties of after-

times would have been avoided. But, besides its ex-

clusively clerical character. Convocation was weakened by

constant quarrels between the Upper House, composed for

the most part of Whig bishops, and the Lower House,

which was strongly Tory. Finally, in 1717, Convocation

was prorogued, and was not summoned to meet again till

1861.

The description "established by law" was first apphed |: Estab-
^,

to the Church of England in a canon of 1604, but did not

come into general use till after the Revolution, when some

title was needed to distinguish between the National Church

and other religious bodies. It implies that, in return for

certain services done by the Church for the nation, the

State gives to it recognition and protection. It is im-

portant to distinguish the special relations included in this

term from the general authority that the State exercises

over all religious bodies holding property. Any religious

body desiring to make any fundamentally important change

in its doctrine or method of organization would, in the

present condition of the law, require the sanction of the

SUte, given through Parliament, unless it has no buildings

or other property. A disestablished church could only free

itself from this measure of State control by divesting itself
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of all that it had.* But the Church of England has certain

relations with the State beyond those that belong to it as

a corporation, or rather a great collection of corporations,

holding property. "Not only is the Church unable to

make new canons without the royal assent, but its liturgy

and articles of religion have a parliamentary sanction

;

though not made by Parliament, they have been accepted

by Parliament, and therefore they need the combined

action of Church and State for their alteration."^ The

law of the Church is part of the law of the land, and the

Church courts exercise statutory authority. Convocation

is summoned by royal sanction, and the leading officers of

the Church—the bishops—are nominated by the crown.

The election by the cathedral chapter of the diocese is

little more than formal, but the spiritual authority to

exercise the episcopal office is given not by the State but

by the Church. On certain occasions the Established

Church represents the nation in its religious aspect, and most

of the bishops sit in the House of Lords sis representatives

of the religious life of the community. All these things

together make up that relation between Church and State

that is expressed in the formula "established by law."

Like other parts of our constitutional system they have

grown out of the circumstances of history, and can only be

understood in the light of that fact.

The history of the endowments of the Church does not

' The unsatisfactory position of the law in regard to the question of

the continuity of religious corporations was shown a the ease of the Free

Church of Scotlaml in 1904, when a decision of the courts, by which the

property of the Church was declared to belong to a small minority, who

has declined to agree to the amalgamation of the Free Church with the

United Presbyterian Church, was reversed by an Act of Parliament.

(Free Churrh nf Scotland v. Lord Overtoun.) The decision practically

declared that a religious body is incapable of doctrinal development without

loss of continuity of identity.

* Anson, Law awl Custom of the Constitution.
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fall within the scope of constitutional history. As a matter

of fact the Church of England, as such, holds no property,

each parish, cathedral chapter, or diocese being a separate

corporation holding property in trust for local purfjoses.

Every parishioner has a legal right to attend the services

of his parish church, and even his right to Holy Communion

is protected by the law. An incumbent is also protected

by the law in the possession of his freehold rights in his

benefice. Whether all these arrangements are an advantage

to the Church, regarded as a spiritual community, may be

doubted, but it is worth while to remember that they are

not of the essence of "establishment," If it is thought

desirable to give constitutional expression to the intimate

connexion between the religious and political life of the

nation, this may be done in many other ways besides that

which has developed through the circumstances of our

national history. The Established Church of Scotland, for

example, has larger powers of self-government than the

Church of England. The General Assembly of the Church

of Scotland, unlike Convocation, has a considerable

proportion of lay members, and does not require "letters

of business" or licence from the crown to legislate on

Church matters, within the limits of its legislative powers.

The restoration to the Church of England of a larger

measure of self-government is desirable both as a means

of relieving Parliament of one department of work, and

also as a means of ensuring that questions aflTectiiig religion

shall be dealt with by men professing some religious belief.

It will be seen, even from this brief survey, that the relation

between the Church and the State has varied greatly at

different periods of our history. It is not likely that tlio

present conditions will be permanent, but it is Uol clear

that the entire repudiation by the State of all connexion
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with religion is the best solution. Cavour's conception of

" a free church in a free state " is an attractive ideal, but if

it is interpreted to mean that it is a matter of indiflference

to the State whether its citizens profess any religion or

none, it may lead to an impoverishment of national ideals.

It is in the sphere of national education that the problem

becomes most pressing. Any attempt on the part of the

State to formulate a system of religion is bound to end

either in a revival of State control of opinion or in a colour-

less scheme of rational ethics. But the claim that provision

should be made in our national educational system for

children, whose parents so desire, to be taught the religion

of their parents, is one that should commend itself to all

who value religious liberty ; and in some of our colonies it

has not been found impracticable.
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